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A ID S Initiative Faces
Court Challenge

Dannemeyer on
the Docket
by Alex MacDonald

A powerful coalition of medical and legal organizations
acted this week to scuttle a November ballot initiative
which threatens to destroy California’s increasingly
successful campaign to stem the spread of AIDS. The
initiative, backed by conservative gadfly Paul Gann and
sponsored by Orange County Congressman William
Dannemeyer (R-Fullerton) proposes to outlaw
anonymous testing for HIV infection and would gut
existing confidentiality rules in a wide variety of essential
medical programs such as blood donations.
To block the measure from appearing on the ballot,
the American Civil Liberties Union and National Gay
Rights Advocates on Wednesday announced a lawsuit
filed on behalf of the California Medical Society and the
San Francisco Department of Public Health alleging the
Gann-Dannemeyer initiative is unconstitutional.
Public health experts here predict that passage of the
Gann-Dannemeyer rules will increase the spread of
AIDS in California and undermine programs which are
Continued on page 3
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he United States Air
Force honored in death
a man they despised
and hounded in life because he
jn n y
was gay. Leonard Matlovich, a
£jji
casualty of AIDS, was buried
on the Fourth of July in
/
Congressional Cemetery with a ^||g|||jjgjj|lll|
military honor guard. His
tombstone reads: “/I Vietnam Veteran. When I was in the
military they gave me a medal for killing two men and a
discharge for loving one. "
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Steve Silberman Laments the
Passing of ‘The Greek Place*

Lesbian Latina Songs of Change

Isabel Yrigoyen speaks o f ''Nova Trova" and
"New Song, ” distinctive musical form s o f
expression.
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Gaj' Activist Challenged
Military Landmark in Case

Matlovich Buried
in Congressional
Cemetery July 4th
by Lou Chibbaro Jr.

WASHINGTON, DC — A horse-drawn caisson carried the body of
gay activist Leonard Matlovich to its final resting place in Congressional
Cemetery last Saturday as some 250 friends and supporters followed on
foot in a funeral procession through the streets of Capitol Hill.
Eight members of the Air Force
honor guard served as pallbearers at a
service at Christ Episcopal Church and
at the cemetery, and a separate team of
six Air Force riflemen fired three volleys
at the cemetery in a salute to Matlovich,
a former Air Force sergeant. An Air
Force bugler played taps.

procession were Matlovich’s parents
and family members and a contingent
of seven gay activists who served as
honorary pallbearers.
When the procession b^an its onemile journey from the church to the
cemetery, a limousine carrying the
Matlovich family moved bdiind the

Watkins said foreign enemies were never as
**bigoted and hat^V^ toward Matlovich as
those in the United States who attacked the
gay activist with **homophobia. ”
Matlovich’s frioids said they were
certain that Matlovich, who d i^ June
22 of AIDS, would have been proud of
the military participation in his funeral,
despite a decision by Air Force officials
in 197S to oust him from the service
after he declared publicly he was gay.
Events surrounding the funeral b e ^
with an Episcopal mass at Christ
Church, where the DC Cay Men’s
Chorus sang and Charles Gibson, cohost of the ABC television program
“ Good Morning America,’’ gave a
eulogy.
At the conclusion of the mass, the
Air Force honor guard, dressed in full
cere m o n ia l u n ifo rm , c a rried
Matlovich’s flag-draped ca^et from the
church to the caisson. Following in a

caisson, and a contingent of about two
dozen peo[de carrying lavender and
rainbow-striped flags fell into formation
behind the limousine. The remainder of
the participants filed out of the church
and joined the procession as television
news cameras and press photographers
and reporters looked on.
Ken McPherson, chairman of the na
tional group Mobilization Against
AIDS and a friend of Matlovicfa’s from
San Francisco, said funeral ar
rangements were carried out according
to instructions left by Matlovich.
Matlovich, 44, died at the West
Hollywood home of a friend. McPher
son said Matlovich left explicit instruc
tions shortly before he died that he
wanted to be buried at Congressional

Coalition Moves
to Scuttle
Dannemeyer
ConUnu0d from pogo 1
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successfully diallenging unsafe sexual
practices and needle sharing. The
initiative diffen from the LaRouche
proposals of 1986 and 1988 in that it is
frankly punitive and includes a section
on insurance benefits.
Traditionally, courts in California
discourage pre-ballot challenges to in
itiatives. R ^ v a l of an initiative after it
has qualified can appear as a denial by
the judiciary of the r i^ t of the people to
decide issues of public policy. Further,
Californians in g en e^ are deeply
suspicious of any moves which m i^t
tend to compromise the initiative pro
cess.
Roberta Achtenberg, however, an at
torney with the Lesbian R i^ts Project,
is hopeful that the courts will sustain the
challenge being brought by the ACLU.
“ There is a heavy burden,” she says,
“ on those seeking to have an initiative
stricken from the ballot after it has
qualified. Courts are loath to deal with
it. (But) (his |initiative| is full of errors,
poorly drafted and amenable to
chaUenge.”

Aditenbcrg also points to the venue
of the challenge. “ The courts in San
Francisco,” she notes, “ are generally

Washington, DC gay activist Frank Kameny and Leonard
Matlovich at the October March on Washington; Kameny advised
Matlovich on his historic challenge to military antigay policies.
Cemetery during the July 4th weekend.
Lee Jenney, a Matlovich friend in
Washington and an official with Con
gressional Cemetery, said Matlovich
purchased his cemetery plot and in
stalled an anonymous black granite
headstone there in 1986, with the inten
tion of making the stone a symbol for
all gay Vietnam veterans.
“ He chose the black granite because
it’s the same as the Vietnam Memorial
on the Mall," Jenney said during a
ceremony at Matlovich’s gravesite.
“ He was the most patriotic Ameri
knowledgeable about AIDS and public
health issues. There is reason to be
hopeful that the errors in the initiative
will be recognized.”
Achtenberg and the Lesbian Rights
Project are co-counsels, along with the
NGRA, to the ACLU and attorney
George Cumming Jr. of the firm of
Brobeck, Phleger and Harrison. The
challenge to the initiative will con
centrate on two essential d^dendes. '
First, the attorney general’s description
of the initiative misled voters by obscur
ing the fact that the initiative would
outlaw anonymous testing. Second, the

Announcing a lawsait to scuttle the Dannemeyer AIDS initiative
were Laurens White of the California Medical Association; Dr.
David Werdegar of the San Francisco health department. Matt
Coles of the ACLU; Helen Miramontes of the California Nurses
Association; and (not shown) Ben Shatz of National Gay Rights
Advocates.

can 1 ever met,” Jenney said. “ He had
courage, strength, love and compas
sion.”
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“heroism and patriotism” by serving
three tours of duty in Vietnam, where
he earned $ Bronze Star, the Purple
Heart and two Air Force Commenda
tion Medals.
Watkins, holding back tears, said
foreign enemies in war were never as
“ bigoted and hateful” toward
Matlovich as those in the United States
who attacked the gay activist with
“ homophobia.”
DC gay activist Frank Kameny,
whom Matlovich consulted when he
began his legal fight to remain in the Air
Force, said Matlovich “ greatly ad
vanced” the gay rights cause. Through his
forceful and articulate statements to the
press and to the gay community,
Kameny said, Matlovich became the
“ perfect” test case and role model at a
time when no gay person with
Matlovich’s status had come forward to
challenge the military.
Ellen Nesbitt, a lesbian fighting her
own military discharge, urged the
gathering to continue Matlovich’s work
in combatting the AIDS epidemic as
well as his push for gay rights. Nesbitt,
looking towards Matlovich’s mother
and father, who were holding hands,
said Matlovich’s parents “ deserve a lot
of credit for instilling in Leonard so
much love, courage and self-respect.”
McPherson said that at Matlovich’s
request, the Air Force veteran’s name
will not be inscribed on his headstone,
only the date of his death. The date of
Matlovich’s birth and the words, “ A
Gay Vietnam Veteran,” had been
t^^xd on the stone at the time of its in
stallation in 1986. McPherson said
Matlovich’s name will be inscribed in a
simple stone border, which will be
placed around the graveóte.
The inscription that Matlovich had
placed on ffie stone in 1986 states,
“ When I was in die mihtary, they gave

DC gay activist Frank Kameny, said
Mathvich ^'greatly advanced""
the gay ri^ ts cause.
Perry Watkins, a gay man who is
currently fighting an Army discharge
following his own disclosure that he’s
gay, noted that Matlovich proved his

me a medal for killing two men and a
discharge for loving one.”
■
©1988 Washington Blade.
Reprinted with pemission.

initiative violates the state law limiting
initiatives to a single subject. The at
torney general’s description is required
by law to describe the initiative fully
and to do so in no more than 100
words, a task that proved impossible
because of the complexity of this in
itiative.
The narrow restrictions on ballot
measures are intended to prevent abuse
of the initiative process through
misleading and vague language. “ It is
narrow and tedmical,” Aditenbcrg
says, “ but the courts will consider only
narrow and technical issues in a pre
ballot challenge.”
The medical assodations bringing
the challenge, however, are more con
cerned about the health imi^cations of
the initiative. The California Nurses
Assodation states that “ voluntary,
confidential or anonymous testing (is
now] widdy available as an adjunct to
counseling for people who have en
gaged in high-risk behaviors. The alter
native [anonymous testing] program in
California Im been very successful in
providing a large population with preand post-test counseling in combination
with testing.”
According to Dr. David Werdegar,
the director of the San Francisco
Department of Public Health, 50,000
people have been tested in San Fran
cisco since 1985. Twenty percent
proved to be positive. The initiative
would ban the alternate test sites and
would not include counseling for people
who undergo forced testing. These
reasons led Helen Miramontes, RN, the

immediate past president of the Califor
nia Nurses Assodation, to tell a packed
press conference on Wednesday that the
Gaim-Dannemeyer initiative is worse
than the LaRouche initiatives, which
would not have dismantled successful
programs.
Miramontes is also concerned that
the initiative will put health care
workers at risk. “ Implying that
disclosure will protect the health care
worker is false and potentially
dangerous,” she said in a prepared
release to the press. “ If hedth care
workers believe that knowing the HIV
status of patients will protect them, they
are sadly mistaken. ()nly strict, univer
sal infection control procedures will
protect health care vrorkers.” The CNA
urges its members to treat all patients as
HIV poative.
The initiative, nevertheless, is co
sponsored by Dr. Lawrence J.
McNamee, who daims to speak for
some 800 California doctors organized
as California Physicians for a Logical
AIDS Response. The president of the
California Medical Assodation, Dr.
Laurens White, states that the CMA
“ ndther represents nor recognizes this
physician group.”
In response to questions from the
press. White contended that most of the
800 know little about AIDS and simply
lent thdr names out of deference to a
few activist colleagues. White appeared
to be skeptical of the general level of
awareness of AIDS among California’s
physidans. “ The CMA,” he said, “ has
Continued on page 5
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Gay Activist Challenged
Military Landmark in Case

Matlovich Buried
in Congressional
Cemetery July 4th
by Lou Chibbaro Jr.

WASHINGTON, DC — A horse-drawn caisson carried the body of
gay activist Leonard Matlovich to its final resting place in Congressional
Cemetery last Saturday as some 250 friends and supporters followed on
foot in a funeral procession through the streets of Capitol Hill.
Eight members of the Air Force
honor guard served as pallbearers at a
service at Christ Episcopal Church and
at the cemetery, and a separate team of
six Air Force riflemen fired three volleys
at the cemetery in a salute to Matlovich,
a former Air Force sergeant. An Air
Force bugler played taps.

procession were Matlovich’s parents
and family members and a contingent
of seven gay activists who served as
honorary pallbearers.
When the procession began its onemile journey from the church to the
cemetery, a limousine carrying the
Matlovich family moved behind the

Watkins said foreign enemies were never as
''bigoted and hatefuV toward Matlovich as
those in the United States who attacked the
gay activist with "homophobia. ”
Matlovich’s friends said they were
certain that Matlovich, who d i^ June
22 of AIDS, would have been proud of
the military participation in his funeral,
despite a decision by Air Force officials
in 1975 to oust him from the service
after he declared publicly he was gay.
Events surrounding the funeral began
with an Episcopal mass at Christ
Church, where the DC Gay Men’s
Chorus sang and Charles Gibson, co
host of the ABC television program
“ Good Morning America,” gave a
eulogy.
At the conclusion of the mass, the
Air Force honor guard, dressed in frill
cerem o n ial u n ifo rm , c a rrie d
Matlovich’s flag-draped casket from the
church to the caisson. Following in a

caisson, and a contingent of about two
dozen people carrying lavender and
rainbow-striped flags fell into formation
behind the limousine. The remainder of
the participants filed out of the church
and joined the procession as television
news cameras and press photographers
and reporters looked on.
Ken McPherson, chairman of the na
tional group Mobilization Against
AIDS and a friend of Matlovich’s from
San Francisco, said funeral ar
rangements were carried out according
to instructions left by Matlovich.
Matlovich, 44, died at the West
Hollywood home of a friend. McPher
son said Matlovich left explicit instruc
tions shortly before he died that he
wanted to be buried at Congressional
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successfully challenging unsafe sexual
practices and needle sharing. The
initiative differs from the LaRouche
proposals of 1986 and 1988 in that it is
frankly punitive and includes a section
on insurance benefits.
Traditionally, courts in California
discourage pre-ballot challenges to in
itiatives. Removal of an initiative after it
has qualified can appear as a denial by
the judiciary of the right of the people to
decide issues of public policy. Further,
Californians in general are deeply
suspicious of any moves which might
tend to compromise the initiative pro
cess.
Roberta Achtenberg, however, an at
torney with the Lesbian Rights Project,
is hopeful that the courts will sustain the
challenge being brought by the ACLU.
“ There is a heavy burden,” she says,
“ on those seeking to have an initiative
stricken from the ballot after it has
qualified. Courts are loath to deal with
it. (But) this |initiative| is full of errors,
poorly drafted and amenable to
challenge.”

Achtenberg also points to the venue
of the diallenge. “ The courts in San
Francisco,” she notes, “ are generally

Washington, DC gay activist Frank Kameny and Leonard
Matlovich at the October March on Washington; Kameny advised
Matlovich on his historic challenge to military antigay policies.
Cemetery during the July 4th weekend.
Lee Jenney, a Matlovich friend in
Washington and an official with Con
gressional Cemetery, said Matlovich
purchased his cemetery plot and in
stalled an anonymous black granite
headstone there in 1986, with the inten
tion of making the stone a symbol for
all gay Vietnam veterans.
"He chose the black granite because
it’s the same as the Vietnam Memorial
on the Mall,” Jenney said dunng a
ceremony at Matlovich’s gravesite.
“ He was the most patriotic Ameri
knowledgeable about AIDS and public
health issues. There is reason to be
hopeful that the errors in the initiative
will be recognized.”
Achtenberg and the Lesbian Rights
Project are co-counsels, along with the
NGRA, to the ACLU and attorney
George Gumming Jr. of the firm of
Brobeck, Phleger and Harrison. The
challenge to the initiative will con
centrate on two essential deficiencies.
First, the attorney general’s description
of the initiative misled voters by obscur
ing the fact that the initiative would
outlaw anonymous testing. Second, the

Announcing a lawsuit to scuttle the Dannemeyer AIDS initiative
were Laurens White of the California Medical Association; Dr.
David Werdegar of the San Francisco health department. Matt
Coles of the ACLU; Helen Miramontes of the California Nurses
Association; and (not shown) Ben Shatz of National Gay Rights
Advocates.

can 1 ever met,” Jenney said. “ He had
courage, strength, love and compas
sion.”

“ heroism and patriotism” by serving
three tours of duty in Vietnam, where
he earned a Bronze Star, the Purple
Heart and two Air Force Commenda
tion Medals.
Watkins, holding back tears, said
foreign enemies in war were never as
“ bigoted and hateful” toward
Matlovich as those in the United States
who attacked the gay activist with
“ homophobia.”
DC gay activist Frank Kameny,
whom Matlovich consulted when he
began his legal fight to remain in the Air
Force, said Matlovich “greatly ad
vanced” the gay rights cause. Through his
forceful and articulate statements to the
press and to the gay community,
Kameny said, Matlovich became the
“ perfect” test case and role model at a
time when no gay person with
Matlovich’s status had come forward to
challenge the military.
Blen Nesbitt, a lesbian fighting her
own military discharge, urged the
gathering to continue Matlovich’s work
in combatting the AIDS epidemic as
well as his push for gay rights. Nesbitt,
looking towards Matlovich’s mother
and father, who were holding hands,
said Matlovich’s parents “ deserve a lot
of credit for instilling in Leonard so
much love, courage and self-respect.”
McPherson said that at Matlovich’s
request, the Air Force veteran’s name
will not be inscribed on his headstone,
only the date of his death. The date of
Matlovich’s birth and the words, “ A
Gay Viemam Veteran,” had been
placed on the stone at the time of its in
stallation in 1986. McPherson said
Matlovich’s name will be inscribed in a
simple stone border, which will be
placed around the gravesite.
The inscription that Matlovich had
placed on the stone in 1986 states,
“ When 1 was in the military, they gave

DC gay activist Frank Kameny, said
Matlovich "greatly advanced"
the gay rights cause.
Perry Watkins, a gay man who is
currently fighting an Army discharge
following his own disclosure that he’s
gay, noted that Matlovich proved his

me a medal for killing two men and a
discharge for loving one.”
■
©1988 Washington Blade.
Reprinted with permission.

initiative violates the state law limiting
initiatives to a single subject. The at
torney general’s description is required
by law to describe the initiative fully
and to do so in no more than 100
words, a task that proved impossible
because of the complexity of this in
itiative.
The narrow restrictions on ballot
measures are intended to prevent abuse
of the initiative process through
misleading and vague language. “ It is
narrow and technical,” Achtenberg
says, “ but the courts will consider only
narrow and technical issues in a pre
ballot challenge.”
The medical associations bringing
the challenge, however, are more con
cerned about the health implications of
the initiative. The California Nurses
Association states that “voluntary,
confidential or anonymous testing |is
now] widely available as an adjunct to
counseling for people who have en
gaged in high-risk behaviors. The alter
native (anonymous testing) program in
California has been very successful in
providing a large population with preand post-test counseling in combination
with testing.”
According to Dr. David Werdegar,
the director of the San Francisco
Department of Public Health, 50,000
people have been tested in San Fran
cisco since 1985. Twenty percent
proved to be positive. The initiative
would ban the alternate test sites and
would not include counseling for people
who undergo forced testing. These
reasons led Helen Miramontes, RN, the

immediate past president of the Califor
nia Nurses Association, to tell a packed
press conference on Wednesday Uiat the
Gann-Dannemeyer initiative is worse
than the LaRouche initiatives, which
would not have dismantled successful
programs.
Miramontes is also concerned that
the initiative will put health care
workers at risk. “ Implying that
disclosure will protect the health care
worker is false and potentially
dangerous,” she said in a prepared
release to the press. “ If he^th care
workers believe that knowing the HIV
status of patients will protect them, they
are sadly mistaken. ()niy strict, univer
sal infection control procedures will
protect health care workers. ” The CNA
urges its members to treat all patients as
HIV positive.
The initiative, nevertheless, is co
sponsored by Dr. Lawrence J.
McNamee, who claims to speak for
some 800 California doctors organized
as California Physicians for a Logical
AIDS Response. The president of the
California Medical Association, Dr.
Laurens White, states that the CMA
“ neither represents nor recognizes this
physician group.”
In response to questions from the
press. White contended that most of the
8(K) know little about AIDS and simply
lent their names out of deference to a
few activist colleagues. White appeared
to be skeptical of the general level of
awareness of AIDS among Cqjifbmia’s
physicians. “ The CMA,” he said, “ has
Continued on page 5

provincial poets/poetesses of the
medieval ages who sang poems that
they themselves composed. It’s music
that reflects the culture and politics of
the day and takes its message to dif
ferent places. It was founded by musi
cians like Silvio Rodriguez and Pablo
Milanes.
Do you experience any difficulty in
troducing your musk into the Latin
music scene?
All my songs address both lesbian
and women’s issues, and these are diffícult themes to bring into the Latin
community. One must be very, very
sure of oneself, very strong in what one
is doing and believe in oneself to con
tinue ahead, because the support does
not always exist. In terms of style, when
1 have played in mixed bands, the men
were sometimes defensive if we wanted
to sing anything that was not heavy on
the revolutionary rhetoric. 1 believe that
you can say the same thing without its
being obvious. It can be said more
poetically, which in turn can be more
profound.
I Find it disappointing that even in
Nova Trova and New Song music,
where the function is to inspire change,
there seems to be an established tradilion, one that lacks women's and cer
tainly lesbian vokts. It seems to need
even further change.
That is the danger. This happened in
Cuba to some degree. People had to
follow a certain style of music, with
political dogma, and at different times,
if one deviated from this, you were
marginalized. This does not let the
music evolve. I as a progressive person
cannot say that just because we had a
revolution in Cuba, everything is fine.

Isabel Yrígoyen

Latina Lesbian
Makes Her Own Kind
of Music

One always has to continue to question.
I, as a lesbian, believe that I am creating
a new song. It is New Song.
You compose your songs in Spanish
and therefore must precede most of
them with a brief translation into
English. How does this affect you in
finding an audience for your music?
1 believe that we live in the country
that least aaepts speaking more than
one language. This is a dilemma for me
in relation to my music. I ask myself,
“ Why are you writing in Spanish living
in the United States, Chabela? Don’t
you want to communicate with the
world?’’ But it is not the same to write
poetry or melodies in English. 1 express
my emotions in Spanish. It does limit
me. 1 cannot sing at any function. 1
have to find functions that are adequate
(

7, as a lesbian, b elieve I am

i

creatin g a n ew son g.

to my culture or have an interest in my
culture. It’s easier for Latinos right now
because we are “ in." There are movies
likeLfl Bamba, The Mi/agro Beanfield
War, salsa music and even fashion, the
wearing of Polo reflects Mexico’s
fashion. But in this country everything
has its moment, but it never lasts longer
than five years. Also, American society
is deeply divided by class, culture and
race, so it is difficiilt to find an event
where more than three or four cultural
groups can participate together. I have
found that this is easier overcome in
dance than music, perhaps because we
are not dealing with language but a
visual experience.

by Karen E. Jovin

Isabel Yrigoyen, or Chabela as she is known in the community, was
bom in Ciego de Avila, Cuba, in 1954. She left Cuba with her family at
the age of eight and moved to Venezuela until 1%8, when she came to
the United States. She has lived in the Bay Area for 11 years, where, in
addition to being a songwriter/singer, she works as a cultural organizer
for City Celebration. On June 16,1988, she participated in a program
titled “ Lesbian Song of the Americas” at Modem Times Bookstore.
Isabel’s songs are of her own composition and are sung in “Nova
Trova” and “New Song” tradition.
Could you debne “ Novi Trova" and
‘‘New S o n g ” ?
Well, each has its historical defini
tion. New Song was founded in Chile
during M ende’s presidency by musi
cians such as Victor Jarra. We are
speaking of songs that have social,

political and cultural themes that try to
inspire people to do something for the
community and themselves, to improve
the society and ourselves as human be
ings. Nova Trova is the Cuban music of
today. Nova means new, and Trova
derives from trovador, a name given to
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The COITS, San Francisco’s oldest gay men’s social club, is still
meeting regularly at the Mint on Market Street.
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Coits Celebrates
25th Anniversary
by Alex MacDonald

Coits, San Francisco’s oldest gay service organization, celebrated its
25th anniversary la.st week; no small feat considering that the charitable
fundraising and brunch society began, like the Irgun or the Irish
Republican Army, as an illegal outfit that fed the phobias of the reigning
social order.
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Not that the Coits can look back on a
history of urban terrorism or gunrunn
ing to the outback. In its early

Is there much support for your type of
musk in the musk scene in the Bay
Area?
There are groups such as Altamira;
Lichi Fuentes; Trio Arepa; Caroline
Brandy’s Band; Charanga, Tumbao y
Cuerdas; Cbspedes; and Sinigual, all of
whom lend their support to the gay
community. In terms of music though,
there tends to be more support in the
Afro-Cuban and Caribbean salsa com
munity than there is in the folkloric
community. In part this is because the
focus of Nova Trova is political and not
everyone knows how to play it, whereas
salsa is a popular music form and more
people share the musical knowledge
behind it.
What differences do you perceive be
tween what your musk teaches an

clandestine as well as in its present
respectable phase, Coiu limited its
subversions to raising funds for worthy

audience in the United States and an
audience in Latin America?
In the US I have to explain who is
who, where is where, basic political
ideas that 1 think in our countries any
person would understand. Either
because they have studied them or
through their own experience have lived
them. Here, people are very privileged.
They do not understand firsthand what
a dictatorship is, to suffer because of
lack of education, or know what it
means not to be able to walk the streets
after a certain hour. They have wars
outside of the US, and though 1 am not
denying that Vietnam was horrible, it
Continued on next page

causes, twice-monthly brunches and
trips to the Russian River. Its early
largesse went to such charities as Guide
Dogs for the Blind, Toys for Tots and
San Francisco General Hospital’s
Children’s Center. Coits now is more
likely to raise money for Operation
Concern, the AIDS Emergency Fund,
Open Hand, and the Godfather Fund.
Weekend trips sometimes include Lake
Tahoe.
Coits, then, did not change much
over the years. Rather, the world
evolved. At the time of Coits’ founding
in 1963, California law forbade
“ known homosexuals” from con
gregating together. In 1964, when a
group of gay activists and lawyers met
in California Hall on Polk Street to
consider ways of changing the law, they
ended up in jail for violating the
law they met to change. In that climate,
charity and brunch constituted a
political rebellion. Media coverage (in
theSFExaminer) was an occasion for a
sneering homophobic diatribe, and the
Coits’ weekend trips to the River could
— and did — provoke redneck
violence.
But perhaps the hysterical opposition
helped give Coits some of its endurance.
“ Once a Coit, always a Coit," says the
organization’s president, Larry
Hughes. “ We’re family. Members look
after each other.”
Somewhere along the line — Hughes
is not quite sure when — Coits yielded
just a little to environmental pressures
and reconstructed itself. “ We moved,"
as Hughes puts it, “ from brunch to
bylaws and from being a male club to
being a person club."
But change can come slowly to even
the most revolutionary clubs. Coin
cident with its 25th anniversary, Coits
will enroll its first woman member,
former police commissioner Jo Daly.
The Lesbian/Gay Freedom Day
Parade led off this year with contingents
from about 50 service and social
organizations. It took them almost an
hour to pass any given point along the
route. If you watched closely, you saw
the Coits marching among their
younger fellows, all of them blithely
legal. “ We’ve been around forever,"
Hughes sighs, and modestly forgets to
mention that the 25th anniversary of
Coits serves to remind us of how far we
have come and what we left behind
us.
■

D annem eyer

tious, communicable disease. “ Thus
the Dannemeyer initiative,” he says,
“ like the Larouche initiative, could ban
HIV-infected children from the schools
and result in the firing of all seropositive
foodhandlers and school employees.”

because they tested positive will be
thrown onto unemployment and then
welfare. And the cost of identifying and
interviewing hundreds of thousands of
Californians who are known or believed
to be infected with HIV — and contact
ing alj their sexual partners — is almost
beyond calculation.”
Schatz also notes that the initiative
incorporates the LaRouche initiatives
by defining HfV infection as an infec-

Werdegar wondered why research sub
jects would come forward if people
identified as HIV positive are subjected
to the provisions of an initiative sup
ported only by what White called “ il
logical and terrorized” doctors. By the
same token, one speaker wondered
whether people would feel they could
safely donate blood if they were subject
to the reporting provisions of the bill.
Schatz spoke of the initiative’s “ rumor

-mongering” clause and illustrated
it by saying, “ If I tell a public health of
ficer that ten years ago I slept with
William Dannemeyer, the state will
have to tell his wife about us.”
Technically faulty, fiscally unsound,
medically catastrophic and morally ob
noxious — but can it pass? The par
ticipants at Wednesday’s press confer
ence fear it can. Schatz points out that
Dannemeyer, although as extreme as
LaRouche, holds a respected office, and
can mobilize large sums of Republican
m oney and in tim id ate o th er
Republicans. Insurance companies and
other business interests are already in
his camp. And Paul Gann has proven
to be a formidable, if ruinous, cam
paigner for other crackpot measures.
Although no poll data is available yet,
no one doubts that the public wants
something done.
Werdegar adds, “ The public wants
to be helpful and constructive. This in
itiative is badly constructed and can
mislead the public.” And White notes
that despite an ongoing public informa
tion campaign, 30 percent of the
public are ^ a id they can contract
AIDS \>ygiving blood.
It is the uncertainty about how the
public will read the initiative and vote
that has led the various groups to
undertake a pre-ballot challenge.
Achtenbeig proposed such an approach
when the first LaRouche initiative sur
faced. After several days of intense con
sultation, Achtenberg, the ACLU and
other lawyers decided not to use that
approach. But that was in 1986.
Since then, Achtenberg notes, the
community has organized, raised
money, raised public consciousness
and educated the public on casual
transmission. In 1986, she says, a loss
in court at the outset would have made
the electoral campaign more prob
lematic. That is not the case now. Fur
thermore, the community has more
time to act now. It is still early in the
political season. Finally, she adds, the
Dannem eyer initiative is more
vulnerable to legal challenge than the
LaRouche initiatives.
If she is right, and the courts agree
with her assessment, the public, which
twice saw through LaRouche, may not
be called upon to penetrate the dark in
tentions of William Dannemeyer. ■

L a tin a
M u s ic

But to return to your question about
playing in Latin America, I have a
dream of getting together a group of gay
Latinos from this country. A group of
musicians, dancers and actors to go on
tour to Latin America. To have an ex
change from Latinos to Latinos.
What differences do you see between
the role of the family here and in Latin
America?
One of the most basic problems in
this country is that there is no sense of
community. Everything is to each their
own. Mind your own business. Notice
how here, at the age of 18, they dump
their kids out of the home. In our coun-

tries, this would be inconceivable.
However, in Latin America, there is
always tension if one tries to do
something different, especially being
homosexual. But this lack of communi
ty makes it difficuk for people to come
together, to understand that, for exam
ple, if one shares class, but is separated
by cuhure and language, that our difnnai tim#
yII minrii
ciiiidi hl
119 oiiu
mill vvc
do hold something in common.
■
Isabel Yrigoyen will be playing at the
Women’s Building tonight at 8 pm with
Silvia Cohan and Fernando Arenas in
honor o f Argentine poet Use Kornreich.

Continued from page 3

given over 400 seminars on AIDS,
many of them attended only by the peo
ple who attended the last one.”
The CMA president also expressed
concern that the mandatory testing re
quirements of the initiative will
“ become a major deterrent to
widespread voluntary testing.” The
fiscal impact of the initiative — put by
the legislative analyst at tens to hun
dreds of miUions of dollars annually
— would, in the CMA’s view, “ divert
funds from more pressing medical needs
in California.”
All the plaintiffs in the suit, as well as
the lawyers — gay and straight —
working with them, share equally the
concern of White and the CMA that the
initiative is iniquitous and designed to
cause hardship and inhumane treat
ment of persons infected with HIV. But
if the medical people fear for people
with AIDS, the lawyers worry about the
implications for Califoroians generally.
Ben Schatz of NGRA sounded a
theme common to all participants when
he touched on the insurance provisions
of the initiative. “ If insurance com
panies,” he argues, “ are altowed to re
ject thousands of HIV-infected ap
plicants, their medical costs will be
picked up by Medi-Cal and public
hospitals — in other words, by the tax
payers. Otherwise productive, active
members of society fired from their jobs

Roberta Achtenberg
If the initiative threatens California
with a financial catastrophe as well an
epidemiological one, the CMA fears
that the punitive nature of the proposals
by Gann and Dannemeyer will do
damage in areas unrelated to AIDS.
White pointed to the 60% decline in
new marriages in Illinois when a man
datory testing law went into effect there.

''The public wants to be helpful and
constructive. This initiative is badly
constructed and can mislead the public. ”

— Dr. David Werdegar

Continued from previous page

was not a war here on their own land.
In Latin America, I would focus on
women’s issues. I believe that we
Latinas, due to Catholicism and the
Spanish machismo that was brought
to Latin America, are sexually re
pressed. This in part is responsible for
the passivity of Latin women. I would
want to change this passivity. We have
seen the strength of women through
their participation in creating the
revolutions in Cuba and Nicaragua.
However, culturally and socially
women are still very dependent. We see
this in the way women treat their
husbands, how women treat their
mothers, a friend. We hold back. Our
communication is indirect. There is
much we do not say. It is always a mat
ter of “we can’t do that in public. One
must maintain appearances.”
Have yon ever retoned to Coba or
played in Latin America?
No. But I have had a lot of contact
with Cuban people who left through
Mariel who are gay. They left Cuba, at
the time, because of the problems
homosexuals faced. I have, however,
performed in Greece. I composed the
musical arrangement for a play cele
brating Sappho, which in 1981 was
staged on the island of Lesbos. Greek
society suffers because of sexism, but
mythology gives women-goddess a
strong historical context. When 1 ar
rived at Mitiline, the capital of Lesbos,
there was a statue in the main square, a
statue of Sappho.

Isabel Yrigoyen's song "Positiva” honors tradition as both the root and
pollen o f social change.
Posithi
(positive-female gender)
Thank goodness there is
A proud people’s history
Old songs that are sculptured in valleys
Hidden in mountains
Isolated through time
In large dries...

Dannemeyer Made Easy
TheJbUowing descripHon e f the Dannemeyer initiative is provided by the
American Civil Liberties Union.

Reporting

Any doctor or dinic with “ reasonable cause” to believe that a person is infected
wfth dK “ p n ^ b le causative agent” of AIDS must report that person to the
local health officer wiffiin 48 houn. “ Reasonable cause” could be intopreted as
m ody suspecting that a persra bdongs to a Imown risk gioiq>.
AH posMve test results must be reported, even if the test is given by one’s per
sonal (diyiician.
One must report oneself within seven days of learning of seropositivity. You
must, A the same time, report the names off anyone horn whom you may have
contracted the virus and anyone to whom you may have transidtted it.
Results iff tests taken before passage of ffie initiative probably are included by
the initiative’s reporting requirements, as weU as other inforouftion given to doc
tors which might indicate seropositivity rx infection.
Failure to report is a crime. Doctors must pay $250 for each case they fail to
rqxxt.
Research projects with information imking research to the names of par
ticipants who are positive must report those names to the local health officer.
The state and counties are forbidden to offer anonymous testing.
Insurance companies may make unlimked use of test results. Employen may
use testing fix any purpose they dioose. Currently, ahemate test sites offer only
anonymous testing; confidential test results may not be reported to public health
officials, even for legal proceedings; and neith«’ em^doyers nor insurance com
panies may use test results for any purpose.

Survdllance and Contact Notification

Local health officers will be required to use “ every available means” to get
the names of everyone who has the virus, the names of whomever gave it and the
names of anyone to whom it might have been passed on. They must then do
whatever they deem necessary to “ prevent” the spread of the infection. Once a
health officer, in his official capacity, hears that someone may cany the virus,
he or she must tdl 1) spouses, 2) “ kriown sex partners” and 3) anyone else the
officer “ reasonably believes” has been exposed.

Other Disclosures

Doctors and patients must give test results to patients and to local health of
ficers; they may use their own judgment in tdling other medical workers, per
sons they drink are spouses or those who may have had any contact “ bdieved to
pose a ffireat of infection.” The director of dte state Department of Health may
puUidze results if he or she drmks it essential to cmitrol the spread of the
qrideinic. Doctors and health offidais may be required to testify in court about
test results and anything else which m i ^ lead dion to bdieve that a person has
tested positive in cases of persons accused of prostitution, failure to report,
sodomy or donating Mood. Written consent for testing is no longer required and
gmeral (oral) consent for diagnostic testing m i^ t be sufficient.

New Crimes and Poudtles

The inftiative makes people with HIV infection inlo a special dass of
criminal by Bxacasiin peiiakies for certain critnet, even though the virus could
not posstbfy be transmitted in those cases — for example — rape by a foreign
objñt. Anyone charged, though not coovicted, of assault or “ sex-tdated”
crimes, wfaedier they could result in viiai transmission or not, may be fotdbly
tested for U iy infection. The resufts are not confidential and will be recorded on
a person’s rap sheet. Persons who are not competent may be tested for any
reason. Empfoyees may wear protective gear if it doesn’t interfere with thdr
worir.

Tri^ering Laws on Contagloiis Diseases

By dedaring AIDS an infectious and communicate disease, the initiative
could exdude p eo |^ from jobs as foorfiumdkrs and from work in schools. It
could also recpmc diat anyrme who va ts or lives with a person with AIDS
report the name of the person to fhe state Department of Hedth Services.
— A k x MacDonald

^ ox^ oocL

cligniîy

C a th o lic G a y M e n , L esb ia n s, o u r F rie n d s a n d F a m ilie s

▼ in Worship ▼ in Service ▼ in Cornmunity & Song
Sunday Eucharist, 5:30 p.m., St. Boniface Church
133 Golden Gate (nr. Civic Center), 415/584-1714

BODY BUILDING AS A TOOL FOR PERSONAL
TRANSFORMATION ON ALL LEVELS

Thank goodness there are so many people
Different tongues and cultures
The richness of life is before us

STEVE KUTTNER

Thank goodness colors are so bright
That our flowers adorn our countryside
That the voice of the wind gives them flight
And the sun touches us all.
That is why we can be reborn.
That is why we can learn and grow.
— Isabel Yrigoyen

Body Building
Coach/Spiritual
G uide

(416) 6ó'i-ó227

Teachers Pass Gay
Rights Resolution

possess the know-how and receptive au
dience to pass an even stronger plat
form.
The AFT vote came on the beds of a
presentation by the Federation of
Nurses and Health Professionals (also
in town as part of the 70th labor con
ference of the FNHP/AFT), which

particularly to young people. Calling
the HIV epidemic the country’s second
“ Pearl Harbor,” Watkins said that the
disease “provides a unique impetus” to
revamp health education and replace
“ the piecemeal, fractured, Band-Aid
method that is our custom.”
Watkins said that in speaking with

The American Federation of Teachers, meeting in San Francisco, passed
a resolution Monday reaffirming its opposition to discrimination on the
basis of sexual preference. The AFT’s proposal ensuring legal and
educational equity for sexual minorities passed with an estimated threefourths in favor. The statement combines two local resolutions submit
ted to committee from Philadelphia and Los Angeles gay delegates.

“ I think it’s a total victory,” said
AFT Health and Welfare trustee Paul
Thomas. The author of the original
Philly proposal, Thomas credited the

AFT leadership with streamlining the
two drafts into a single, passable docu
ment. “ The national office has been
very supportive,” Thomas said. “ It’s
funny, when the motion was on the
floor, most of the opposition came from
supporters who didn’t want stuff taken
out |of the original proposal).”
The passed resolution does not in
clude some initially proposed items
such as domestic partners benefits,
school curriculum revision and a call
for union locals to fight for a national
gay and lesbian civil rights bill. But with
the lone opposition voiced by a New
York delegate, who was hissed down for
describing gays as “ sick” and “ de
viant,” Thomas is confident that two
years from now at the Boston con
ference, lesbian and gay delegates will

Admiral James Watkins
honored Admiral James D. Watkins,
the decisive chair of the president’s
AIDS commission. The FNHP
presented Watkins with its first Leader
ship in Health Awareness Award.
Watkins challenged the several hun
dred teachers and health professionals
to move forward with AIDS education.

over 600 witnesses from around the
country, he was able to “ view contem
porary America through the HIV
lens.” In addition to great courage and
compassion, he said, “ We saw a sodety
in which some members were too quick
to reject, deny, condemn and
discriminate.” He added, “ The presi
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dent’s decision to take a year |to
research the epidemic) was in my opi
nion sound.”
Reagan has not yet endorsed all of
Watkin’s recommendations, including
the controversial proposal supported by
Vice-President Bush to bar discrimina
tion against people with AIDS. Watkins
predicts a reaction from the White
House within the next month.
Since the retired admiral handed
Reagan the commission’s final report
on June 24, he has been beseiged with
requests to head AIDS-related agencies.
“There are too many people in this
country who want me to be the prince of
AIDS for life,” the silver-haired com
missioner said. “ Of course, 1 can’t ever
separate myself from this issue, but it is
time for me to get on with more fun
damental issues.”
At an earlier session, the FNHP
called for new procedures to reduce the
occupational hazards for health service
professionals who care for people with
AIDS. Reaffirming its commitment to
work with the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA), the
federation approved an official resolu
tion to create “ strict guidelines” for
health professionals dealing with con
tagious and infectious diseases.
The FNHP preceded the conference
with a warning that a “ severe shortage”
of health care workers “ could cripple
the health care delivery system by the
year 2(X)0” in the United States. “ We
are facing a health care challenge unlike
virtually any other in our nation’s
history. Only a comprehensive ‘na
tional plan of attack’ can put us on the
right path to ensure that quality, afford
able health care is available to all
Americans,” said FNHP chair Candice
Owley.
FNHP predicts that by the year
2000, an additional 612,OCio registered
nurses will be needed as the health care
industry adds over 3 million personnel
to its ranks.

Continued from previous page

ticularly susceptible to substance abuse.
“ We got a lot of static as kids coming
out of the closet. Also, we leam to
socialize in gay bars. That’s where I
hung out for 15 years.”
Now in its 13th year, the Living
Sober conference is duplicated in major
cities all over the United States. Put on
by and for lesbians and gay men, Living
Sober ’88 featured some 200
workshops, stage presentations and
dances. “ Every year there are more and
more people,” said one participant.
"W e’re seeing a lot of kids in their
twenties coming. In the early days, you
had to be an old drunk wino type.
Thank God, there’s a place to go
today.”

Dickinson Meets
the Fleet
Last week the mayor asked former
Molinari backer Todd Dickinson,
formerly a gay representative on the
Parking Commission, to be on the Fleet
Week Committee, the city’s aimual
welcome mat put out for the Navy. The
committee plans a week of festivities, in
cluding a lavish reception for top brass
and an antique plane show, to celebrate
the Navy’s contribution to the city.
Noting that “ the political aspect of my
appointment is very small potatoes —
it’s nothing like being appointed to a
commission,” Dickinson believes he
was picked to work in a fundraising
capacity because of his financial ex
perience at Chevron Corporation.

Living Sober Western Roundup ’88
attracted 5,000 gay and lesbian par
ticipants from around the country last
weekend, making it the largest event of
its kind. Affiliated with Alcoholics
Anonymous, the roundup “ gave peo
ple an opportunity to go to workshops
on recovery issues — from adult
children of alcoholics and childhood
sexual abuse, to working out the steps
of AA, to how to stay sober when first
diagnosed with AIDS,” according to
Michael S., a member of the steering
committee.
“ Our community has become very
aware of the incredible amount of
alcohol and drug abuse (by lesbians and
gay men)” said Michael, who believes
that the stigma attached to homosex
uality makes the gay community parContinued on noxt page

The Milk Club’s Political Action
Committee acted unanimously Tuesday
in its denunciation of the Democratic
platform headed for Atlanta, protesting
the removal of strong wording on les
bian and gay issues which was included
in the ’84 platform. The club voted to
write letters of concern to Jackson and
Dukakis delegates, as well as to the

Wounded by the epidemic swallow
ing his young friends and weary of con
ventional politicking, the retired com
puter consultant decided in 1985 to byte
back by creating the AIDS Information
BBS, a free, 24-hour computer bulletin
service. Gardiner is now entering his
third year of supplying users nationwide
with ftee access to articles, statistics and
advice on the epidemic.
There are other on-line sources where
PC users can go for AIDS information,
but none are as advanced, confidential
and chummy as Gardiner’s distinctive
forum. On the one hand, his bulletin

service is Open Forum, where invisible
callers can bare their souls to a sym
pathetic audience.
Gardiner tries not to play therapist
when answering some of the Open
Forum questions that appear on his
s. reen. He prefers to act as an informa
tion clearinghouse. When a caller from
Miami “ is ready to explode” because
his two lovers with AIDS have been
turned away by both the hospital
emergency room and the local AIDS
Foundation, Gardiner is there to listen
and point the way to another support
service.

But years of seeing his friends suc
cumb to the virus has given the 66-yearold, Harvard-educated activist reason
to speak out about the “ lunacy” of
conventional medicine’s “ yo-yo” ap
proach to the AIDS epidemic. For
example, Gardiner denounces the
spiritual pessimism implicit in the
message of Dr. Marcus Conant of
UeSF. “ He’s running a big show up

chair of the Democratic platform about
the removal of the language.
“ Since 1978 the platform has con
tained strong language on lesbian and
gay civil rights,” said Joyce Newstat,
co-chair of the Milk political action
committee. “ Now we’ve lost ten years
of clear lesbian and gay wording___
The document only uses the term ‘sex
ual discrimination’ in basically what is
an antidiscrimination laundry list.”
Former Milk president Carole
Migden curently serves as an ap
pointed delegate to the National
Democratic Platform Committee,
which recently approved the platform in
Denver. From her vantage point “ at the
pragmatic end of the spectrum — fully
aware of what the climate was and what
was attainable,” Migden commented,
“ the platform was acceptable in many

‘7 believe the

roots of AIDS
are partly
spirituid. ”

Fighting AIDS with infomation is nothing new, but 66-year-old Ben
Gardiner is one more reason to be rightfully wowed by the resourceful
heroes in our community. This month Gardiner is celebrating his third
year operating his own AIDS computer bulletin board.

houses an enormous library of articles
written about AIDS — everything from
the Wall Street Journal stories to Johii
Lauritsen’s work in the New York
Native to John James column in the
Sentinel — and more. Supplementing
this is the current statistics section,
garnered from health departments in
Atlanta and San Francisco. On the
other hand, Gardiner’s most popular

5,000 Attend Living
Sober Conference

Milk Club Denounces
Demo Platform

Ben Gardiner Put
the Byte on AIDS

Gardiner believes that nonconventional
healing success stories remain
H*a
i well-kept secret. ”

WHAT A BOD, WHAT A
PERSONALITY: The latest
addition to the leather
fraternity’s constellation of
stars is Joe Batiste, the
winner of the Mr.
Powerhouse contest.

“T m glad to help the mayor out on
it,” said Dickinson. When asked if he
anticipated meeting some boys in white,
he laughed, “ I suppose 1will meet some
sailors. There were admirals at the Iasi
fundraiser!”

— Ben
Gardiner
there on Parnassus, uttering simple
educational facts about the retrovirus
in a pleasant way. (But) he’s saying that
nothing is happening and that nothing
can be done.”
After seeing four of the five men with
AIDS staying at his house die — and
the only man who employed positive
thinking and a macrobiotic diet remain
alive — Gardiner was convinced that
for all the well-intentioned doctors’ ad
vice exchanged on-line, his bulletin
board merited both a medical disclaim
er and a thriving holistics forum where
callers could share their experience with
garlic remedies and psychic ap
proaches. “ I believe that the roots of
AIDS are partly in the ^irit,” said Gar
diner.
He also believes that nonconven
tional healing success stories remain “a
well-kept secret.” Gardiner argues that
when a person is healing with a holistic

remedy, he or she is reluctant to let the
world know for fear of rebuttal. “That
psychic energy is very strong. People
are fragile and don’t want to be at
tacked. If someone stood up in a room
of people and announced they were get
ting well (with nonconventional
medicine), others would point the finger
and say, ‘You’re kidding yourself,
you’re just in remission.’ ”
Subsequently, AIDS BBS users
prefer to identify themselves with an
anonymous first name. “ A good many
people who call are the worried well,”
said Gardiner. “ Others talk in the third
person when what they really mean is
‘I.’ ”
Gardiner runs his enterprise without
government funding, with virtually the
same caliber found in the AIDS com
puter bulletin board that the state of
California runs with 25 staffers and an
estimated $120,000 budget. Formally a
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computer consultant, Gardiner began
his living room-based enterprise with an
old Ostxourae computer. That was in
July 1985, three torturous months after
his dear friend Billy died.
“ Billy was beautiful and gentle,”
Gardiner remembers of the 34-year-old
man he took in. “ He probably
wouldn’t have looked at me twice if he
wasn’t sick and needed a place to
stay— I was in love with him. When
he died it hit me like a ton of bricks. I
couldn’t move.” His voice choked with
emotion, Gardiner continued, “ The
morning after he died I read in his
diary, ‘At last I have a home.’ ”
After that, Gardiner stopped going to
funerals and turned his attention to
creating the AIDS bulletin board.
Several queries to Silicon Valley gift
giving departments landed him a new
Altos 586, currently equipped with 1.5
megabytes and four busy modems
answering, to date, an estimated 2,000
calls, some from as far away as
Thailand.
Gardiner seems to thrive in an entre
preneurial environment where he is
“ free to act when action is necessary.”
Previously active in the Stonewall G ub,
he says he’s grown tired of the political
process. “ I would go to political
meetings and get so uptight that I need
ed to pee! It was like a knife through my
bladder, having to wait your turn.”
Gardiner moved to San Francisco in
1976, when he held the first “ prayer
seminar on auto-fellatio” at Hal Call’s
Cinemattacine. “ I quit because I didn’t
want to be known as Mr. Jack-off,” he
said.
Today, the industrious and colorful
Mr. Log-on can be reached by any user
with a modem at 626-1246.
■

E D IT O R IA L S E R V IC E S

EXCHANGE AND CO-OP OWNERSHIP SPECIALISTS
"We d o the hard work for you"
• IF YOU OWN 2 TO 6 UNITS. . . EXCHANGE 100% OF
YOUR EQUITY INTO A MORE SATISFYING PROPERTY
• IF YOU WANT TO START OVYNING NOW . . , POOL
YOUR PURCHASING POWER WITH 1 TO 9 FRIENDS

PAUL A. WALKER, Ph,D.

respects, but no, it didn’t go far
enough. It’s important for our com
munity to register its dissent.”
Migden said that when she saw the
draft’s “tepid language” on AIDS and
other gay issues, she threatened to
“ make a public display.” But after
learning that national gay rights
organizations had already signed off on
the platform, she declined “ looking
unreasonable.” Instead Migden fo
cused on a strong AIDS plank. “ In
those situations, you can’t be front lead
on two or three issues. You can only
back up others.”
The Milk Club is urging the Demo
cratic candidates to restore the plain
language on lesbian and gay rights at
the national convention.
■

ON THE JOB
IBM*s Ambiguous
Antidiscrimination Policy

Group Monitors
Corporate Honor Roll
Protection from sexual orientation discrimination in employment has
been one of the basic demands of activists from the start of the contem
porary gay and lesbian rights movement.

Efforts to pass legislation providing
such protection under law have suc
ceeded in one state — Wisconsin — and
a few dozen cities and counties in the
United States. Action on a federal law
has been stalled in Congress for years.
Legislation is not the only method for
achieving protection in the workplace.
Over the years there have been many ef
forts to convince employers to adopt
policies of nondiscrimination voluntari
lySince 1984, a group of activists in
Washington, DC, has been working as
the Gay Employment Protection Proj
ect to achieve just that purpose.
Spearheaded by Bureau of Labor Sta
tistics economist Craig Howell. 42, they
have contacted some 100 employers in
the DC metropolitan area. They cur
rently carry 20 employers on their
honor roll for specifically banning job
discrimination against lesbians and gay
men. The list includes banks, news
papers. public utilities, nonprofits,
retailers, and even the DC Superior
Court and Court of Appeals.
“ I’d had this project in mind ever
since the National Gay and Lesbian
Task Force survey,” Howell says. The
pioneering effort by NGLTF was un
dertaken between 1926 and 1981, with

questionnaires sent to over 850
American corporations. As a result, the
mere consideration of sexual orienta
tion discrimination as a corporate issue
was brought to the attention of many
corporate managements for the first
time.
But since then, both corporations
and our community have become more
sophisticated, and the NGLTF survey,
while breaking new ground in the
1970s, has been subject to criticism
((

discriminate. W hat’s important is
whether the employees and their super
visors and the managers know it, up
and down the line. Everybody has to
know that discrimination on the basis of
sexual orientation is again.st company
policy. The easiest way to do that is for
a company to amend its equal employ
ment opportunity (EEO) policy. That is
the key.”
The District of Columbia added sex
ual orientation to its antidiscrimination
law in 1977. Nearby Montgomery and
Howard Counties in Maryland have
similar laws. As important as such
legislation is, it is often difficult or
expensive to enforce. On the other
hand, under common law in some
states, courts have interpreted policies
such as those contained in a company’s
employee handbook as an enforceable
contractual obligation of the company.
EEO policies are usually included in
such handbooks. So an employee with a
discrimination complaint could sue the
company directly for redress.
One company that appears to be ac-

— Craig Howell

since. (Nor has there been a published
follow-up.)
“ In retrospect.” Howell says, “ they
were much happier with the kind of an
swers that we consider evasive or noncommital or insufficient. They were
happy to get letters from corporations
that said, ‘We do not discriminate
against lesbian and gay people.’ But the
whole point is to have employers tell
their own employees that they do not
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tively avoiding such liability is giant
blue chip IBM. In a letter to Howell
dated Seiptember 8, 1987, R.H. Lynch,
an IBM manager in Bethesda, MD, in
cluded a copy of page 8-39.1 of the IBM
Manager’s Manual. The policy, issued
in February 1987, states that “ IBM
does not discriminate on the basis of
sexual orientation in either the employ
ment or advancement of its em
ployees.”
“ The letter we received looked great
with its explicitly pro-gay message from
the manager’s manual,” Howell says,
“ but a later letter, dated February 11,
1988, from Richard Hayward, an IBM
attorney in Bethesda. proved that IBM
was not yet willing to commit itself to its
own n o n m an a g erial em p lo y 
ees— IBM is unique in its split-level
approach to this particular policy, but
many corporations are using similar
strategies in a broad variety of applica
tions in order to minimize their
vulnerability to lawsuits.”
Hayward’s letter also included a
copy of a page from an IBM publica
tion for employees called/46o«/ Your
Company. It clearly states, “ All as-

The Neime Game
Well, it certainly was gratilying to pick up \htNew York Times Book
Review on Sunday, June 19, and to see,right (here on page one, an arti
cle titled “Gay Fiction Comes Home.”

WHAT A DIFFERENCE A YEAR MAKES: Mayor Art Agnos
gave Supervisor Harry Britt’s campaign, and campaign coffers, a
boost last week. Agnos endorsed Britt for a third term at an event
that raised $33,000 for the reelection of the veteran lawmaker.
pats of employment are carried out
fra of discrimination or harassment
based on ra a , color, religion, national
origin, sex, age or other such factors
unrelated to the job.” There is no men
tion of sexual orientation.
I called John Moeller, area personnel
manager for IBM, whose territory cov
ers the entire Northwest. “Could you
explain why sexual orientation is not in
IBM’s EEO policy?” I asked. “ No,
and I’d rather not.” he replied icily.
“ Why don’t you go to Armonk |New
York) to corporate headquarters?
They’re the policy writers. We're just
implementers.”
Moeller routed me through public re
lations, and I was called from Armonk
by Mike Shore, who told me his title is
program administrator. We must pre
sume he is a policy writer. Mr. Shore
read me the manager’s manual again. I
asked why sexual orientation wasn’t in
the company EEO policy.
“ That’s all I have to say,” he said,
abruptly closing the conversation.
Fiftan minutes later. Shore called
me again and read me the EEO policy
as quoted above. “ Exactly,” I said,
“ No mention of sexual orientation.”
“ It includes sex,” he replied.
“Sex refers to gender and not to sex
ual orientation,” I explained.
“ 1 have nothing more to say,” he
said in an exasperated tone.
End of interview.
Howell observes, “ With some com
panies it’s a problem in public relations
instead of a problem in employa rela
tions— The lawyers get into the act.
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They’re so scared about getting sued
that if they say anything beyond what is
absolutely required by law, they think
they are opening themselves up to law
suits. That’s why a lot of these com
panies just write us n ia little letters
saying, ‘O f course we d o n ’t
discriminate,’ but they won’t put that in
writing in a form where it could be used
against them in a court of law when
discrimination does, in fact, occur.
“ When lawyers come into human
relations and personnel questions, you
get all kinds of bizarre results, like
IBM.”
IBM’s lawyers have put the company
in a very pauliar public relations posi
tion. With a sexual orientation nondis
crimination policy on record in the
manager’s manual, the company surely
is acknowledging that adopting a non
discrimination policy is the right thing
to do. But in stonewalling the issue as it
pertains to its EEO policy, the company
sam s to be saying, ‘We’ll do the right
thing, so long as we’re not legally com
mitted to doing so for all employees.”
IBM would do well to use Apple
Computer as a role model. Apple
adopted a policy of nondiscrimination
earlier this year by simply adding “ sex
ual orientation” to its EEO policy —
two little words which assure IO<?o of
the company’s employees, from file
clerks to corporate offiars, that they
have recourse against unfair treatment.
The Gay Employment Protection
Project is jointly sponsored by the DC
Gay and Lesbian Activists Alliance; the
Arlington (VA| Gay Alliance; and
the Gay ami Lesbian Democratic Qub
of Montgomery County. Each provides
a nominal amount of funding to the
project, which operates on a lean bud
get with all voluntar time and tightly
focused goals.
Stuart Harvey, 35, an office systems
consultant, covers the suburban Mary
land area for the projat. “ In my ex
perience with the suburban companies
we’ve contacted,” Harvey reports,
“ employers don’t sam to spend a lot of
time and energy thinking about the
EEO policy on any level. If they think
about the policy at all, it is in terms of
ra a or gender. Most of them, at first,
aren’t sure how to respond to us. Once
they understand what it is we’re after,
we’ve had some suaess in changing at
titudes. In face-to-face matings, when
we can sit down and talk with people
and explain, we’ve b a n more suc
cessful.”
■
Organizations or individuals who are
interested in starting similar projects in
other areas are welcome to write or call
for irtformation. GEPP has a brochure
and other helpful literature, including
an excellent question-and-answer sheet
for employers to read. They can be
contacted at Gay Employment Protec
tion Project, PO Box 7382, Gaithers
burg, MD 20898; or call (703)
820-1636.

And it was even more exciting to read
the opening sentence: “ During this cen
tury. a few lonely voices — not all o f
them gay males |my emphasis) — have
created landmark fiction aiwut the
homosexual experience.”
At last! Inclusion of women — nay,
lesbians — and in theAfw York Times
yet! Maybe they were trying to make up

when did the boys get exclusive rights to
“ gay”?
Don’t get me wrong. Not only do I
love being a lesbian, I love the word
“ lesbian” : its historical significance, its
sensual and lyrical sound (try whisper
ing it — slowly). And 1 love the word
“dyke” : its toughness, its straightfor
wardness (gayforwardness?), our re-

/ get kind of a bad attitude about this

name thing. Like, when did the boys get
exclusive rights to
for the Sunday they actually reviewed
Sarah Schulman’s /ljifr Delores — a
lesbian novel — but assigned the re
view to that well-known feminist Kinky
Friedman. The Times giveth, and the
Times taketh away.
Well, anyway. I excitedly skimmed
the article — Did I miss something? I
went back and read the piae more care
fully. Nope, I was right the first time.
Where were the lesbians?!
There was a passing reference to Carson McCullers, several paragraphs on
Marguente Yourcenar’s 1929 novel
Alexis (about a gay m an).. .yes, indeedy, the Times had certainly covered
the full spectrum of modem lesbian
literature!
Since I was in New York City at the
time I first read this essay, I figured
maybe the heat and humidity had got
ten to me. and I simply was hallucinat
ing. All those lesbian novels happily sit
ting in Old Wives’ Tales, The Love
That Dares, my own bookcase and their
authors — Katherine V. Forrest. L a
Lynch, Jane Rule, Ann Bannon, Sarah
Aldridge, Leslea Newman, Isabel
Miller. Jean Swallow — could they all
be figments of my fevered, lesbianchauvinist imagination?
I turned on the air conditioner and
had a Dr. Brown’s cream soda, and
thought about this. The problem. I con
cluded, was a case of artificially raised
expectations. It was that headline:
“ Gay Fiction Comes Home.” Not gay
male fiction. Co>' fiction.
Yeah, I know we changed all those
organization oai
Whatever to “ Gay and Lesbian”
Whatever (and, too infrequently for po
litical correctness, to “Gay, Lesbian
and Bisexual” Whatever), thus imply
ing that “gay” didn’t naessarily in
clude lesbians. But sometimes — let’s
be honest here — I get kind of a bad
attitude about this name thing. Like,

POTLUCK
LESS TALK
altern ate
e a c h w eek in the

Sentinel

claiming of it from the bigots who
would use it to vilify us.
But we need a word for all of us —
because, face it, those pithy-headlinewriter types have little patience for
“ Gay and Lesbian” Everything (much
less “ Gay Male and Lesbian” ). We

KATE BRANDT
n a d the quar equivalent of “ men/
women/people.” Okay, we women are
covered; but should the guys be the
“ gays,” leaving us to find a new group
name? Or should “ gay” be collective,
and the guys can rename themselves?
Hey, this could be fun! Say, for ex
ample, that the guys daided to call
themselves “ gayms,” short for “gay
men.” Well, no, that could get confus
ing during Gay Games; what would we
have, Gaym Games and Lesbian
Games? Ah, but there’s a theory afoot
that sina the next Gay Games will be
held in Vancouver — i.e., not in the US
— the USOC daision might be moot,
and the 1990 games row/d be the Gay
Olympics, in which case we could have
the Gaym Olympics and the Lesbian
Olympics.
W ell.. .time for a change of topic!
But not really. S a . the same week that I
read this “gay fiction” piea in the
Times, the June 28 issue of the Yillage
Voice came out with a spaial section
on “ The New Gay Arts.” Well! I
thought (faling a w a bit oversensitive),
here we go again! But no, after all,
there’s the Times and there’s the Voice,
and even if we are in the post-righteous
era, one does expect certain things from
the Voice.

And they did deliver. The sidebar,
“ Milestones: A Brief History of the
Gay Arts in America” includes the
Broadway openings of “ A Florida En
chantment” in 1896 (wherein “ Ushers
rush down the aisles with ice water to
revive audience members who had just
witnessed two actresses kissing” ) and
“The Captive” in 1926, the 1932
publication of The Autobiography of
Alice B. Toklas and the 1947 publica
tion of the lesbian journal Vice Versa.
The feature also includes intei views
with Jewelle Gomez, five lesbian comics
and the aforementioned Sarah Schulman, the Tama Janowitz of the literary
dyke set.
“ Ooh, what a bitch!” Yes, I know, I

SQUAT THEATRE

know. The truth is that I actually have
nothing against Sarah Schulman —
nothing, that is. except the fact that
she’s 29 years old, has had th ra books
published, is reviewed in the/Vpw York
Times and interviewed in the Village
Voice. And that she’s 29.
Also, she’s savvy. And intelligent.
And very out. And cognizant of the fact
that it was the struggles of her gay and
lesbian “ ancestors” which made it easy
for her generation to be so out.
Damn, nothing can make you fal
older than a smart, talented kid — ex
cept maybe a smart, talented kid who’s
“ never ban in the closet (her) entire
|life|.” I think I nad a drink — where’s
my Dr. Brown’s.
■

by Kris Kovick
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Agnos Errs on Police Commission
A few weeks ago Mayor Art Agnos announced the makeup of
his new police commission. His appointments were drawn from
a broad collection of communities and interests. The Black,
Asian and Latin communities were all represented. The
downtown interests must have been pleased with the reappoint
ment of commission president Lou Giraudo. And the city’s
more conservative west of Twin Peaks neighborhoods saw their
man A1 Nelder reappointed.
Giraudo and Nelder were both early key supporters of the
Mayor’s election effort. Also, Giraudo and Asian represen
tative Pius Lee were big bucks contributors to that campaign.
In a press release. Mayor Agnos praised his new commission
for “ representing the broad diversity of San Francisco.” But
for the first time in more than eight years our community does
not have a representative on the commission. The mayor
dumped lesbian commissioner Juanita Owens and failed to
replace her with another gay man or lesbian.
It’s important to note the mayor did not seek to hand our
community a political setback. We also recognize the political
reality that has led the mayor to reward past financial con
tributors and key campaign supporters with commission ap
pointments.
But the primary concern here is not whether gays get their fair
share of political plums. The issue comes down to the fact that
the police commission now has no voice that can properly speak
for a community that historically has suffered from police
harassment and continues to endure violent attacks from people
motivated by antigay hatred.
The mayor’s gay press aide Scott Shafer has told us that
Agnos’ commission has engendered little heat from our com
munity and is mostly o f interest to political insiders.
Nonetheless, we believe the mayor’s failure to reappoint a gay
person to the police commisson is a serious mistake in judgment
that he should rectify.
We must remind the mayor that a gay appointment to the
police commission was one the few important concessions our
community was able to wring out o f Mayor Dianne Feinstein.
Considerable political energy was expended to establish the
precedent of consistent gay representation on the police com
mission. Now with the stroke of his pen Mayor Agnos has, at- 4
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least for the moment, v«ped out that costly victory.
In defense of the mayor’s decision, Shafer says the new police
commission as well as the police department are “ sensitive to
and aware of the needs of the lesbian and gay community.” He
cites the many positive changes in the police department over the
last decade including the establishment of an AIDS policy, a
hate crimes reporting system, sensitivity training and the hiring
of openly gay police officers.
But Shafer ignores the fact that all of these programs were
established during the time our community had its own voice on
the police commission. Even with these programs, the San
Francisco police department remains a problem area. Recent
press reports concerning the ineffectiveness of the Office of
Citizen Complaints, the police review agency, make it clear that
only the police commission is able to bring some semblance of
control over a police department that has a long history of abus
ing citizen rights.
This issue also raises questions about the effectiveness of
established gay leaders. Most of those we talked to made per
functory noises expressing disappointment about the mayor’s
actions but quickly launched into convoluted defenses of the
mayor.
Supervisor Harry Britt, for'example, had little problem with
the m ayor’s police commission appointments. Britt, who de
meaned himself in the recent mayoral election by first sending
signals he would support Agnos and then switching to his oppo
nent, has flip-flopped again and is now one of the mayor’s most
vocal apologists.
On this matter, the usual cast of characters among our
leadership in the political clubs will be of little help. If we are to
regain a seat on this most important commission, others in the
community must take up the effort.
Mayor Agnos has shown that he can be a reasonable and
principled officeholder. We call on the mayor to once again ex
hibit those qualities by recognizing that his actions have created
a legitimate gay community grievance. And we urge him to
redress that grievance by appointing a gay or lesbian represen
tative to the police commission as soon as the next vacancy oc
curs.
■
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MISE EN SCËNE by Anne Hamersky
TIM TAYLOR

Keeping All Our Issues
in the Limelight

AIDS threatens us in many ways, body and soul, requiring an enormous
effort to both fight for treatment protocols and fend off attacks on our
civil liberties. It also affects us in subtler, equally insidious ways. It
threatens to make us a single-issue constituency, an impulse we indulge
at our peril.

The recent commentary surrounding
the drafting of the Democratic Party
platform is a recent illustration of the
syndrom.
I would like to have a friendly dis
agreement with some of our leaders who
crowned the document a success be
cause it has a reasonably strong AIDS
plank, ignoring the evisceration of a
decade of progress on lesbian and gay
rights.
Most pointedly, Carole Migden, the
chair of the San Francisco Democratic
Central Committee and a member of
the Platform Committee, was quoted in
the Chronicle, “ AIDS is a do-or-die
basic survival issue (no disagreement
there), and nothing else matters (em
phasis added).’’
Migden also told the Sentinel last
week, “ We never obtain everything,
but the strong language on AIDS that
we got outstrips every other concern.’’
It is the “ nothing else matters” com
ment; the “ outstrips every other con
cern” perspective which is problematic.
First, the platform is not a matter of
not obtaining everything we needed on
lesbian and gay ri^ ts, with a few goals
falling off the negotiating table. It was a
dramatic setback, a retreat in the
party’s commitment to acknowledging
our place in society. Those defeats

shouldn’t be taken lightly.
Moreover, when gay and lesbian
leaders become so single issue focused,
the community becomes victim of the
trip laid by straight politicians equating
AIDS issues and gay concerns. Politi
cians cannot be allowed to feel that
because they have taken some small
steps on AIDS, they are off the hook on
gay rights. They have to do both.
Yes, AIDS is the top of the agenda.
But a full-fledged effort on AIDS
doesn’t preclude a strong effort on
family rights law, violence, equal pro
tection, antidiscrimination on the
military, child custody, etc., etc., etc.
I don’t know any non-gay inside
wheeler-dealer who would allow a
political agenda to become so narrow,
and we should insist on no less from our
leaders.

Peeking in Art’s
Mailbox

The first appearance by a San Fran
cisco mayor in a gay day parade was
bound to get a lot of notice from friends
— and flak from foes. Some excerpts
from letters sent to Mayor Agnos
follow.
“ 7b witness a faggot parade and a
San Francisco mayor paying homage

POINT OF VIEW
A PWA *s Manifesto

not know what a heartache that sight is
to the Christians in this city. Mr.
Agnos — you are encouraging the
homosexual on his (her) way to death
and destruction. ”
Thank God for recognitions of gen
der parity.
Spending 25 cents to communicate
with the mayor does warrant the favor
of a reply. Writes the mayor, in part;
“/ war sorry to hear we dis
agree— San Francisco has a number
o f parades, from Cinco de Mayo to the
Chinese New Year celebration. It is my
pleasure to join with all communities
in celebrating their holidays___ There
are gay people in my family who (sk)/
Continued on png» 12

the disposable population of fags and
junkies who deserve what they get. The
media tells people they don’t have to
care because the citizens who really
matter are in no danger.
Twice — three times — maybe four

A friend of mine has a half-fare transit card which he uses on buses and
subways. The other day when he showed his card, the token attendant
asked what his disability was. He said, “ 1 have AIDS,” and the atten
dant said. “No, you don’t. If you had AIDS, you’d be home — dying.”
I’m here to speak out today as a PWA who is not dying from — but for
the last three years quite successfully living with — AIDS.

Don Vbelieve the lie that the gay community
has done its job and done it well and
succes^lly educated its people.

LETTERS

Tender with Gander

To the Editor:
I was much impressed with your
paper when I saw it on Gay Freedom
Day. I thought the articlesfmterviews
with “ queers” were particularly in
spiring and illustrative. One of the
aspects that had previously disturbed
me about use of the word “ gay” was
its nanow scope and focus — white,
middle to upwardly mobile class —
and exclusively homosexual usage.
My first parade opened my eyes and
heart to the breadth and range of all
who care to love each other with
tender regard for gender.
Lewis Headrkk
To the Editor:
With your last two issues, you
queer folk proved you are really, real
ly cool.
The oral histories were incredible.
Where can I meet Andrea Canaan
and Gary Floyd (trading hicks for
rednecks, what a hoot)? They’re in
credible stories. And thanks for show
ing people who are not your run-ofthe-mill, drab, stereotype, gay reps we

Jesus associated with the astray and
led them straight. Let us try to do the
same. ”
But what did Jesus do for the askew?
"We sit here incredulous___Your
presence and obvious approval o f such
a flagrant, ardent display o f
debauchery and rebellion to what is
wholesome, pro-family and upright is
a mockery to your quaint family pic
ture— It seems to us that the
"Rightfully Proud" parade is nothing
more than a tribute to the pride and
spirit o f sin. ”
In flagrante delicto, fellow rebels?
"I saw your photograph in the news
paper this week heading up the Gay
and Lesbian Parade. Perhaps you do

with AIDS is living through a war which
is happening only for those people who
are in the trenches. Every time a shell
explodes you look around to discover
that you’ve lost more of your friends.
But nobody else notices — it isn’t hap-

Thefollowing is a speech given by Vito Russo at an A CT-UP rally in Albany, New
York, on Mav 7. 1988.

Cool Queers

to it turned my stomach. For you to
legitimize Sodom’s behavior which is
illegal (sic) are (sic) more than enough
grounds fo r your recall." Signed
"Irate strait” |sic).
We protect the identity of the former
letter writer, with the following caveat:
Be careful which investment banker you
choose. If they can’t spell, odds are
they can’t invest, either.
"Please allow me to express mv
deepest concern [sic) as an orthodox
Christian observing another orthodox
Christian who holds a presigious
possition (sicl taking part in a so call
ed "Freedom Parade"___Please
remember the values o f our church and
our Greek heritage (emphasis added).

helpless victim but not if !’m fighting for
my life. If I’m dying from anything. I'm
dying from the fact that not enough
rich, white, heterosexual men have got
ten AIDS for anybody to give a shit.
Living with AIDS in this country is
like living in the twilight zone. Living

pening to them — they’re walking the
streets as though we weren’t living
through a nightmare. Only you can
hear the screams of the people dying
and their cries for help. No one else
seems to be noticing.
It’s worse than wartime because dur
ing a war the people are united in a
shared experience. This war has not
united us — it's divided us. It’s
separated those of us with AIDS and
those of us who fight for people with
AIDS from the rest of the population.
Two and a half years ago I read a
Life magazine editorial on AIDS which
said it’s time to pay attention because
“ this disease is now beginning to strike
the rest of us." It was as if I wasn’t the
one holding the magazine in my hand.
Since then nothing has changed to alter
the perception that AIDS is not hap
pening to the real people in this country
— it’s not happening tows in the United
States — it’s happening to them — to

Appealing to Anger

Members of my family who get all
their information from reading the
newspapers and watching television
know two things about me; that I’m go
ing to die and that the government is
doing everything in its power to save
me. They’re wrong on both counts.
If I’m dying from anything, it’s from
homophobia. If I’m dying from any
thing, it’s from racism. If I’m dying
from anything, it’s from indifference
and red tape. If I’m dying from any
thing, I’m dying from Jesse Helms. If
I’m dying from anything, I’m dying
from Ronald Reagan. If I’m dying from
anything, I’m dying from the sensa
tionalism of newspapers and magazines
and television shows, which are in
terested in me as a human interest story
only as long as I’m willing to be a

VITO RUSSO

usually get forced-fed by the media.
The intro to the profiles was also
right on. Tim Taylor gets high marks
for striking just the right tone.
The follow-up issue, with thecoior
cover, was the perfect, one-two,
knock-out punch.
Keep it up. Give us more. You
guys just might make the gay press
respectable.
Dwayne Wallach

True Parade Spirit

To the Editor:
Re: George Mendenhall’s article
“ Parade Reverses NAMBLA
Ban'^enlinel, 7/1).
As a civil libertarian and advocate
of the full sexual freedom for all consenting individuals, I supportrand“
:
congratulate the majority of the
parade committee who voted to ap
prove NAMBLA’s participation.
Although not a NAMBLA
member, I’ve read nothing in their
literature, nor heard any comments
by any of their spokespersons that
I’ve tuned into on radio, phone-in
talk shows or, more recently, on
“ Electric City TV,” that left me with
the impression that this group con-

dones the “abuse” of children or
anyone else.
The willingness o f some in the
community to have supported the
"banning” of NAMBLA on the basis
of unsubstantiated allegations in the
notoriously homophobic Hearst press
is a disturbing revelation that shows
even our “generally” progressive
community is susceptible to
McCarthy-style witchhunts and
“ know-nothingism.”
It was therefore heartening that the
majority voted, in the end, to reaffirm
the true meaning and spirit of the
parade by committing üiemselves to
the principles of equality, justice,
fairness and freedom. Hopefully next
year, the 20th anniversary of the
Stonewall Rebellion, the committee
will again reject any similar
manifestations of narrow-mindedness,
intolerance and censorship.
John Baxter

The Right Direction

To the Editor:
I wanted to express my puUic thanks
to all the people who helped make
this year’s Gay Day Parade such a
great success. For me it was one of
the best in years.
One of the biggest changes (for the
better, I think) was the direaion of
the parade; it queued on Market St.
near Castro and marched from there

C A IF W T IC C O M IC S
OH COME ON Pl\/A....AI>Mrr I T ! THaMAN
t i oBVKvsbf oesesssp w it h m b .' a count
Of MONTHS A&o HB POUOWBR ME TO THE
CA$l£ CAR AWARPÍ. THEN HE SHOWEP UP
W THE SAME PACT NORMAN HMORMSm
INVITED

WHEN I ATTENDED THE OPEND/C, O f THIS
LEtBlAN * fiX r fU M FESTIVAL, fUeXE
HE WAS ! HE EVEN SHOWED VP AT THE
FREEDOM DAY PARADE I HE MUST REAUY
HAVE I T ------ ^
^
^

te a r s

— theiVew York Times has published
editorials saying “don’t panic yet over
AIDS” — it still hasn’t entered the
general population, and until it does,
we don’t have to give a shit. And the
days and the months and the years pass
by — m i they don’t spend those days
and nights and months and years trying

We read on the front page of theAew
York Times that Dr. Anthony Fauci
now says that all sorts of promising
drugs for treatment haven’t even been
tested in the last two years because he
can’t afford to hire the people to test
them. We’re supposed to be grateful
that this story has appeared. Nobody

to figure out how to get a hold of the
latest experimental drug and which dose
to take it at and what combination with
what other drugs and from what source
and for how much money because it
isn’t happening to them, so they don't
give a shit.
And they don’t sit in television
studios surrounded by technicians who
wear rubber gloves and refuse to put a
body mike on because it isn’t happening
to them, so they don’t give a shit. And
they don’t have their houses burned
down by bigots and morons — they on
ly watch it on the news and then they eat
their dinner and they go to bed___
Because it isn’t happening to them, so
they don’t give a shit. They don’t spend
their waking hours going from one
hospital to another, watching the peo
ple they love die slowly of neglect and
bigotry because it isn’t happening to
them, so they don’t give a shit. They
haven’t been to two funerals a week for
the last three, four or live years, so they
don’t give a shit. It’s not happening to
them.

wonders why some reporter didn’t dig
up that story and print it 18 months
ago. before Fauci went public with his
complaints before a congressional com
mittee.
How many people are dead in the last
two years who might be alive today if
those drugs had been speedily tested?
Reporters all over the country are busy
printing government press releases.
They don’t give a shit — it isn’t hap
pening to them — meaning that it isn’t
happening to the real people, the worldfamous general public we all keep hear
ing about. Legionnaire’s disease was
happening to them because it hit people
who looked like them, sounded like
them, were the same color as them —
and that fucking story about a couple of
dozen people hit the front pages of
every newpaper and magazine in the
country and stayed there until the
mystery was over.
All I read in the newspapers tells me
that the mainstream heterosexual
population is not at risk for this disease.

toward the Civic Center. For me, it
felt as if the march was coming from
our community, warmer and more
alive than the usual Fmancial District
venue. It seemed like such a natural. I
certainly hope the parade committee
considers using the same route again
next year and in years to come,
whatever the condition of Market
Street.
Kevin D. Bradford

expansion of the Healing Resources
section. Our community needs and
deserves this coverage.
Jtsoii Serinus

The media tells people they don Vhave to
care because the citizens who really matter
are in no danger.

Finest Source

To the Editor;
John James was absolutely eloquent
recently when he analyzed the power
and greed dynamics of the drug com
panies and their allied researchers,
physician spokespersons and FDA
protectors. I believe I speak for many
in the community in extending a
heartfelt thank you both to John, who
has continually advocated the rights
and needs of PWAs, and to the Sentinel for printing his work.----------------The Sentinel continues to be
perhaps the finest and most affirming
community source of AIDS holistic
and alternative information available
to the general public. In an attempt to
get the word out to the wider com
munity, I am listing subscription in
formation for the paper in the next
printing of my book. Psychoimmunity
and the Healing Process.
May your new ownership signal an

Continund on next pago

Substitutes Great
and Small

To the Editor:
This is in reply to Camille Roy’s arti
cle “ Bright Spots" ^ t i n e l , 7/24).
Susie Bright states that lesbians are
the experts on fucking because they
use hands, Angers and toys, and
don’t base fucking on the penisvagina model.
Gay men and straight couples have
used hands. Angers and toys all
along, so what’s so original about
that?
A finger is just a substitute for a
tiny penis; a hand is a substitute for a
large penis; dildos and other sex toys
are penis-shaped. Therefore, lesbians
base their fucking on a substitute
penis-vagina model.
K. Pharris

Puerile Fantasies

To the Editor:
First we have to cope with a public
image of lesbian sexuality as essential
ly lurid and sleazy, thanks to ex
ploitative depictions by straight men
for the titillation of straight men.
Continuod on next pago

Featuring THE BROWN BOMBER and OlVA TOUCHE FLA,MBE
b y P r o f . I.B . G i t t o n e J o w n e

Ton, DIVA... WHY ts I T SO HARD FOR^
}TOU To ADMIT MANOR A M D S HAS
THE HOTS FOR A CERTAIN GLOVED,.
MASREP SUPERHERO O F c n m H ? *

7UST BECAUSE YOU UVE M A COMIC, XT
DOmSNT MEAN YOU HAVE TO LIVE IN ,
A FANTASY WORLD H O N !

AT THE COURTHOUSE

KEN CADY

Judge Disallows
‘Panic’ Defense
For the first time, a San Francisco Superior Court judge has refused to
allow a defense attorney to present “expert” testimony to support a
“ homosexual panic” defense. Judge Timothy Reardon turned down a
request by attorney Robert Gyemant to present a psychiatrist and a
psychologist to testify that his client, 19-year-old Frankie Huie, suffered
the syndrome when he killed 41-year-old Stephen Mayeda last October.
Huie had met his victim near Viva
Tee Shirts on Powell Street when
Mayeda hired him to perform some day
labor. They later ate dinner at a
Chinese restaurant and went to
Mayeda’s apartment for the night.
Mayeda, the owner of the T-shirt shop,
was found dead the next day by
employees who wondered why he had
not returned to work.
Huie became a suspect and was ar
rested in Sulphur Bluff, Texas, where he
had fled after the murder. In a state
ment to homicide inspector Marvin
Dean, Huie stated that after eating din
ner with Mayeda, they had purchased
some liquor and were drinking it at
Mayeda’s apartment when the victim
made some advances towards him. A
fight ensued, the defendant hitting and
kicking the victim before slashing his
throat. Huie then took approximately
$30 from the victim.
Huie told police that the victim had

given him a knife just prior to making
advances at him. He admitted seeing
the victim with a lot of cash at the store,
but stated that at the apartment he was
only interested in taking a sufficient
amount for an airline ticket. Mayeda,
however, only had the $30.
Huie later admitted that after assault
ing the victim, he looked around the
apartment for guns and the large sum of
money that he had seen the victim
holding earlier. While he was in the
kitchen looking for these items, he found a
butcher knife. He then returned to the
room where the victim was lying on the
floor. He heard the man say “help”
and stuck the knife in his neck. He did
not remember tying an electrical cord
around the man’s neck, but he did
remember putting socks over his own
hands while he looked for money “ to
keep from leaving fingerprints.’’ Huie
was charged with first-degree murder
and first-degree robbery. Attorney

Continued from previous psge

ago? Paraphernalia is a poor
substitute for personality.
Beth Elliott

Our Logo,
I Good or Bad

Now, right in what is supposedly our
community, we have to cope with a
public image of lesbian sexuality as
essentially lurid and sleazy, thanks to I To the Editor;
exploitative depictions by gay women I Glen Helfand talks about the
for the titillation of gay men.
I “diversity” and “vitality” of our gay
Camille Roy’s blithering drivel on
and lesbian community and then goes
lesbian sex in the '80s proved only
I on to attack this year’s parade logo
that one can now be butch without
(“Graphic Sexuality,
having to give up being a bimbo. If
6/24). Helfand states that “ in a highly
Roy wants to have sex in phone
mediated culture, slickness and pro
booths and play out her prostitute fix fessionalism translate into
ation, that’s her business — but what
credibility,” and goes on to say that
selling sex to men has to do with les
“if an ad campaign looks like a
bian sexuality somehow escapes me.
million bucks, people are more likely
Her attitude is that sex is fun because
to believe in it.” Is Helfand sug
it’s naughty — which is more 1950s
gesting we sell and market ourselves
than 1980s, and incredibly puerile.
to the straight world as if our
That sex augmented by a large dose credibility were based on logo designs
of theatrics is Roy’s main hobby and
and the amount of money we spend
avocation putsher neither on threutomthem? —
-------ting edge of lesbian sexuality nor in a
Our credibility as gay and lesbian
position to claim to represent sex
people is based on who we are as a
positive lesbians. 1 rather think some
people and our concern for all people.
one like Tee Corrine does a much
Lesbian/Gay Pride Week is a special
better and more accurate job of that.
time when we celebrate ourselves. We
And didn’t we lay the myth of the
can be proud of the work we have
dildo-packing dyke to rest a long time
done in our own community and in
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(must mention a d when
scheduling — over $100 value)
includes:
• consultation
• spinal exam
• com puterized
com parative
muscle check
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• report of
findings
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NEW YORK, NY — In what a gay rights attorney calls a "truly land
mark case,” six lesbians and gay men and the Gay Teachers Association
are suing the New York City Board of Education for $1 million for deny
ing health and dental insurance benefits to lesbian and gay domestic
partners of Board of Education employees. According to Paula Ettelbrick, a staff attorney at Lambda Legal Defense and Education Fund,
the suit is “the biggest of its kind that’s ever been filed.”
asked LyphoMed officials. As security
guards dragged him away, he shouted,
“ Why don’t you answer the question
just the same? The stockholders might
be interested in knowing about the peo
ple who are dying and you’re taking
their money.”
Other stockholders expressed an in
terest in the company’s response, and
other protesters began bombarding of
ficials with questions. The protesters
were removed from the auditorium. □
— Philadelphia Gay News

— Judge Timothy Reardon

judices among jurors against gays and
give them the opportunity to excuse the
suspect’s conduct. Only one of twelve
jurors reacting that way can cause a
hung jury. Defense attorneys contend
that the defense is valid based upon true
responses as related to them by their
clients.
But Judge Reardon stated to theSentinel that “ Homosexual panic, in my
judgment, is not a mental disease,
. disorder or defect such as to be admissi
ble at trial. It’s just not recognized as
such by the American Psychiatric Asso
ciation in the Diagnostic and Statistical
the world beyond. “ Slickness” and
“looking like a million bucks” will
add nothing to our credibility or
celebration. We don’t need to be con
sumed by commodification or
homophobia during our celebration.
Instead, we need to come together
and work in cooperation so that the
festivities can be inclusive of all parts
of our diverse community.
The logo design good or bad
(whatever that means) was quite
popular: T-shirts, buttons and sweat
shirts sold out. People//A;«/ the
design. I hope the parade committee
never hires a design firm to produce
our parade logo. The money our
community would have to spent to
produce this would be better spent
elsewhere.
Coleen LeDrew
The Sentinel welcomes your letters. All
submissions must be typed, doublespaced and no lon^r than 200 words.
Rrex'ity is a virtue. We reserve the right
to edit according to our space needs.
Please include your name, address and
phone number for i<erification purposes.

emSEMSE
love just as much as any other
relatives. Likewise, the gay and lesbian
community is part o f San Francisco's
family. I believe they deserve the same
respect and dignity as anyone else. ”
The only arguable element to the
mayor’s letter is his conclusion:
"Thank you for your letter and please
feel free to write me again. ” Write
again? Is he kidding?
Not all of the letters were hate mail,
and some letters thanking the mayor for
his participation were received. But the
nay-sayers significantly outpolled the
yeah-sayers.
■

Correction

P E H IT

Lesbian and Gay
Teachers Sue NYC

''Homosexual panic, in my judgment, is not
a mental disease, disorder or d^ect such
as to be admissible at trial ”

Continued from pegs 10
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Gyemant was appointed by the court
due to the defendant’s lack of funds.
The homosexual panic defense has
been used with some success throughout
the country. Essentially it involves a
claim by a suspect in a crime that the
victim was making sexual advances
which caused such a panic that the
suspect is not responsible for his ac
tions. Although many legal observers
consider the argument preposterous,
judges have allowed the defense to be
presented to juries.
Gay critics have charged that the de
fense is an attempt to appeal to pre-

the jury, the panic defense denied and
Manual of Mental Disorders.” In other
the defendant then convicted, attorneys
words, the judge agreed with critics who
expect that now the Court of Appeals
have long contended that the “ defense”
will have to rule for the first time on the
is hokey.
Reardon did state that if the defen j subject. According to Assistant District
dant had testified, he would have al Attorney Eugene Sweeters. who sue
cessfiilly prosecuted Huie, “ It’ll be an
lowed him to state why he killed the vic
interesting legal issue as to the viability
tim if the defendant chose to. If Huie
testified that he killed Mayeda because I of the defense of homosexual panic to
murder.” If the court rules that the
of sexual advances, it would have been
defense has no scientific merit, then
admissible because “the defendant is
entitled to tell his story to the jury,” the , other courts will refuse to allow expen
testimony on the subject.
judge said. “ But I wasn’t about to
As a footnote, Reardon did allow at
elevate the homosexual panic defense to
torney Gyemant to present a
the level of scientific evidence by allow
psychiatrist at taxpayer’s expense at
ing expert wimesses to support the
Huie’s sentencing. The doctor testified
claim.”
that such a condition does exist and that
A consideration of jury instructions
Huie suffered from it. Reardon,
would have given the jury the informa
somewhat incredulously, asked the
tion they need to deal with the defenwitness if a person who clubbed
another, then was able to form the in
tent to go looking for money, then went
back and stabbed his victim after hear
ing him groaning, was still suffering
from “ panic.” The doctor said yes.
Reardon then sentenced Huie to the
maximum term allowable, 26 years to
life in state prison.
★ ★ ★
dant’s testimony, the judge felt. Huie’s
Another Superior Court judge,
statement to the inspectors about the
Daniel Hanlon, has set August 19 as the
advances did come into evidence at the
date for the execution of Edgar Hen
trial, as did a statement Huie made to a
dricks, following the denial of his ap
jail cellmate. He told this person that he
peal in the California Supreme Court.
had gone with the victim for the purpose
Hendricks had been convicted in two
of having sex, but that an argument
separate murders of gay men in San
erupted when Huie insisted upon being
paid first. Huie, according to the cell Francisco. In his case as well, the
mate, had planned to rob the man when
homosexual panic defense reared its
they arrived at his house.
head. Hendricks, according to trial
Reardon’s ruling has no precedent in testimony, had told a girlfriend that
San Francisco. Other judges are not
“ he was going to find a faggot, knock
bound by it. However, since a formal
him over the head, and take his
money.” Some panic.
■
hearing was held outside the presence of

In the June 24th issue of the Sen
tinel, Jay Baldwin’s article, “ A
Healing W cess Story: My Recov
ery from AIDS” mentioned the
Quin Yin Acupuncture Center. The
actual name of that Center is Quan
Yin, and it is located on Valencia
Street in San Francisco.
■

P O IN T OF V IE W
Continued from previous page

All the newspapers 1 read tell me that
IV drug users and homosexuals still ac
count for the overwhelming majority of
cases and those at risk. Then can
somebody please tell me why every
single penny allocated for education
and prevention gets spent on ad cam
paigns directed almost exclusively to
white, heterosexual teenagers who they
keep telling us are not at risk fo r this
disease!
Can somebody tell me why the only
television movie ever produced by a
major network in this country is not
about a young man with AIDS but
about the impact of the disease on his
straight, white nuclear family? Why for
eight years has every newspaper and
magazine in this country done cover

not happening — we are being allowed
to die while low risk populations are be
ing panicked — not educated —
panicked into believing that we deserve
to die.
AIDS is not what it appears to be at
this moment in history. It is more than
just a disease which ignorant people
have turned into an excuse to exercise
bigotry they already feel. It is more than
a horror story to be exploited by the
tabloids. AIDS is a test of who we are as
a people. When future generations ask
what we did in the war, we have to be
able to tell them that we were out here
fighting. And we have to leave a legacy
to the generations of people who will
come after us.
Remember that someday the AIDS
crisis will be over. And when that day
has come and gone, there will be people
alive on this earth — gay people and
straight people — black people and

AÍDS is not what it appears to be at this
moment in history. AIDS is a test of who we
are as a people.
stories on AIDS only when the threat of
heterosexual transmission is raised?
Why for eight years has every single
educational film designed for use in
high schools eliminated any gay positive
material before being approved by the
board of education? Why in the past
eight years has every single public infor
mation pamphlet and videotape distri
buted by establishment sources ignored
specific homosexual content? Why is
every bus and subway ad I read and
every advertisement and billboard 1 see
specifically not directed at gay men?
Don’t believe the lie that the gay
community has done its job and done it
well and successfully educated its peo
ple. The gay community and IV drug
users are not ail politicized people living
in New York and San Francisco. Mem
bers of minority populations, including
so-called sophisticated gay men, are
abysmally ignorant about AIDS. If it is
true that gay men and IV drug users are
the population at risk for this disease,
we have a right to demand that educa
tion and prevention be targeted
specifically to these people. And it is

white people — men and women —
who will hear the story that once there
was a terrible disease — and that a
brave group of people stood up and
fought and in some cases died so that
others might live and be free. I’m proud
to be out here today with the people 1
love and to see the faces of those heroes
who are fighting this war and to be a
part of that fight.
To steal a phrase from Mike Callan’s
song, “ All we have is love right now —
what we don’t have is time.” Like the
unsung, anonymous doctors who are
fighting this disease and are so busy
putting out fires that they don’t have
time to strategize, AIDS activists are
stretched to the limit of their time and
energy, putting out the fires of bigotry
and hatred and misinformation when
they need to be fighting for drugs and
research money. We need luxury time
to strategize the next year of this battle,
and we need our friends to join us so we
can buy that time. And after we kick the
shit out of this disease, I intend to be
alive to kick the shit out of this system
so that this will never happen again. ■
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The action, filed May 2. calls for the
Supreme Court of the State of New
York to issue a preliminary injunction
directing the board of education to
enroll the three couples (four lesbians
and two gay men) and any other eligible
unmarried domestic partners in the
state’s benefit plan. The board of
education denied the plaintiff' partners’
health and dental coverage, despite its
stated policy not to discriminate on the
basis of “ race, color, creed, national
origin, sex, marital status, handicap or
sexual orientation.”
“ The board of education is paying
heterosexual employees more than its
lesbian and gay employees by giving
straight married employees greater
benefits.” said Sherryl Michaelson, the
attorney leading the litigation. “ In a
country in which employment benefits
constitute up to 38% of one’s compen
sation, this is grossly unfair.”
Cities with ordinances providing
domestic partners benefits include
Berkeley, Santa Cruz, West Hollywood
and Vancouver. BC. Similar measures
are under consideration in San Fran
cisco, Minneapolis, Madison and Lan
sing.
D
— New York Native

AIDS Group Disrupts
Stockholders Meeting

CHICAGO, IL - The May stock
holders meeting of the LyphoMed Cor
poration was disrupted by members of
Chicago for AIDS Rights, who came to
confront the company on its price hikes
for pentamidine.
Ib e protesters were angered that in
the last four years, LyphoMed has in
itiated six price hikes on the drug used
to treat pneum ocystis carinii
pneumonia, the most frequent cause of
death for people with AIDS. The com
pany is in a race with other drug giants
to develop an aerosol venion of the
drug and claims the price increases are
necessary to pay for development.
“ I’d like to ask if you tW k the in
crease in the price of pentamidine for
people who are dying of AIDS is an
ethical business procedure,” Ferd Eggan, member of the AIDS rights group,

High Court Backs
Gay’s Challenge
to CIA

bians, gay men and supporters marched
in Trenton June 4 to demand passage of
a statewide protection against dis
crimination in housing, employment,
public accommodations and credit ap
plications. The specific legislation re
ferred to, languishing in the state
legislature, is A-678, an amendment to
the state human rights law. It would
add the words “ affectional or sexual
orientation" to the list of protrcted
classes, which includes race, creed and
color among others.
New Jersey’s Republican governor.
Thomas Keene, has not lobbied
legislators for passage of the bill,
demonstrators say. The action was
organized by the Campaign to End
Discrimination of the New Jersey Pride
Committee.
u
— New York Native

Human Services or Social Services. The
lesbian and gay groups say it is impor
tant to have a separate listing because
many of them are not identifiable as gay
or lesbian by their names alone.
— Washington Blade

Submissions Sought
from South Asians

LOS ANGELES. CA — South Asian
lesbians and gay men are urged to sub
mit coming out stories, five to ten pages
in length, for an anthology to be
published in early 1989. The purpose of
the collection is to acknowledge and
voice the experience of gay and lesbian
South Asians. Send submissions to
Ravi V.. 5300 Santa Monica Blvd.
#304, Los Angeles, CA 90021, before
September 30.
u
—Seattle Gay News

DC Man Sues Amtrak CA County Outlaws
— Company Waffles HIV Phone ‘Tips’
WASHINGTON, DC - So are les
bian and gay couples eligible for
reduced-rate Family Plan tickets on the
Amtrak intercity rail system, or aren’t
we? Amtrak officials during the past two
months have issued a series of conflicting
statements on the matter.
From LA, the national gay group.
Couples Inc., reported this spring that
EXJ-based Amtrak public relations of
ficial John Jacobsen said the Family
Plan tickets are available to all couples
who claim to be married, regardless of
gender or sexual orientation.
However, in the District of Columbia,
Edward Cowen was refused the Family
Plan fares on June 2 when he attempted
to buy tickes to New Jersey for himself
and his male lover. Pressing for an
answer, he got conflicting information
from Amtrak’s division of fares and
tariffs and its public relations office.
Cfowen has since filed a discrimination
complaint with the DC Office of Human
Rights against the National Rail Passen
ger (Corporation, which operates Am
trak. He says he will pursue his com
plaint regardless of what the official Am
trak policy turns out to be once officials
and ticket agents get their stories straight.
“ It appears they are not making a
legitimate attempt to inform their
employees of this policy,” Cowen ex
plained.
Amtrak is a quasi-govemmental, fed
erally subsidized corporation.
□
— Washington Blade

WASHINGTON, DC - The Supreme
Court on June 15 upheld by a 6-2 deci
sion the right of a gay man to sue the
CIA for firing him because of his homo
sexuality. This marks the first time the
High Court has ruled against the CIA in
an employment-related case.
Another surprise in Doe w. Webster,
according to gay rights attorney
Leonard Graff, is the fact that the deci
sion was written by Chief Justice
William Rehnquist. As the court’s
“ arch conservative,” Rehnquist was
expected to maintain the High Court’s
tradition of supporting the CIA’s nearly
unlimited authority to fire employees
on national security grounds. Instead
he wrote that lower courts have the
authority to review constitutional ques
tions raised by employees who are
dismissed by the agency, despite the
CIA’s claims that such reviews might
damage national security.
In arguingDoe v.s Webster, CIA at
torneys cited the \9i6Hardwick ruling
in which the Supreme Court held that
homosexuals are not entitled to right-toprivacy protections under the Constitu
tion. This time the CIA urged the court
to rule that gays lack constitutional pro
tections for employment. It didn’t
work. “ Doe” will return to Federal
District court, where his attorneys plan
YORK. NY - Lambda Legal
to press the CIA to justify its firing. I NEW
Doe worked as a CIA Intelligence Defense and Education Fund filed suit
technician and was fired in 1982 after he urtune against the-NYNEX telephone
revealed during a routing interview with company, which serves much of New
a security official that he was gay. The England, for refusing to establish a Gay
agency claimed he posed a security risk and Lesbian Organizations category in
but failed to demonstrate how, since the New York City Yellow Pages.
The suit alleges that the refusal
Doe’s sexual orientation was known to
violates
the city ordinance prohibiting
his family, friends and coworkers.
Graff says the decision gives gays a discrimination in public accommoda
“glimmer of hope” for future cases tions on the basis of sexual orientation.
The Lesbian and Gay Community Ser
before the Supreme Court.
□
vices Center, which houses many of the
— Washington Blade
city’s lesbian and gay organizations, is
among the parties in the action.
Originally the phone company of
fered to list lesbian and gay groups
under either Escort Services or
TRENTON, NJ — In the first-ever gay
Nightclubs. Since then, NYNEX said
rights demonstration at the New Jersey
State House, approximately 250 les- the groups should be placed under

Let Your Fingers
Do the Walking

Trenton Rights
Protest Held

KERN COUNTY, CA - New
guidelines issues by Kern County of
ficials in May prohibit their health
department from conducting contact
tracing on people suspected to be HIV

positive because of unsubstantiated,
anonymous telephone tips.
The new guidelines come almost a
year after the AIDS Civil Rights Project
of the National Gay Rights Advocates
protested the county’s action on an
anonymous telephone tip that a county
resident was bisexual. A county
employee promptly called the man’s
wife to question her about her
husband’s sexuality and urged her to
take an antibody test.
r
— Washington Blade

Taiwan Gays Hold
First-Ever Demo

TAIPEI. TAIWAN - Taiwan gays
are reported to have held the island’s
first gay rights demonstration in early
March during the traditional Chinese
Lantern Festival. About 100 demon
strators set candle-lit paper lanterns
afloat in a lotus fountain in New Park,
a popular gay cruising area of Taipei,
as a prayer for the future of gay life on
the island. The action was organized by
the Republic of China Homosexual
Rights Association.
■
— Seattle Gav News

TRANSITIONS

Lew R. Baxter
09/25/33 - 05/23/88

Our friend Lew died after a 19-month
battle with several AlDS-related ill
nesses. He was surrounded by friends
who loved, cared and comforted him
during his lengthy illness.
Lew lived in the San Francisco area
for over 30 years, 23 of those were spent
working for the Cadillac division of
GM. Later, Lew was a part-time bar
tender at the Pilsner Inn and the Twin
Peaks Tavern. He also belonged to
several San Francisco social clubs.
Many thanks to the medical staff at

Ralph K. Davies Medical Center for
their love and patience during the past
difficult year, also the nurses at UCSF
Medical Center (Neurology). Shanti,
Open Hand. Visiting Nurses and Hos
pice. AIDS Emergency Fund and all the
others who took the time to care.
Lew is survived by his mother.
Eleanor Warren of Reno, and two
brothers. In keeping with his wishes, no
memorial service was held. However,
contributions can be made in his name
to the San Francisco AIDS Emergency
Fund.
He was a loving, gracious man and
will be greatly missed.
■

COOPER
INSURANCE
Open Mon-Sat
Your Full Service Insurance Agency
for Your Home, Car, Boat, RV,
Motorcycle, Health, Life
or Commercial Needs
4004 26th St. (at Sanchez), S.F. 94131
826-8877

Gerry E Parker
14July 1947-10July 1987

$49* w Tl L^

Everyone needs to have a w ill. W ith o u t this im p o rta n t
d o c u m e n t, the s ta te c o u ld be in c o n tr o l o f th e
d is trib u tio n o f a ll y o u r w o rld ly belongings.
We can no w o ffe r you a p ro fe s s io n a lly p repared w ill fo r
as low as $ 4 9 .0 0 ' and have it c o m p le te d w hile yo u wait.

Call For Inform ation And An Appointm ent.

W illiam s & M artinet
A tto rn ey* At Law

150 Spear, 11th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94105
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In Loving Memory
We will fight on

Housncs

H e a l i . n g R e ' s ^ u r c e is
A wakening Your Inner Pow er:

Intuition and
Creative Energy

Creativity is a power that each living being possesses. It is a power that
we’re using all the time, consciously or unconsciously. To fully tap into
your creative energy and the magnificent potential for its use, it helps to
befriend your intuition. Intuitively guided creativity supports you in lift
ing all aspects of your life above mediocrity into excellence.
The faculty of intuition is still largely
undeveloped in the people of our
Western culture. Although we each
have it, we are often ignorant of its ac
tual use. And it’s still the norm to be
programmed to shut it down, ignore it,
or believe that it’s illusory or evil. A
respect for intuition can benefit every
living person.

IN N E R
S P ftC E
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Intuition empowers imagination, in
sight and innovation. It stimulates the
spontaneous creativity that enhances
every aspect of life. And our culture,
which is starving for answers to so many
complex issues, desperately needs those
attributes.
The brain is divided into two hemi
spheres. The left rules rationality, logic,
order. The right rules intuitive and
creative functions. A well-balanced
consciousness draws on both hemi
spheres of the brain and balances ra
tionality with intuition. When we are

limited to the organizing principle of the
brain’s left hemisphere, we’re laced into
a psychological straitjacket. That is
what is ruling our culture’s conscious
ness right now.
Awakening the intuition is obviously
not going to be done through logic,
“ figuring things out,” rational thinking
and deep intellectualism. (We’ve tried
those.) All of those functions are the
realm of the left brain.
Awakening intuition requires train
ing your attention... changing the way
yon direct your attention. Whereas the
left brain figures things out very
methodically, going from point A to B
to C and D, like a graph, the right brain
thinks in holograms.

tuition.
Intuition often communicates in
whispers. To hear its suggestions you
need the ability to listen and work with
subtleties. Intuitive power can come
upon you when you least expect it —
usually when you’re not maintaining a
hard focus on the issue at hand. The in
tuitive faculty responds to gentleness,
relaxation, inner repose, quiet obser
vation and spontaneity.
Just as a flower opens, gradually and
in its own time, creative energy moves
through its host’s consciousness in its
own way. Like a flower’s growth,
creativity cannot be forced. The ra
tional mind, however, can set up condi
tions conducive to spontaneous creative
outpourings. It can manage the outer
world so that the creative being can
safely plumb the depths of his or her
own consciousness, hopefully touching
the power that waits there.

everyone. I personally recommend self
hypnosis because it is nonreligious,
nondogmatic, simple and straightfor
ward to learn. You can also combine it
with your spiritual practices when you
want to.
Self-hypnosis helps you direct your
attention in a soft, gentle, yet powerful

way. You enter a trance state, which is
really very soothing and centering.
While in trance, you are somewhere
between waking and sleeping. To enter
that state, you first set aside your nor
mal mind chatter and outer world dis
tractions. This makes your creative
energy more accessible.

Visualizing a place of creative power helps many artists recharge their
imagination.

Tools for Tapping
Creative Power

Some of the best tools for opening in
tuition and the creative energy within
are relaxing, meditative techniques.
There are many, many kinds of medita
tions, and not everything works for

Some artists go into trance and
visualize themselves entering a special
place of creative power, where they
receive information, insight and
regeneration for their imagination. Not
everyone visualizes well, so some just
imagine what that creative place feels
like. Such an exercise can be fun,
stimulating and surprisingly produc
tive. It allows the natural creative im
pulse, freed from the rational mind’s
straitjackd, to circulate within you.
Through trance you can relate direct
ly with the symbolic language of the
psyche. For example, once I put myself
into trance and called upon my Higher
Self to give me a symbol of creative
power for meditation. When I emerged
from trance, I painted the symbol and
pasted it over my word processor.
Whenever 1 wanted to write, a minute
fxr lu/A
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stimulated my creative energy and 1
then directed it into writing.
A similar technique is the use of a
cue. Once in deep trance, the feeling of
connection with creative power is linked
to awareness with a signal (such
as crossing your fingers, or taking
a deep breath and saying “ creative and

“I g^ve my lover everything,
including AIDS.”
If the gay community is to survive this
epidemic, we must give up Unsafe Sex.
Most of us already have.
And you?
to r information in Knglish or Spani.sh:
A lb s ,
FOUMWOM^

CaU 863-AIDS
Toll-free N orthern (California
tlotline: (8 0 0 ) FOR-AIDS
11)0: (415) 864-6606

F u n d e d b y (h e S a n F r a n c is c o D c p a r t m c n i o f P u b lic H e a lth and b y p riva te and c o r p o ra t e d o n a t io n s

joyful" three times). When you give
yourself the cue in the waking state, by
repeating the gesture, your creative
energy is once again triggered and starts
moving. Then you can direct the power
however you wish.
Once you've developed a deeper rap
port with your creative energy, your
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Awakening your intuition can help heal
the mental fragmentation that restrains
your creative potential.

Embracing Creative
Opportunities

When a creative opportunity is at
hand, the rational mind/left brain wants
to jump in with a set formula. It tries to
regiment the task at hand, making it
uniform, consistent, organized. Some
times that’s very useful. We have the
left brain to thank for the wonders of
the assembly line and operations of that
nature. But the greater the creative op
portunity — the more complicated the
challenge — the more of a hindrance
that approach is. The rational mind is
so sure it “ knows" what to do, that it
frequently ignores the insight of the in-
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( O a k la n d )
S u n d a y W o rs h ip
f t C o m m u n io n
10 am
St. Paul's Is a member of
Lutherans Concerned (the
Lutheran Gay/Lesbian
Caucus)
ALL ARE W ELCO M E
I

tt. P a o l't Uitberan Churdi
1 6 5 8 E xcelsior Avenue
(one b lo c k o f f M acA rth u r
Blvd.)

ability to work with it over long periods
of time can expand. By maintaining a
softer focus, through trance or other
meditative postures, your concentration
is extended.
Dancers and musicians and visual ar
tists have described experiences in
which they gradually work themselves
into deeper and deeper states of con
sciousness through their work. Their
eyes may be open and they may be
completely aware of their environment,
but their awareness is drawing on the
hologram of the right brain rather than
the graph of the left brain. Hours of ac
tivity can pass without a break in con
centration. You can imagine how pro
ductive this can be.
I’ve used self-hypnosis very success
fully in writing, counseling and public
speaking work. I put myself into trance
before 1 pick up the pen or the
microphone or greet the client. The
trance state allows me to access my
deeper message, which emerges with
more clarity than my rational mind
could manage. Once the inspiration
starts to flow, it surprises me what
information comes through — insights
that are beyond and above anything
that I, the person, am consciously
aware of. I have a lot more fun doing
the work, too.

Chakras: Gateways
to Power

Your chakras — the seven major
energy centers in the body — are also
gateways to more creative power. These
points include the base of the spine, two
fingers below the navel, the solar
plexus, heart and throat regions, the
middle of the forehead and the crown of
the head. Each chakra participates in
the creative process to some degree.
But the chakras are storehouses of
old memories, other people’s energies,
beliefs, agreements with the self.. .all
of which hinder or help the chakra in its
job. To awaken your true creative
potential, aU severt chakras must be
cleared of hindering influences and
balanced so they work together as a
unified team.
The vast majority of people in our
society have developed their chakras no
further than the solar plexus region,
which pertains to issues of control. I
believe this is one reason that most of
the expressions of popular culture are
so fragmented and polluted (MTV is a
good example.)
The heart, throat, brow and crown
chakras, in particular, bring through vi
sionary insights, discernment and feel
ings of love, compassion and oneness.
To have those chakras functioning in an
inbalanced state, or shut down
altogether, means you’re running on
half (or less) of your inner power. It can
make creative expressions cold and
unfeeling, bereft of sensitivity and
beauty.
Clearing and balancing all of your
chakras is worth doing whether you
have objectives or not. You’re creating
all the time consciously or unconscious
ly, so you might as well give yourself the
advantage of more power.
Typically, the way the chakra clear
ing process works is that you use the
trance state to meditate upon one
chakra at a time. As you meditate upon
that energy center, the information it’s

Oakland. California
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The Sun: A Friend
in Moderation
The Summer Solstice occurred near the end of June, signaling the official
beginning of the summer season. On the Summer Solstice, the sun is at
its closest position to Earth. For the next two months, the sun will be
wanning us with its most intense rays.
The sun, giver of life to our planet,
has received a lot of bad press lately.
The mainstream media has portrayed
the sun as a cancer-inducing villain pa
tiently waiting to disfigure your lovely
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DENISE BUZBUZIAN
skin. While it is true that overexposure
to the sun can cause some serious health
problems, a deficiency of natural light
can be extremely harmful.
Humans need regular exposure to
sunlight to be healthy, and sunshine has
a vast number of benefits to the human
body.
Scientists have discovered much
about the healthful effects of sunlight by
studying a syndrome known as “ light
hunger.“ litis condition afflicts in
habitants of northern latitudes during
winter when days are short. The suf
ferers' sunlight deprivation results in
lethargy and depression.
Experts believe that this syndrome is
relateid to the interaaion of the pineal
gland with sunli^t. The pineal gland is
located in the brain, and it secretes a
hormone known as melatonin, which
controls seasonal behavior in animals.
In humans melatonin induces sleep and
affects moods. It seems that bright light
inhibits melatonin secretion while dark
ness stimulates it.
As the days grow shorter in the win-

which processes what we see. Other im
pulses sidetrack from the optic nerve to
the hypothalamus in the forebrain. The
hypothalamus is the controller of the
pituitary, which is the governing gland
of the endocrine system. An alternating
perception of light and dark is necessary
to regulate the pituitary gland's influ
ence on nerve, metabolic and hormonal
functions.
Human physiology involves about a
hundred (laily rhythms identified by
science. You can bd that there are many
more which have not been documented.
We know of such rhythms as respiration,
body temperature fluctuations and
mental clarity. These rhythms are
geared on 24-hour cycles, which are
regulated by alternating periods of light
and dark.

Despite the benefits of sunlight, there
are a number of very serious dangers
involved with exposure to UVR.

Without this coordinating influence,
our cycles begin to move out of sync
with one another. Blind people often
suffer from a number of hormonal and
metabolic disorders because a non
functioning eye cannot move light im
pulses to the brain.
Some exposure to sunlight is also
important to meet the nutritional
requirements of the body. The body
manufactures vitamin D3 when sunlight
hits exposed skin. The D3 that the body
generates from sunlight is a hormone
called cholecalcifcrol. The sun’s ultra
violet radiation (UVR) interacts with
substances in the skin to produce D3,
which is necessary for calcium absorp-

Some exposure to sunlight is
important to meet the nutritional
requirements of the body.

ter, our pineal gland becomes more ac
tive and generates melatonin in greater
amounts. This increase in melatonin
causes us to slow down and become less
active. This may explain the joy we feel
on sunny days and the gloom on cloudy
days.
Sunlight also serves our health in a
number of other ways. When visible
sunlight stimulates the eye’s retina,
nerve impulses move along the optic
nerve to the visual part of the brain

artificial light is much different than
that of the sun's rays. Natural spectrum
lights are now available; replacing our
fluorescent lights with these full-spec
trum tubes really energized our work
place.
Despite the benefits of sunlight, there
are a number of very serious dangers in
volved with exposure to UVR. Each
year over 300.(X)0 new cases of skin
cancer are diagnosed in the US. Over
exposure and burning damage the skin
beyond its ability to repair itself. Ex
cessive UVR exposure causes the skin’s
fibers to lose their resiliency. The
melanocytes, which produce pigments
can go awry and form brown splotches.
Those with fair skin (especially those of
Irish and Scottish descent) are most at
risk.
Researchers believe that excessive
sunlight can produce free radicals in the
skin which damage tissue structures.
The body can neutralize a certain num
ber of free radicals, but this polluted
world generates an overabundance of
these devils.
Artificial tanning is also harmful for
the skin. It may be much worse than
regular tanning because you get a con
centrated dose of UVR. This UVR is
not the type that produces bums, but it
can still cause skin damage. In 1987
over 3,(X)0 people were treated for tan
ning salon accidents in emergency
rooms around the country. Experts
warn that the most harm comes from
combination tanning. So don't start
your base tan for a Hawaiian vacation
at a tanning salon.
Excessive sunlight is to be avoided by
those with an AIDS or ARC condition
as it appears to be immunosuppressive.
UVR can destroy skin cells which help
to activate T-cells to fight antigens. If
you are antibody positive, you should
regulate your exposure to the sun.
You can get the benefits you need to
stay healthy by spending 15 or 20 min
utes a day outside a few times a week. If
you feel the need to relax in the sun, be
prudent. Take a tape with you, listen to
one side, then go inside. That will limit
you to 20 or 30 minutes in the sun.
There are a number of sunscreens
available which are free from unnatural
additives. Mill Creek. Aubrey Organics
and Annemarie Borlind distribute some
wonderful products for the protection

tion. A deficiency can lead to rickets in
children and osteoporosis in adults.
Moderate sunshine also seems to
benefit those with heart problems. UVR
from the sun can lower blood pressure
especially in those who suffer from hy
pertension. UVR also appears to lower
serum cholesterol.
Indoor lighting will not meet your
needs for light and may very well in
crease the amount of true sunlight re
quired for health. The spectrum of

and nourishment of your skin with a
sun protection factor up to 15. (The
higher the SPF, the greater the sun
screen).
You can also protect yourself with
antioxidant vitamins A,C and E. Tak
ing paba supplements can fortify your
skin against damage.
So remember to put on a sunscreen
on those sunny days with the fog lifts.
Enjoy healthful outdoor fun but don't
get burned.
■
Denise Buzbuvan is a private nutri
tional consultant and can be reached at
Au Naturel, 431-9963.
R A C IF IC C E rU T E R
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15 years of service to
LesOians. Gay men, Oisexuais
and otJner sexual m inorities
Ottftrtne Pftychotterftpy
Coun«Rlre to
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• Relationships
• Saxual Msnttty
• Daprsssion/Anxiety
• ARC/AIOS/HIV
Concerns

L esb ian Gay
S w itch b o ard
(415) 8 4 1 - 6 2 2 4
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Van R. AuU Psychic Support
Ready lor a new level ol well-being? My highly elective, down
to earth psychic support nurtures your growth, eases your
changes and helps you en|oy lile more fully.
• Psychic rtedingi — reveal potentials, options, conditions
and practical ways to move through your challenges
• Ruling Touch — balances you on all levels while raising
your energy
• Hypnosis — stimulates your power to change, release
unwanted beiiets and behavior, and open to higher
awareness
I’m a certllied hypnotherapist and healer with thirteen years
experience In the psychic field. If you're ready to go tor it. let
yourself have this powerful support now.

864-1362

Guidance & Support
for
Emotional & Spiritual
Healing

• HIV - ARC - AIDS
• Addictive Disease

Joe Tolson, MSW, M.A.
Therapist 563-8514
FOLLOW YOUR HEART

Are you walking through a stale routine or really
living the life you were meant to live?
Counseling & Instruction to assist and Inspire you to:
• uncover your joy 8i enthusiasm
• love and release your inner child
• connect with your inner guidance

(Initial Consultation Free)

JIM CHRISTRUP, MSW, CMT
821-4788 Counseling/Massage Therapist
WHAT IS HELLERWORK?
Hellerwork is deep tissue, structural
bodywork and movement education for
the whole person. It is based on principles
that encourage health and well being and
helps you learn what your body has to
teach you.
For more information contact

JIM B A N D E L O W
HELLERWORK PRACTITIONER
(4 1 5 ) 8 6 3 -6 1 1 3

PW As welcome
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EmphAsifl on reliBViQQ
and ti^htneas in
muBcle groups caused by general tension or
iob-related execu-streas. Swedish-Esalen and
a c u p re ssu re te c h n iq u e s in te g ra te d with
ORTHO BIONOMY to prom ote expanded
range of motion, increased circulation and a
greater sense of well-being.
o n «H r. /- ta n
9 0 m ln . / $ 4 0

CHARLIE FRANCO
U c e n s o d /C M T

H E A L IN G ART
A massage program integrating:
• Acupressure (40 min.)
• Swedish/Esalen (30 min.)
and closing w ith a Swedish Hot
Alcohol splash.

DAVID A. PETERSON, CMT
(415) 956-4956 $40
9 years experience

th e
S e n t in e l h o l is t ic p a g e S

Wbal better way to reccch the holistic community
than a listing on the holistic page?
For as little as $40 per insertion, your service can
I reach over 75,000 health conscious Bay Area readers.
Call John Frank a/ 861-8100for more information.
Here's to your health!
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Continued from page 14

SUPERB MASSAGE
Jeff Gibson, CMT

PAST LIFE
REGRESSION THERAPY

A variety of styles to tit many individual needs
My techniques include Swedish, Deep Tissue,
Trigger Point, Cross-liber Frictioning, and
Sportsmassage (I'm also a competitive swim
mer and runner). My credits include work at the
Calgary Olympics, Boston Marathon, and with
various dance company members. From com
plete relaxation to injury rehabilitation my work
reflects my comprehensive training. Discount
to PWAs. Member AMTA.

t «tJi'jre your inner sell to fli'veiOD your greatest
ooien'ia' overcome lea's bad habits sexual
ly s iu n c tio n and leam sen heaimg techniques
'"Drove self esteem
enhance talents and
DsychiL abilities through hyonolheraby Can
864-4426 lo ' f'e e Consultation

626-7095 $35

THOMAS BAUMAN
Certifted Hypnotherapist

THE BACK DOCTOR^

^Today's Chiropractor*
THE Specialist To See For
Musculo Skeletal Pain
Arising From
Home, Work, Auto, or
Sports Related Injuries

STEVE FOSTER

Massage Therapist
Specializing in deep back
and neck work. Certified
and licensed.
$40/90 m inutes 552-9852

T raditional Japanese Massage
& Foot Reflexology

& really caring
set us ap artl

*

R e lie v e s stress, te n s io n & t o x i n s "
■ k R e fre s h in g and R e la x in g ’
♦ C e r t if ie d In /O u t
★ 10 a m t o 10 p m
* N o n -S e x u a l
* SI S ca le f o r P W A s
k $ 3 0 - l h r . I4 0 -H O m in c o m b o
Easy p a r k in g a n d c lo s e t o M L 'N I!

47 0 C astro
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Glenn Schmoll
Masseur

’ Serving You
12 Years

★

Dr. Low ell Houser

Chiropractor

R e la x Y o u r B o d y
Q u ie t Y o u r M in d

Professional ma.ssagc com bin
ing Sw 'cdish, Shiatsu an d
Acuprc.s.surc techniques.

TONY BUCK
C ertifled M asttage
T herapist

C A I.l. TOOAV - VOL DF.SKRVK IT!

H o p k in s 285-6699,

THOMAS MAXWELL
CERTIFIED

MASSAGE

• Sw edish
• Esalen

PRACTITIONER

• Shiatsu
• Energy 'Work

90 m in. S40 in/S50 out

558-8220

8 6 4 -2 1 3 2 $-tO/on min.

'-J^^BÊÊOÊÊÎÊtàg^.-^
Shiatsu and Swedish therapeutic
technique. Hot oil. Strong hands. Relax
your body and mind. Release tension.
Relieve pain. Licensed holistics.
Full body massage, 90 min.
$45in/$60 out calls

Rocky •

431-8869

Experience a unique combination of
Swedish, Shiatsu, Deep Tissue and
Sportsmassage by a European Certified
Masseu'. Member American Massage
Therapy Assoc.
1 hrs., S45.

Vt

Gift Certificates Avaiiabie
A lb e r t W y s s
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863-0499
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SPORTS MASSAGE
A superb massage done by a gifted and caring
masseur w ill leave you feeling light, spacious,
relaxed and yet energized. And since your energy
Is raised during the massage the very nature of
this experfence w ill be sensual, erotic and
healing. Loving hands and energy from a man
who loves the male body, has a beautiful one
himself (txxfybullder), and Is well trained and
experienced.
1 hr. S30 lnf$40 out
1V4hts.$4Slnf$S6out

VaetSandaha 387-9262

TESTED POSITIVE?

**Some o f Us Do Get Better”

A FREE Saturday Self-Healing Workshop
led by a Ph.D. p»sychologist/PWA
longterm-survivor who has had some
remarkable success practicing and teaching
self-healing. Leam methods that will
bolster your immune system and reduce debilitating stress.
Phone (415) 285-7436 for dates and more inform ation
Sponsored by the Institute of Applied Psychology

$ 3 0 /hr- sensual, non-sexusi
Discount for series and FAA/As
shiatsu-swedish-ecupressure
[4M5 ) 2 B2 -B5 2 '7

TREAT YOURSELF
to a nurturing, luxurious massage. A
skillful blend of Swedish, acupressure
and Shiatsu techniques, done with a
strong yet gentle touch, will Invigorate
you and leave you feeling both relaxed
and e x h ila ra te d . An e x c e p tio n a l
massage. Go ahead, you deserve It.
Certified. S30/hr, $40/1 ’A hrs.
Bob 567-5654
‘-’»W*»s»WSEiWlWiBlfsaWPMHWIlHw8R,*l

$40/90 min
Insurance
welcome
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E O R A S T O R E E R O N T

T h e C a s t r o ’S H e l l a s F o o d s R e m e m b e r e d
by
S te v e S ilb e r m a n

Respecting the
Creative Flow

Michael Ward D C.
4 3 1 - 5 3 5 2
2229 15th S tre e t HC, S a n F rancieco, CA 94114

EXPERIENCE*

holding is revealed to you, and you can
examine, evaluate, and release or
transform it, if you wish. It’s a good
idea to seek out a reputable intuitive
trainer for this work, however — it can
be pretty heavy duty.
(Treative energy can also be invoked.
You can fashion your own words of
power to claim creative direction, in
spiration and stimulation. Prayers, af
firmations and invocations fall into this
category.
Naturally, there are many other
methods of expanding creativity
through intuition. You probably have
techniques of your own that you’ve
developed, perhaps even by accident.
Through the development of your intui
tion, you can create your experience
with much more ease, originality, joy
and fulfillment than before.

EXPERIENCED BODYWORKER
I offer a thorough massage com
bining Swedish, Shiatsu and the
Ancient Hawaiian Technique,
known as Lomi Lomi. Experience a
healing touch that will help
dissolve negativity and revive your
positive self.
Al Martin 626-2843.
Certified: N.H.I.

After your intuition has begun
awakening, you get to really enjoy
yourself. You Gnd that creativity is as
natural as breathing and that struggle is
not necessarily a part of the process.
You also receive numerous chal
lenges and lessons in getting out of your
own way. Letting your intuition func
tion as it does is not always easy. If
you’re used to operating strictly out of
the left brain/rational mind, it takes
some getting used to. The rational
mind, in its zeal to control and manage,
can be very judgmental as your creative
process unfolds. Judgment makes it un
safe for you to let your creative impulses
out and can shut down your intuition.
Some ideas that flow out during your
creative process may be a bit off the
wall, simply unusable. That’s okay.
You can keep the flow going by making
an agreement with yourself that judg
ments will be suspended for that time.
Respect your creative process by stay
ing neutral or loving everything that
comes through you.
As your intuition awakens, you'll
naturally start noticing how easy it is to
forfeit your opportunities for creativity.
And how you’ve done it in the
past.. .given them away to your judg
ing, rational mind and its mania for
orderliness. Or given them away to
society’s programs for living, which are
often limited to the lowest common
denominator. And given them away to
expediency and the unhelpful in
fluence of bosses, colleagues, teachers,
organized politics or religion, parents
or lovers.
You may find yourself needing to set
boundaries more carefully with these
unhelpful influences. Power brings
responsibility for protecting it — as well
as using and managing it. You may
need to forgive them and yourself for
causing you to miss out on so much.
Whatever it takes, it’s worth it.
Awakening your intuition is one of the
most precious gifts you can give
yourself. It can help heal the mental
and emotional fragmentation that
restrains your creative potential.
Whatever creative qualities you develop
as a result are then your gift to the world
around you. They empower you to con
tribute in more significant, imaginative
ways than before.
Letting the intuition join as equal
partner to your rationality empowers
you to rise above the level of mediocrity
into excellence. Your intuitively guided
creativity helps you shape the reality
you’re presiding over into a truly ex
citing adventure.
■
ran R. Ault is a certified hypno
therapist specializing in creativity
enhancement and a faculty member o f
the Humanistic Hypnosis Center. He
can be reached at 864-1362.
Also available from this author:
"Prayer Treatment fo r Creativity"
and "T ransform ation Through
Trance: Hypnosis as a Healing Tool. "
Forfree copies, send a self-addressed,
stamped envelope to: VanR. Ault, 519
Castro. H23, San Francisco, CA
94114.

For rent: 2308 Market Street, the former site of Hellas Imported Foods.
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d e p a r tu r e , le a v in g n e ith e r c lo y in g
city is a fa b ric o f m u ltih u e d ,
sw eetness nor surfeiting richness.
infinitesim ally fine weave; its beauty
arises in th e diversity o f its elem ents, o f W as this all? A few pastries, an ivory
d ifferent cu ltu ral traditions in close p ro x  pyram id of/e/<z, o r a dozen dusty bottles
o f R etsina an d th e syrup co m poun ded o f
im ity u n s u b o rd in a te d to a co m m o n
rose petals? O f co u rse n o t, for H ellas w as
shade, each shining in its ow n place in the
X an th ip p e Jo h n s also, the firm yet n u r
great p a ttern . C u t o u t a single brilliant
turing presence beh in d th e co unter, p o u rk n o t o r stitch, a n d th e fabric as a w hole
ap pears less lu m in o u s. T his w as m y feel
ing as 1 cam e to th e door o f H ellas Im 
p o rted F oo ds o n M ark et Street an d found
it locked, th e w indow s d arkened , the
usually tidy flo o r littered w ith plaster
d u st, th e fixtures to m from the walls —
not only surprise, n o t only d isap p o in t
m ent, b u t irretrievable loss, the dim inishm ent o f possibility.
W h at w as special ab out H ellas? It was
th e kind o f sto refro n t take-out establish
m ent o n e finds in w elcom e ab u n d an ce on
the sidestreets o f M an h attan , like th e R uss
an d D aughters sm oked fish em porium o ff
B ow ery, or Ben H o llan d er’s sidew alk
ing y o u r ju st-sq u eez ed o ran g e ju ice
pickle palace w ith its brim m ing barrels o f
th ro u g h a dented colander so the rude
garlicky “ new ” half-sours lined up out
p u lp an d pips d id n ’t insinuate them selves
fro n t. M any o f H ellas’ regular custom ers
in your teeth; asking if you w ant the
stopped in for years w ithout ever being
brow ned com er-piece o f yogurt cake,
aw are o f th e s h o p ’s correct nam e — call
oozing honey, b efo re sealing it in a sm art,
ing it, w ith affectio n ate unconcern, “ the
sure enclosure o f w axed paper; w arning
G ree k p la c e ” o r “ th e o ra n g e -ju ic e
y o u n o t to lau g h w hile e a tin g th e
p lace.”
T w o co u n ters, a reach-in refrigerator
case, a few shelves, som e G reek travel
b o a rd posters, a cash register — an d the
m a rv e lo u s f o o d , th e b rittle p a stry
envelopes o f fluffy cheese called tiropita,
alw ays, m iraculously, still w arm from the
oven; th e ten d er, just-rolled dolm ades u n 
folding o n th e to n g u e, putting all the w axy
im p o sters lan guishing in superm ark et
“ deli” cases to sham e; the w hole-w heat
kouribiedes, as you co uld choke on the
crusted ap ple pies pregnant w ith tart
pow dered sugar.
crescents o f fru it; th e several varieties o f
M rs. Johns an d her husband Jam es
p lu m p , ripe olives, a taste, in Law rence
bou ght the H ellenic-A m erican specialty
D u rrell’s w ords, as old as cold w ater; and
food store to su p p o rt th e ir grow ing fam ily
— m ost sublim e o f all — the sugar-dusted
in the early ’70s, w hen M arket Street was
kouribiedes, concocted o f bu tter tm d
being excavated fo r th e M uni u n d er
flour an d sugar in the exact p ropo rtio n
groun d tunnel. “ It w as a m ess,” recalls
th a t they vanished on the tongue in a cool

M rs. Jo h n s, w ith sto refro n ts closing up | H ellas served a diverse clientele in a
an d dow n th e block. She h ad not planned
tum u ltuously changing neighborhood. I
on runnin g a food shop; as a young girl in
w as introduced to H ellas in 1980 by a
C rete, X anthipp e had been a dressm aker.
friend w ho d ro p p ed o u t o f a studio art
p rogram an d m igrated here, rising daily
Jtunes Johns im m igrated to A m erica
fro m her n ap in a d arkened room to stroll
from A thens via C an ad a, w orking in his
dow n to H ellas for a large grapefruit juice
uncle’s bakery there. T he pastry recipes
— all th a t vitam in C .
cam e from various sources — the yogurt
O ne S unday n o o n , m y co m pan ion an d
I happened to w alk past H ellas’ d o o r as
M rs. Jo h n s an d her m o th er arrived still
dressed for ch urch. W ith a shrug and a
n o d — fo r H ellas w as usually closed on
S unday — M rs. Jo h n s unlocked the d o o r
an d invited us inside, an o th e r custom er o r
tw o trickling in behind us. W e ate o u r a p 
ple squares gratefully licking cinnam on
fro m th e hinges o f o u r lips as a phalanx o f
dykes-o n-bikes breezed p a st honking.
L ike El T o ro T aq u eria in th e M ission —
w h ere o n e can see y o u n g H ispanic
w orkers, kids from th e projects, and the
new gay intelligentsia elbow -to-elbow
over plates o f griddled m eat — Hellas was
cake fro m a G reek co o k b o o k , the recipe
adjusted an d perfected over the years.
a place th a t invited differing subcultures
to m ingle in harm o n y .
M rs. J o h n s noticed th e ko u rib ied es
W ith th e store closed, M r. Johns will
crum bled in her cu sto m ers’ fingers, so she
ad ded a little orange juice to crisp them ,
co ntinue to b ak e fo r w holesale clients like
C afe P icaro an d R ainbow G rocery — but
lending th e barely-sw eetened w afers an
H ellas w as m ore th a n a p ro d u ct line. T he
in s c r u ta b le p e rfu m e . T h e p ip p in s
recessed w indow th ro u g h which M rs.
cram m ed into the pies an d apple squares
Jo h n s looked o u t o n M ark et S treet’s tra f
fic o f souls will be display space for a
running-shoe concession.
As th e heart seeks consolation, the
m ind provides villains. T he w ord on the
street w as th e Jo h n s h a d been forced out
by a rent hike, a fam iliar kind o f tragedy 1
w anted to believe. T he present landlord
did dou ble th e rent after purchase, but the
Jo h n s h a d w anted to sell th e business for
several years b efore finally closing. “ It
cam e n o t o u t o f a C a la bin o r a
w as too m uch fo r u s ,” M rs. Johns adm its
w holesaler’s truck, b u t fro m the F a n n e rs’
resignedly, an uncharacteristic note o f
M arket.
fatigue in her voice. “ W h at will you d o
S ituated in the w indy, sun-blanched
now ?” I asked, w ondering w hat could take
co rrid o r betw een 18th an d C astro an d the
th e place o f a 16-year routine. “ G et m y
C afe F lore — th a t figm ent o f bohem ian
house in o rd e r,” M rs. Jo h n s said, “ all
sophistication ai fre sc o so essential its
things com e to an e n d .”
■
habitués call it, sim ply, “ the c a fe” —

S itu ated in the w indy, sun-blanched corridor
betw een 18th an d C astro an d C afe Flore,
H ellas served a diverse clientele in a
tum ultuously changing neighborhood.

One Nig ht

T h e C h ip p e n d a le D a n c e r s
U n d re ss fo r S u c c e s s

All sucked In;
Tucked tummies and
cheeks give some
boys that extra
competitive edge.
Pictured in all
photos: The various
bodies who comprise
the Chippendale
dancers.
different Bay Area locations by the all
male revue. AJshon speaks in a studied
basso profundo, with earnest headnodding for emphasis, a steady gaze, and
enough gel in his hair to set West
Hollywood — extra firm.
But 1detect a certain nervousness on his
part — as if he feels, quite rightfully, that
I’m the kind of guy who might mention
the “Q” word. With Chippendale’s
dancers, the “Q” word is to be avoided at
all costs since the heavy-handed message
thrust home by the entourage is one of
unrestrained heterosexuality. The look.

as much as we do; working six weeks on
and one week off, all year round, doesn’t
leave a lot of time for a relationship. But
some of the guys who dance at Chippen
dale’s in Los Angeles or New York are
married and have children.”
Right.
There are six featured dancers in the
road company and three back-up dancers,
all signed to iron-clad contracts that pro
vide no vacation, no sick days, and assess
fines for being late or failing to show up
for a performance. However, for a lead
dancer, the greatest penalty for failing to

W hen A n gela returns fro m th e stage,
th e w om an beside her tugs on her
sleeve an d asks, ^^How w as it?
W as it a Idss kiss?^*
however, is decidedly “ Q.” This is the
ne of Chippendale’s lead dancers.
elephant in the room that no one wants to
Gene Alshon, sits across from me at acknowledge.
a table in the ballroom of San Francisco’s As for the marital status of the touring
Méridien Hotel just before showtime.
Chippendale’s, Alshon explains, “ None
Tonight is the first evening of three of the guys in the road company are mar
separate one-night-only appearances at
ried. It’s just too difficult when you travel

O

perform is the loss of tips which, uy
by
Alshon’s estimate, account for 60% of his
earnings.
The image of a naked man except for a
G-string with dollar bills spilling out in all
directions immediately comes to mind.
But Alshon is quick to point out that

ladies are not allowed to touch the
dancers’ bodies or place money in their
clothing. “ We never leave the stage, it’s
all done more tastefully now.”
“ But how do you collect all that
money?”
“ You’ll see when the show starts.”
• • «
Women mill around the lobby, linger
ing at the merchandise table where they
fondle Chippendale’s T-shirts, sweat
shirts and G-strings. Attired in a sea of
strapless satin and rayon, most of the
women look like would-be hookers. None
of them, I gather, left home thinking she
was going to the opera.
As the ballroom fills up, a shirtless
man in black satin pants walks between
the tables selling 1988 Chippendale’s
calendars. Since the year is half over,
the calendars have been discounted from
$10 to $5 and, according to the an
nouncer, the ladies can have them auto
graphed by the dancers before the show is
over.
By showtime, the ballroom is packed
with 400 women. Except for the Chippen
dale’s staff, there are only four men in the
room: Mick LaSalle from the Chronicle,
myself, and one gay couple who sits at the
table to my right, admiring their recent

purchase of a Chippendale’s G-string.
Angela, my date for the evening, is a
23-year-old secretary who is trying to be
cool and sophisticated, but betrays her in
terest with an unusually anxious quality I
have not seen on other occasions. There’s
a weird nervous tension in the room, the
kind kids get when they’re about to do
something really naughty.
In a haze of smoke and red lights, all
nine Chippendale’s dancers take the stage
for the first throbbing, tension-releasing
disco num ber, “ Welcome to the
Famasy.” With spines erect and eyes
front, the women begin to cheer and ap
plaud. This opening number is followed
by a second piece of self-indulgent preen
ing entitled “ More Than a Photograph,”
a solo number for the evening’s an
nouncer.
Wearing a towel, the announcer/lead
dancer, proclaims “ I’ve got a soul and
I’ve got a mind.” But on the word
“mind,” he reaches down and grabs his
crotch, suggesting a previously unknown
connection between neurology and
urology. The movement inspires complete
pandemonium in the audience — women
scream and grab each other, vying for a
better view of the stage.
The next number introduces A1 Pran-

no, a big Italian who looks like the kind of
guy Cher would date. A few verses into his
song, I suddenly realize the lead per
former uses a cordless microphone that is
not connected to anything; the music is a
collage of Top 40 hits by well-known art
ists and Chippendale’s dancers are only
lip-synching to someone else’s voice. Each
number opens with a lead performer sur
rounded by back-up dancers. They do a
brief ensemble routine together before the

number from the Bad album. Imagine
Rambo singing with Michael Jackson’s
voice and you’ve got the picture.
But by this time, neurology has become
synonymous with urology and the only
thing the women seem to care about is the
size of a guy’s brain. After each solo, the
women are invited to the stage for “ au
dience participation” time. This is where
they have the opportunity to pay
monetary homage to the god of their

Pranno, the on ly dancer with
tw o solos, is h yp ed b y the
announcer as “a yo u n g stallion
ready fo r tam ing b y a you n g lady
w ho can ride all night, ”
back-up dancers exit with discarded
clothing — and the lead strips to the
finish.
Pranno, the only dancer with two solos,
is hyped by the announcer as “a young
sttillion ready for taming by a young lady
who can ride all night.” The young
stallion, ruggedly dressed in worn jeans
and cowboy boots, then segues into a

choice by exchanging dollar bills for
kisses.
As the tmnouncer makes jokes and
hypes the attributes of the dancer, about
25% of the audience walks up for a kiss. A
back-up dancer stands behind Pranno,
stuffing an excess of dollar bills into a
cowboy boot and, before 1 know it,
Angela disappears from my side and runs

toward the stage, waving a George
Washington.
Looking for some explanation for this
lunatic behavior, 1 turn to the grand
mother who sits beside me. But she’s here
with her daughter to celebrate her 70th
birthday and says she came “ because 1
like men.” She is the only woman at our
table who manages to consistently remain
in her seat.
When Angela returns from the stage,
the woman beside her tugs on her sleeve
and asks, “ How was it? Was it a kiss
kiss?”
“ Yes, it was a kiss kiss. 1 made sure it
was.”
Clearly uninformed, 1 ask Angela
“ What’s a kiss kiss?”
Wit hout warning, she grabs me by neck
and smashes her closed lips into my face.
Evidently a kiss kiss is some sort of middle
ground between a peck on the cheek and
Deep Throat. Pulling away from my face,
she whispers in my ear, “Oh my God, I’m
so hot I’ll have to change my underpants
when I get home, they’re already wet.”
Not knowing exactly what to say, I sug
gest her live-in boyfriend might be grate
ful to me for returning Angela in such a
pliant mood, but she quickly corrects this
impression. “ Are you kidding? He
doesn’t know I’m here — if I told him
he’d have a shit-fit. I said I was going to a
two-hour volunteer meeting at Shanti
Project.”
Sometimes Angela amazes me. It
would take me a week to come up with an
excu.se that irreproachable.
Gene Alshon, who worked as a waiter
at Chippendale’s Los Angeles club for six
years before being cast as a lead dancer,
finally takes the stage with a song lifted
from the film An Officer and a Gen
tleman. He begins the number in Navy
dress whites before stripping to his essen
tials and, although the allegation that he is
only 28 years old seems preposterous,
like all the lead dancers he is undeniably
handsome.
The current Chippendale’s cast is big
ger and more muscular than the origincil
dancers and the touring company includes
the May centerfold from Playgirl maga
zine. But beyond beauty, the real talent on
stage belongs to the back-up dancers. Ac
cording to Alshon, they are auditioned
separately from the leads, and extensive
dance training is required. That training is
clearly in evidence, but it seems unlikely
that the back-up dancers will ever make it
to the front. Their more diminutive
frames, and thegraceof their movements,
are a little too reminiscent of the “ Q”
word.
After the show, the final “ audience
participation” segment gives the women
an opportunity to have a Polaroid taken
with their favorite dancer, at $5 a shot.
While 200 women line up, Angela and 1
make our way to the door, past another
400 women who are in lineTor the second
show. Ticket prices ranging from $17 to
$25 have not kept both shows from selling
out.
When we first arrived, the hotel
publicist escorted us past the long line of
women waiting for the first show, shook
his head and exclaimed, “ I just don’t
understand it.” Even Gene Alshon, who
admits the show was designed specifically
to give women what they want, is a little
mystified by the effect. “ I really don’t
know why the women get so crazy. Men
would never act this way watching women
do the things we do.”
Walking toward the car, Angela takes
my arm and pulls my body close to hers.
She smiles and looks sweetly up at me
through black mascara and blue eye
shadow. “ I had such a great time tonight,
thanks for taking me. I always have a
wonderful time with you. Oh, by the way,
after you turn in your story and the paper
runs it, what happ>ens to the photographs
of the dancers?”
“They become the property of the
writer tmd you’ve got some pretty stiff
comp>etiti6n. I’m now offering my own
kisses for one dollar, jock straps for ten,
and Chippendale publicity stills start at
$25 each.”
“That’s disgusting,” Angela insists.
“ No,” I say. “That’s entertain
ment.”
■
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Our Biirs *The Comedy of Errors'

Fun in the Sun

Y

es, it is sum m er: a season and a subject with lots o f
positive attributes and dism ayingly little controver
sy. (A t least the friends back East get to debate on that
raging topic o f “ heat” vs. “ hum idity.” ) H ere we all
seem to agree: sum m er is nice.
Nice will do in most cir nately, there is nothing else.
cumstances. But it doesn’t do
So, a few random thoughts in
much for the theatre columns. lieu of a linking thesis:
The only opening I made it to this
1. O utdoor Shakespeare
week (Berkeley Shakespeare Fes- serves a vital purpose in remov
tiv a l’s The Comedy o f ing the negative aspects of other
Errors) was one of those exterior entertainment forms.

The d a y som eone fin a lly integrates
Shakespeare an d th e Beach B oys,
o u td o o r sum m er entertainm ent will
have reached its logical p ea k
synthesis, ^
thoroughly pleasant, fairly
unassailable events that strike in
to the hearts of reviewers —
there’s just nothing much to say
about them. Of course, the role
of the critic is to be relentlessly
opinionated at ail times, even if
he or she must fake it from time
to time. Last year I had a very
nice time at SF Shakespeare
Festival’s Much Ado A bout No
thing. Fortunately, there was
something else to write about
that week. This week, unfortu-

while preserving their advan
tages. In the latter camp is the
ability to drink alcohol, eat and
look at trees while being cultural
ly edified. In the missing-debit
category are girls in halter tops
who look like Cherrie Currie and
boys in Molly Hatchet T-shirts
(who sometimes look like Cherrie
Currie too). You may prefer the
hormones-in-revolt anthropo
logical interest of that lot to the
more Shakespeare-prone Bir- kenstocks/Leo Busc^gia crowd.

Shakespeare on the grass: Jeff Klein (left) plays Dromio of
Syracuse and Julian Lopez-Moiillas plays Antipholus of
Ephesus in Berkeley Shakespeare Festival’s new vaudevillian
production of A Comedy o f Errors.
But as I get older I like my fellow greater Bay Area — planted on a
audience members to be as in steep incline for maximized
nocuous as possible.
delusions of flight. Next year the
2. The availability of other company is moving to bigger and
activities, preferably of regres better digs near Orinda. The
sive character, is an important swing set situation there is as yet
co-factor in outdoor theatre unknown.
events. John Hinkel Park, where
3. Possibly the worst nick
Berkeley Shakespeare Festival is name in the history of the world
■ »wurrently ensconced, features is “The Bard,” an endearance
one of the best swing sets in the that rolls off the tongue like an

anvil dropped in disdain by the
ghost of Franklin Panglx)rn.
“ Our Bill” or even “ Little
W illie” would be better.
Anything.
4. There are certain Shake
speare plays you think you can
live without seeing again, though
sooner br later you’re usually
proven wrong. (Tadashi Suzuki’s
The Tale o f Lear at Berkeley Rep
just recently jolted me out of the
fervent misconception that I’d
be happy never enduring Lear
ever again, in any form.) There
are some Shakespeare plays that
are interesting primarily because
no one but the fanatical completists ever produce them. (This
category includes my personal
fave, Cymbeline, and two that
Berkeley Shakespeare is doing
this year, Troilus and Cressida
and Timon o f Athens.) Then
there are the Shakespeare plays
no one ever gets tired of, but
about which there is nothing very
bright or non-redundant left to
say. This way lies madness (for
the weekly columnist) and The
Comedy o f Errors.
5. The Comedy o f Errors is as
generic as its title. Which is not to
say it isn’t, of course, great. But
as Shakespeare’s first farce, it’s a
simple mechanical construct,
most easily separated from the
other mistaken-identity com
edies by its lack of their distin
guishing characteristics. It does
not have the titanic battle-ofsexes bouts which Much Ado
and Taming o f the Shrew have; it
doesn’t have the magical ele
ments of Cymbeline and Mid
summer N ight’s Dream-, it
doesn’t have the gender-bending
lewdness of As You Like If, it
doesn’t have notably serious unContlnued on pago 28

Divine Simuiation

maker prior to his life as an art
ist.)
Artschwager’s skewed vision
blurs the edges of art and
usefulness and the boundaries
between particular mediums.
The artistic intent behind his
work is to create “sculpture for
the eye and painting for the
touch. ’’ The deadpan gray paint
ings on Celotex look like draw
ings, challenging the concept of
medium. The uneven surface
breaks up the image as though it
were a black-and-white slide be
ing projected on a bumpy wall,
placing it at the further edges of
relief sculpture and yet another
generation away from the real.
In his early ’60s paintings,
Artschwager concerns himself

can bump into,” the sculptures
are both literal representations
of furniture and representations
of drawings. Drawing of a Table
(1984-85), which looks like a tabic
attacked by fungus, is a humor
ous object that literally “ fleshes
out ” a drawing by using pieces of

‘'the great ugly material, the hor
ror of the age, which 1 came to
suddenly because 1 was sick of
looking at all this beautiful
wood.”
(The brilliant use of formica is
all the more fascinating con
sidering the current yuppie rage

s cool and confounding as it m ight be, Richard A rtW hat m akes this sh ow so p o w erfu l is
schw ager’s retrospective at the SFM M A is perhaps
A rtsch w ager's su ccessfu l address o f
the m ost rew arding and challenging exhibition to be
som e very con tem porary issues.
seen here in ages. W ith an unlikely series of gray pain t
ings on C elotex and furniture-inspired sculptures, A rtschwager covers an am azing am ount o f ground —
black wood to take the place of of fabulous faux, which Art
exploring visual an d verbal language, the utilitarian o b 
thick lines and rubberized hair to schwager also pokes fun at in his
ject, the alteration o f environm ent and mass culture. In
represent finer line work.
recent use of grindingly false,
every case, how ever, the notion o f w hat is real is
Most of the sculpture in this painted wood-grain furniture.
show is made of formica. This He catalogs the spectrum of
rigorously challenged.
falsity in contemporary interior
Because it covers so much ter
design.)
ritory, Artschwager’s work is
Like Drawing o f a Table, the
difficult to pin down. It is dryly
earlier
Description o f a Table
humorous, conceptual, minimal
and Table with a Pink Ta
and has obviously been very in
blecloth (both 1964) are
fluential; a powerful influence,
literal/sculptural diagrams of
not a flashy one. Artschwager’s
the object — only in this case for
early work was made in the hey
mica is used to pull the image out
day of pop art, but was generally
of a large cube. These objects
overlooked at the time — per
look very much like pop art fur
haps because he was way ahead
niture that may have been mar
of it. His recent acclaim is a result
keted at the time, yet their hard,
of the success of younger (and
sharp edges and exaggerated
more pretentious) artists like
dimensions render them dys
Hiam Steinbach, Jeff Koons and
functional. The artist applies
a host of ill-fated neo-geo-ites
sim ilar ideas to other
whom he has influenced. But the
“ furniture” such as a cradle,
work of these artists doesn’t even
stereo speakers, keyboard in
come close to capturing the
struments, the vision-directing
power of their mentor. Art
confessionals and Tower ¡1
schwager’s retrospective is a
(1979), a strange, monolithic
testament of perseverance of
structure that approximates the
vision and an incredibly astute
tunnel-vision quality of televi
mind.
sion.
The work in this show has the
Artschwager’s challenge of
off-putting appearance of being
convention and perception is
backed up with volumes of theo
boiled down to a more succinct,
retical text, but true to the work’s
conceptual level with his sig
confounding nature, this is not
nature “blp” (the “i” is pur
necessarily the case. Strongly deposely removed to give the word
fying classificatio n , A rt
some extra emphasis); a black
schwager’s art is his theory. In
oval figure around 16" long,
the composition of his pieces and
which the artist has painted onto
their placement in the museum,
the museum’s walls in inconspic
the artist doesn’t make things
uous, out-of-the-way places;
easy; in fact, he does everything
along
with a three-dimensional
in his power to thwart the idea of
version which looks like a por
true comprehension. Even if you
cupine furball made of bristly in
look right at them, many of the
dustrial broom fiber. The blp is
pieces have the quality of being
representative of a system which
seen out of the comer of your
combines the idea of grammati
eye, which makes Artschwager’s
cal punctuation with visual or
work almost critic-proof.
ganization. The innocuous im
This may sound like a rather
age resembles the ghost of an
unpleasant art experience, but Richard Artschwager: Sailors, acrylic on celotex with metal frames (four panels, 25 x 22 x 1/1"
electrical outlet, an object or
what makes this show so power each), 1966.
shape which is rendered trans
ful is Artschwager’s provoca
with its regularity. The
tive, skillful imagery and suc artist makes what are essentially with the power of the mundane substance, essentially a photo parent
blps,
in
their forms, are like
subtly
unbalanced
diagrams
and
image. He transposes, almost graphic medium, is the antithesis ideas thatailhave
cessful address of some very condropped from the
The verbatim,
! its encap
Continuad
on page 28
foreshadows Baudrillard’s theo unlikely form of form ica ads and the famous photograph sulation. The artist describes it as
ry of the simulacra, a timely and sculptures and paintings on of the Johnson and Johnson of
fice interior with its strange,
tornado-like lighting fixtures, in
‘WE LOVED IT! DON'T MISS IT!"
A rtsch w ager's retrospective is
to his murky, texturized vision.
; I).- .- .
Humans rarely figure in these
perh aps th e m ost rew arding an d
paintings, but when they do,
they are in a regimented form, as
challenging exhibition to be seen
in Sailors (1966), where the
militaristic theme eclipses the
here in ages.
idea of personality, or Three
important philosophy of mass Celotex, a fibrous wall covering. Women (1963), which features
culture which states, “ The very (These materials don’t seem so identical triplet fashion models.
Sculpturdly, Artschwager ex
definition of the real has strange when you take into ac
become: That o f which it is count that the artist, who resem plores similar themes of regi
possible to give an equivalent bles a wacked-out Mr. Green- mentation of the object. Selfreproduction.” (Italics added) jeans, worked as a furniture described as “holograms you
Artschwager pushes this idea in
to other areas; his work “repro
duces” common objects in ways
that subvert their function by ex
CO.
tending their boundaries and
"SERVING
SF
SINCE
1963"
questioning their usefulness.
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Paired with each concerto was
a symphony: the Third with the
piano concerto and the Fifth
with the violin concerto. These
two symphonies presented the
finest Beethoven conducting that
1 have ever heard from Herbert
Blomstedt. Indeed they were the
finest Beethoven renditions that
1have experienced in a long time:
more tautly organized and more
cleanly articulated, for example,
than Kurt Masur’s performances
in last year’s festival, and in
finitely more subtle than Edo de
Waart managed with the Eroica
during the subscription season
just past. In terms of the Bee
thoven Festival itself, you would
have to go back several years to
the summer when Kurt Sanderiing played the whole set to get
such insightful performances.
What Blomstedt accomplished
in these performances was the in
tegration of the various pieces
within the whole. Beethoven
planned his music with abundant
use of a climax-and-resume pat
tern. In performances the sym
phonies frequently fall back into
the individual units of this pat
tern, but Blomstedt never lost
sight of the overall structures,
never frittered away his climax or
tried to catch his breath when he
had to begin again. The tensions
and the relaxations each got their
due, and the grand design came
through.
With the opening night per
formance of the Ninth, however,
we were suddenly back in the
rehearsal room. A succession of
individual moments, was all
Blomstedt could ring from the
score. Throughout the mam
moth symphony, energy was lost
at almost every transition. No
sooner would the orchestra get a
phrase right, then they were
wondering what to do next. In
the first movement, the momen
tary confusion at the beginning
of every new idea robbed the

K

4 M ixed Bag of Beethoven

Heroic Intensities

E

very year the San Francisco Sym phony ends its
season with a blast o f Beethoven. Econom ically,
B eethoven’s heroic m usic serves to pull a substantially
different audience into Davies Hall from th e one that
subscribes to the regular season. M usically, Beethoven’s
tough-m inded integrity serves as a tonic, a return to the
bedrock o f the sym phonic tradition. This year the
festival was som ew hat trim m ed, with few er concerts and
less variety than usual, suggesting perhaps th at the
m arketing m avens at the sym phony foresaw a saturation
point even for B eethoven.
By attempting less, however, bunctious energies that are
the symphony may well have pushing and pulling it about, you
achieved more. The festival will not capture the peculiar fris
began with a two-night stand by son that these quartets contain.
theGuarneri String Quartet. The
Steinhardt and his group
Beethoven Quartets are such rather roughly handled both No.
massively difficult works that a 1 and No. 3 of the group, but it
complete five-concert set of must be said that their big,
them exhausts almost any quar romantic approach did fit the
tet hired to play them, so this oversized dimensions of No. 6
year’s two-concert solution may rather well. In the earlier The composer and his music: Ludwig van Beethoven, c. 1823.
well set a precedent for the quartets, it was as if the Guameri
future. Even so, the Guameri were jumping ahead of the story, favorite with Steinhardt and anguish and the bitterness of the
Quartet was a little overparted. reading the colossal composer Company. This music’s particu score. If this deep-shadowed vi
lar hectic pace and explosive sion sometimes seemed to put the
energies
must especially appeal soloist at odds with the or
The g lo ry an d the p ro b lem s
to the New York-based quartet. chestra, it was always a con
Here Steinhardt gave us not only sistently worked-through ap
with the G uam eri stem fro m the
his most insightful phrasing but proach that commanded my in
sam e source: the grou p ’5 first
his cleanest and most accurate terest, if not always my love. It
pitch. The whirlwind conclusion will be most interesting to hear
violinist A rn o ld S teinhardt,
practically lifted the foursome Feltsman mature as an artist. His
off the stage.
is a unique voice in a world that
The glory and the problems back into his first attempts. The
more and more to produce
he festival continued with seems
with the Guameri stem from the method worked well only in the
indistinguishably
correct artists.
three orchestral concerts,
saune source: the group’s first last work of this early set.
The
other
concerto,
the violin
of which featured a concertoone, was given to San Francisco
The big disappointment of the and atwo
violinist Arnold Steinhardt.
symphony, the last of which Symphony’s concertm aster,
Steinhaudt is clearly the four Guameri’s visit was the empti was given
entirely to the ti Raymond Kobler, who earned
some’s leader, both emotionaiUy ness of the two late quaurtets, one tanic Ninthover
Symphony.
sin himself a stirring standing ova
and musically. Yet in terms of on each prograim. Admittedly, gle piano concerto of thisTheyear’s
the variety of Beethoven’s emo these are grand works, some peo
was also the occasion of tion from the audience. Howtional demands, Steinhardt is ple think the grandest and most festival
Feltsman’s San Fran
comfortable only in the heroic sublime in the literature, and it is Vladimir
debut. Feltsman is a Rus
These tw o sym ph onies fro m H erbert
middle phase. America’s most true that normail, everyday peo cisco
sian emigre, who was held in vir
famous quartet lacks the refined ple simply cannot be up for their tual
B lom stedt w ere th e fin e st B eethoven
captivity by the Soviet
polish and the wry charm needed challenge all the time. Never government
for
the
ten
years
for the composer’s youthful theless, it was disconcerting to prior to his recent arrival in the
rendition s th a t I have experienced
Opus 18 quartets.
hear the great thanksgiving West.
in a long tim e.
In these pieces Beethoven is hymn at the center of the A
Playing Beethoven’s Fourth
exploding his Haydnesque mod minor quartet go for naught and Piano
Concerto, Feltsman
el at the very moment that he is to have the compacted energies proved that
he possessed an in ever, to these ears, it was but a music of its breath and its sense
paying tribute to it, and the inter of the F minor quartet fizzle out. dividual voice,
one that could sketch o f a perform ance. of importance. In the second
pretive problem in playing these
Only in the great C major
the depths of the music Kobler’s pitch was remarkably movement, there was a little
pieces is to give due to both sides quartet. Op. 59, No. 3, did the plumb
distorting it. Perhaps it fine and the various strands of more large-scale building, but
of this seesaw. Unless you aue Guameri rise to the occasion. As without
is
the
harrowing
of his life the concerto were all clearly laid still Blomstedt could not bring
willing to present the civility of the group’s recording of this story that drivesnature
Feltsman
to out, but there was no extra his players over the top with him.
the model together with the ram- quartet proves, it has long been a h ^ in this music more jangling
sparkle, no luscious rhapsody in
unrest than other pianists have the music. The Beethoven Con wave, the music tumbled again.
gotten from it. Especially in the certo had stretched Kobler to his
Not even the conclusion
cadenzas, which were Beetho limit; he was struggling just to caught fire. Among the singers in
ven’s own, Feltsman dug be keep it in control, when what this the last movement only the bass,
neath the surface to bring out the music calls for is a sweet singer of John Cheek, acquitt^ himself
well. The chorus was fairly rag
ged, and the sopranos stretched
beyond their limit. The orchestra
and the maestro continued to
lose themselves in minutiae.
It was a sad finale to a festival
3 M onth M em bership
that had also provided some of
the most integrated renditions of
$70 O ff W ith T h is A d
the Beethoven symphonies to
Pacific Heights Health Club is unique,
come out of the San Francisco
personalized, and ready for you to
Symphony in a long time as well
work on that summer body.
as some quartet playing that,
Now there is a place to get in shape,
while it did not quite live up to
the music, nevertheless gave us
and keep it there, in an environment
the experience of that music’s
that is a Club— not just a gym.
heroic intensities.
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and that denial is rejjeated in suc tion quality of the events and op to his jo b is made to appear an in
cessive movie-going experiences, tions in Josh’s “big” life. It’s a evitable
of adulthood.
film becomes an instrument in boy-wonder fantasy only dream- This ideafeature
reinforces
the illusion
K E R N A N
the invalidation or invisibility of able or even desirable by a small in our scarcity-oriented
society
those of us who do not fit the percentage of people. A scene in that choices are severely limited.
dominant culture’s norms.
Penny MarshalTs *Big*
Big is full of clever gags and
winning peformances — all con
Josh "s deadpan expression through
tained within a very simple and
m uch o f th e film displays an inspired
likeable story. Its simplicity,
however, carries with it fairy tale
balance o f vulnerability an d cool,
visions of the world that place it
ig, the sununer hit starring T om H anks and directed very clearly in the fantasy/space
curiosity an d fear.
movie genre. Trying to view it as
by P enny (“ L ávem e” ) M arshall, is really a space
straightforward “ comedy- FAO Schwartz, where Josh that we must work within the cir
m ovie. Since the m arvels o f spiaceship hardw are and ex aromance,”
as Twentieth Cen “ bonds” with his boss while they cumscribed boundaries of the
traterrestrials seem to have lost their spark for the
tury
Fox
calls
it, could put play “Heart and Soul” with their
m oviegoing public, film m akers are reaching for new
anyone’s sense of reality through feet on a giant piano is the system.
Tom Hanks does a great job as
frontiers: th e interior o f the body {Inner Space), switch
some strange changes.
culmination of this unreality. Josh, for the most part, although
Fox’s press information re While we delight at the dance
ing bodies with a p aren t/so n {Like Father, Like Son),
other performances have all
marks how Josh “discovers that they do on the keys, we start to his
and in Big, a child in an a d u lt’s body.
seemed almost equally powered
by some kind of inner-kid
From the first transformation
engine. The more subdued as
scene, set in the boy’s bedroom
pects of Josh represent the more
with low angle shots of thun
successful side of Hank’s perfor
dering feet, to the final violinmance. He is a lot more con
drenched farewell to bigness, the
vincing as a 13-year-old when
film contains strong E T
he’s teaching another kid how to
resonances. As it was co
do algebra than running around
authored by Steven Spielberg’s
with a space gun. Hanks’ dead
sister Aime, this is perhaps no
pan expression through much of
coincidence. Seeing Big as part
the film displays an inspired
of the space movie genre is
balance of vulnerability and
helpful not only in clarifying
cool, curiosity and fear.
whose formula the film follows,
Elizabeth Perkins (About Last
but also in resisting the tempta
Night.. . ) has some nice mo
tion to see any sort of verisimili
ments as Susan, the love interest,
tude in its urban corporate set
whom Josh wins away from her
ting.
workaholism and her cutthroat
By all appearances the idea of
boyfriend (John Heard). Her at
Big, the story of 12-year-old Josh
tempt to give Josh the basic
Baskin (David Moscow) waking
female yuppie come-on line (“ 1
up in a 35-year-old (Tom
really feel 1 know who you are")
Hanks’) body, is primarily for
while he is flipping locks and
the kiddie audience to take a trip
switches on her rented limo
into adulthood. But this.movie is
makes a great scene. Her fascina
actually structured from a
tion and puzzlement with him
grownup’s point of view. It
lends the film one of its few reali
assumes the perspective of an
adult spectator fantasizing about Fantasy island: Big star Tom Hanks (right), playing a 12-year-old transformed into a young adult, does a ty checks. Another is provided
by Josh’s best friend Billy (Jared
recovering the lost wonders of soft shoe with Robert Loggia, his first boss in tbe “adult” world.
Rushton), whose nicely under
childhood. Having been well
mirroring of his buddy
trained by Hollywood and televi joy the film more and not to feel being ‘big,’ as he always wonder if we know anyone played
cement our belief in
sion to put themselves in the left out. Women identify with suspected, has definite advan who’s ever had a boss like that, helps
performance.
position of adult protagonists, male protagonists, blacks with tages: freedom, money to spend, and begin to feel just a little Hank’s
The
b«t
way to see this film is
traveling to the grownup world is whites, children with adults, unlimited toys.’’ Being big, ripped off.
to
know
in
that it’s go
a leap of the imagination to working class with affluent and male, white and middle-class,
Another potentially troubling ing to be advance
“ET
in
Toyland.”
which movie-going children are only occasionally the other way maybe. The scene where Josh ex oversimplification is the idea Formula films have become
one
already accustom ed. The around. These leaps of the im periences the ultimate paranoid that the film presents the two of the rites of summer, and when
journey here is really for adults agination are an integral part of bourgeois fantasy, weeping on a worlds as oppositions, as if one they’re well articulated, as this
dingy Times Square hotel bed had to choose one or the other: one is, you get your money’s
while outside shots are fired and the freedoms of a child’s-eye worth. But it’s important to re
A n y film n arrative including
people are raising their voices (in view or corporate ambition. member that formulas, by defi
makes it clear that our Josh chooses childhood in the
reflects m an y assu m ptions abou t Spanish),
boy is cut of a different cloth. film’s happy ending, but with a nition, are closed systems. ■
Falling into a corporate manage sense that he has seen his own
w ho w ill be w atching it an d w hat
ment job is treated as a birthright future (he agrees to hang onto his Big is playing at the Galaxy (Van
th ey w ill th in k is fu n n y.
(which, for him, it is).
adult g irlfrien d ’s phone Ness at Sutter, 474-8700) and
The playful unbelievability of number). The depressingly driv Empire 3 (West Portal and
the plot device of making a wish en and insecure personality that Vicente. 661-2539) in SF.
who wish to regain childhood — storytelling and not harmful in on a mechanical fortune-teller is begins to emerge as he gets used
and for child spectators who themselves. But when making compounded for non-white,
identify with adults wishing to the leap carries along with it a non-m^e, or non-middle-class
denial of important differences. audiences by the truly science ficregain childhood.
K X I^ K R IK N O K O L JR S
The young Josh is a pretty
serious boy, and it’s hard to pic
D i s c o v e r o i i r m i i j i i c __
ture him carrying on the way
— w h y .st> i i i a i i y o f o u r mic.st.s
Tom Hanks has him do in his
adult body. Early in the film we
re tu rn y e a r a fte r y e a r.
see that Josh’s wish to be big is
motivated by an adolescent
gravity in his crush on Cynthia
Benson, who goes out with a boy
“who drives.” In Hanks’ por
trayal, Josh has initially lost all
interest in the opposite sex and
acts about two years younger
than his young version seems to
be.
These seemingly quibbling
questions of believability are im
portant in establishing who this
movie is designed for. One of the
V I L L A S
ways films operate in contri
buting to cultural definitions and
Cosmetic and Prevenlivc
A I ' r i v a w R t S t >rt ! ! ! >itl
norms is by “constructing” a
D em istry
spectator. Narrative films re
o r w r i t e f o r o u i' s p e c ia l
flect many assumptions about
M IC H A E L W. B LEV IN S, D .D .S. & ASSOCIATES
who will be watching them and
S e n tin e l \; ic a tio ii packaj^e
what those watching will think
450 Sutter Street, Suite 1233
(SOO) 3 2 7 - 2 QS5
is funny.
Medical-Dental
Building
When a film is successful, ^
San Francisco
5 2 5 W a r m S ;in <ls l ) i ' i \ e
this one is, a process happens in
(415)
986-6223
l* ; iln i S p r i n g s , ( W ‘>2 2 f >-4
the audience where those who
may not fit with the filmmakers’
( 6 1 ‘>) 3 2 7 - 5 ‘> I 3 i n ( . \
A Member o j GOBA, BAPHR, ADA and California Dental Association'
idea of the spectator attempt to
(i
fire > { h u r t - t4f>t>n f
I
make themselves fit, so as to en-
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Sister Double Happiness shuddered and storm ed

NOW THAT 1 KNOW,
by Norma Klein.
Bantam Books, New York, $13.95.
THE OTHER SIDE OF VENUS,
by Shirley Verel.
Naiad Press, Talahassee, FL, $8.95.
STARTING FROM SCRATCH:
A DIFFERENT KIND OF WRITERS’ MANUAL,
by Rita Mae Brown.
Bantam Books, New York, $16.95.

T

he m ain thing that R ita M ae Brown’s w riters’
m anual, a lesbian rom ance and a novel for preteens
have in com m on is that they’ve all been by the side o f
my bed (where 1 do alm ost all o f my reading) for at least
a m onth. They aren’t even all gay books in the same
way: T he one by the superstar lesbian a u th o r is the one
th at doesn’t have a gay them e.
Why am I lumping them finds out that her father is gay.
It’s engaging; I was reading it
together? Simply, each of them
is worth some consideration, but because I wanted to see if it was
all have limited audiences or suitable for my daughter, but I
limited merits. So instead of ex found myself enjoying it. And
tended full-length examinations, this mainsteam book — Klein is

another pwrson lIFiny life.’’
A few things gave me pause
about giving it to my child. Nina
lies to her parents and winds up
sleeping — though chastely —
with her boyfriend in an apart
ment without any adults present.
Not exactly a role model for a
preteen. And N ina’s dad
“ looked miserable’’ right after
was
tells her he’s gay, and he
copyrigh ted in 1960 by N aiad, which hedoesn’t
tell her about his lover’s
moving
in until it’s already
bills it as a ""novel o f enduring
decided. Not exactly a role
model for an adult. Also, the
beauty, a classic o f lesbian
kids say “shit” a time or two.
The book is clearly aimed at an
literature
H ardly.
older child than my daughter,
who is eight but whose reading
I’ve decided to do these quick the author of more than 20 ability enabled her to get through
novels for adults and “young it easily. I gave it to her despite
takes:
□ Now That / Know by Norma adults’’ — is generally gay my reservations because she is
Klein is the best of the bunch. It’s positive, although not preachy just beginning to face some peer
the story of a New York preteen or explanatory. Nina, after in pressure at school about having a
named Nina who calls herself a itial anger,- reconciles with her lesbian mother. Other than a
“JCK,” joint custody kid, who dad and accepts his lover as “just simple picturebook about a girl

The Other Side of Venus

who lives in a communal lesbian
household, I just couldn’t find a
children’s book that addressed
some of the issues that a child
who has gay parents faces. If
anyone has any suggestions,
please write!
□ The Other Side o f Venus by
Shirley Verel was copyrighted in
1960 and reprinted this year by
Naiad, which bills it as a “novel
of enduring beauty, a classic of
lesbian literature.. . . ” Hardly.
It was somewhat interesting

-----”

I t ’s T h e H o t t e s t
N ovel of
T h e Sum m er
Three roommates make
“Boys’ Tow n,” West
Hollywood, their hometown.
In their pursuit of the “Gay
American Dream” they meet a
gay burglar who steals porn
and rearranges the furniture,
and gay vigilantes, “Pink
Panthers,” patrolling the streets
in pink Lacostes and 501s. Most
importantly. Scout, Nash, and
Buddy become a family.

paperback, $7.95

Come meet the author, Art Bosch.
The Love That Dares
Bookstore
506 Castro
12:30

A

Fag Rocker Retires
agnificent firew orks on July 4th exploded
T heon mtheostI-Bm eam
’s stage at the stroke o f m idnight.

An Eclectic Trío

Saturday
July 16th

D

Sunday
July 17th

Different Light
Bookstore
489 Castro
4:00

AJyson Publitalions, 40 Plyiiiplon St., Boston, .VIA 02118

while 1 read it, but I found it so
unmemorable that two weeks
later I had a hard time recalling
more than the rudiments of the
plot. The story tells how Judith
Allart, a divorced woman who
works at a mortgage company,
falls in love with a writer Diana
Quendon. Diana’s mother and

sometimes irritating, and all
delivered as if her views are the
words of the Goddess. “ I’ll be
brutally frank: If you don’t
know Latin, you don’t know
English,” she writes. “ If you
want to write, you need this tool.
Would you dream of becoming a
neurosurgeon without a study of
anatomy?... If you aren’t will
ing to study language, then you
aren’t willing to be a writer.” I’ll
be brutcdly frank, too: I’d be a lot
more impressed with that argu
ment if it came from a better
writer than Brown. I’ve enjoyed
some of her novels; she can tell a
good yam, but her prose style is
considerably less than dazzling. I
agree with her that writers must
study language. I disagree about
which one.
The book has an annoyingly
off-the-cuff feel. It includes
Brown’s suggested reading list of
'English-language works.
“Please excuse the lacunae from
1981 until today,” she writes. “ I
am weary. I’ve read many re
cently published novels, but with
the exception of The Color Pur
ple by Alice Walker, I’m draw
ing a blank. . . . I know I’ve miss
ed some fine ones.” Brown was
getting paid for writing this;
don’t you think she could have
done a few hours of research?
(The book doesn’t even include
the entire reading list. Brown
writes that her publisher asked
the book down — to $16.95! But
you can send away for the whole

Starting from Scratch is like listening
to R ita M ae B row n talk, W s zippy»
som etim es fu n n y, som etim es
irritating, an d all delivered as i f her
view s are th e w ords o f the G oddess.

Judith’s ex-husband try to keep
the women from “ perversion.”
The book is perhaps of histori
cal interest for being among the
first lesbian novels to have a hap
py ending, but Naiad provides
no historical information or con
text, and it is left to the book’s
occasionally stilted language and
constrained tone to place it, as
the book jacket puts it, as “a
portrayal in depth and dimen
sion of a time and a world only a
few brief, cautionary years
before our own time.”
□ Reading Starting From
Scratch is like listening to Rita
Mae Brown talk. It’s a quirky
hodge-podge of her prejudices.
It’s zippy, sometimes funny.

list — for $10! — if you’re in
terested.)
Brown also dismisses shortstory writing in two short
paragraphs as a form that makes
her feel “claustrophobic,” and
further dismisses play-writing in
less than a page and a half
because there’s no money in it.
Throughout the book there’s a
disturbing emphasis on money
— not that I don’t like money,
but I’ll be brutally frank: Com
mercial success isn’t the only
goal of writing. It may, however,
be Brown’s.
■
Deborah Bergman is an editor at
the San Francisco Chronicle and
very interested in play-writing.

through th e b an d ’s farewell set. The gig was supposed
to have been a send-off for a national to u r, but lead
singer G ary Floyd found th at his spiritual practice was
taking precedence over the band and decided to pick In
dependence D ay to bow o u t.
Resentment within the group
over Gary’s divided loyalties
seemed to dissolve with that deci
sion, and during this one final
show, the group surpassed itself
— playing with breathtaking
passion, precision and authority.
Floyd was riveting. Looking like
the love child of Janis Joplin and
Jonathan Winters, he bit off
lines, licked them lazily, and
stabbed them at the stage; it was
kind of like seeing Charles
Laughton play King Lear-.
awesome.
After the band roared through
the cautionary boast, “You
Don’t Know Me (Like I Know
You),” the crowd howled and
stomped for more. But Floyd
hadn’t been kidding. They didn’t
return. Sister Double Happiness
was history. .. at the very mo
ment they demonstrated how
awesomely they’d arrived. . . .
Tell me alx)ut fireworks.

Welcome to next week’s pros
pects.

tie. (7/10, UC Greek, 3-8 pm,
$18.50)

Bob Darlinton, Jeff
Trot, Chuck Davis,
Jenny Joseph

Iggy Pop, Electric
Angel, Penelope
Houston

The only set I ’ve seen this year to
rank with SDH’s farewell slot
was the return of Chuck Davis at
DNA after the gay parade.
Whether ripping through “Glad
All Over” like a human blow
torch or covering Patsy Qine’s
“He’s Got You” like James
Dean with a hard-on a n d a knife
in his pocket, the lithe stud
stopped time and overwhelmed
the original versions. Come early
to stake a seat eis the Paradise

Voice Farm,
Minim al Man

SF expatriate Patrick Miller
comes home to open this show
with an arty multimedia ex
travaganza. In the Netherlands
they call his work genius.
To their credit, the headlining,
local homo duo have yet to bee
line to Brussels to angst it up and
have their asses kissed. (And
they’ll even be introducing two
new numbers in their set.) Fasten
your seat belts. (7/10, I-Beam,
10 pm, $7 adv, $8 door)

A higher calling: Lead singer Gary Floyd bids farewell to Sister
Double Happiness.
acoustic.”
unveils its cramped upstairs
So I’m not looking for Floyd queer bar. (7/8, Paradise,
to reemerge with the Rockin’ 7:30-10:30 pm, free)
Rama Krishnas. He only prom
ised, “ If I start to perform again, Spot 1 0 1 9
it’ll be as different from Sister After the brutal boot camp of
Double Happiness as that band touring as openers for Camper
was from the Dicks.” I only Van, the demented combo who
know that on this July 4th, his brought you “Gnarly, Gnarly
last band proved themselves a Surf Machine” and their The
mighty hard act to follow. Then World Needs a Buzz LP hunker
again, Floyd don’t daunt easy. If at the ramshackle hole in the wall
he did, I wouldn’t have this tale to take revenge. (7/8, Chatter
box, 10 & midnight, $3)
to tell.
by Gentry Johnson
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The apparition from Alabama is
spooky, singing as sweet and
soulful as a revival tent regular
drowning out demons and acting
as modest and well mannered as
a meticulous mass murderer.
The dude distills America, then
he sings it like a tornado leaking
out of a dust bowl. Tonight’s the
night. (7/13, Paradise, 10 pm
and 11 pm, free)
The Box

The gay club that successfully
savaged stereotypes about
“great divides” between races
and genders in the queer com
munity funks steady under the
inspired stewardship of Page
Hodel. There is no more irresisti
ble destination to dance together
in all our diversity than right
here. Give it up! Get soaked in
sweat and compassion! (7/11
and 7/14, Kennel, 8-2 am, $4)

Barry Manllow

The yuppie Liberace took a dive
so devastating with his recent
I-am-too-hip LP, Swing Street,
that he is promising to spotlight
cuts from his next LP, “ a return
to mainstream pop,” in this
show. Manilow has even an
nounced, “I expect that hun
dreds of children will be con
ceived at these summer shows.”
Since he is letting fans under 12 in
for cheap, I can only hope that
Tipper Gore has been alerted.
{And Dave Ford.)
Queers could do well to con
sider this extravaganza a “per
formance piece” : The Closet As
Big As The Ritz — and marvel
over all we’ve been missing —
wives for instance. Elton has one
and so does Calvin. I’m almost
certain that Barry will announce
his catch on this tour. Why risk
missing that? (7/14 and 7/15,
Concord Pavilion, 8 pm, $22.50
res., $16.50 lawn, $2.50 12 yrs.
and under)
■

Mesoamerica
The Journal of Middle America
WeV* httfxuy: "And quiet, small, round-headed women running barcfootT”
tighlening their Uue lebactas round their shoulden, so <^ten with a baby in the fold. The
white cotton clothes of the men so white that their facet are invisible places of
under their big hau. Oothed darkness, faces of night*' - D. H. Lawraicc, T he Market"
Vft*rt •edvt: "Rent a scooter ... Miles of abandoned beach lie north of Plays
Mocena. While nude sunbathing is not technically legal, since there’s no one around, who's
the wiser? Besides, the east coast of CoKumel faces Cubs. Republicans with whan I trsvel
love to moon in FidcTs directian.” - From Conimel; A D i^ s Paradise

$20/year To order, write Mesoamerica, P O Box 42721, SF, CA 94142
Wt're a nonprofit orgamzaiioH bastd m Mexico woHb'nf for our rights in
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MCM & The Monster,
Borman 6

The Fillmore’s answer to the
Beastie Boys headline. Sacto’s
techno hip-hop team opens. No
open-toed shoes. (7/8, Nightbreak, 11 pm, $4)
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House of W heels,
Birdkiilers

The headliners are kinda like the
Sea Hags, but with sax and violin
instead of the Aerosmith-guitar
assaults. The openers are the real
threat though — with a finerthan-Fogerty Oakie crooner tap
ping roots that embrace his solid
SOMA cohorts. (7/9 Nightbreak, 10:30 pm, $4)

pcLLED up Me<*ISfíAPeji.,ACCj3f-lPANiai,

A STERa J " H a l" /S iPuiTE AU
CFFEC.T7VL perTEJUCnjT. lf £ p THE
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OUltE DIFFICULT to e t t PAl T youFiCLF
FFdu\ WOlF iC 'S CrPlr
THOUPH f e r a l , b y AMTUPE, th er e
a r e . RE/ torts t h a t . om LE o o m e s VCAJEb, THESE F iA k R 0R£AT METtA .UH. BcUFTRiENOi .

Ramones

The cartoon combo that in
vented punk are venerable
veterans; pop pros who never
had any credibility to com
promise or expertise to embarass. These boys took on
rock’s original rebels the way
drag queens celebrated show-biz
divas — by turning icons back in
to trash. But the Ramones never
broke character. Sunday, locals.
The Field Mice, open at the
North Beach nightclub. Mon
day, the boys follow Snatches of
Pink and the Dickies at the
Fillmore. I’m waiting to catch
them at Tahoe. (7/10, Stone, 9
pm, $15; 7/11, Fillmore, 8 pm,
$19)

My Favorite Rock ’n’
Roll Fag

I called Floyd the next day; I
had to ask ho w he could walk on
something that wondrous?
Wouldn’t he miss it? ‘
Floyd sighed and said, “Like I
was saying to a friend the other
day, it’s like growing long hair.
After a while it starts to blow in
your face, and it’s annoying.
Finally, you cut it off, and you
like the way that feels — it’s a
relief. But that doesn’t mean
there aren’t times when you miss
it.”
Floyd insisted that this is a
move he has to make and bridled
at the thought of people dismissively suggesting that “he’s gone
off and joined some ashram.”
Floyd admits that he is hoping to
arrive at “ a non-egotistical
music” and has been listening
lately lo records of Eastern
religious chanting and to early
Buffy Saint-Marie, and “writing
songs that I hear as much more

I’m beginning to think that the Ig
should take a tip from David
Johanson and pull a Buster
Poindexter: take the trek from
pre-punk legend to lounge liz
ard. The two could join forces
with Bowie, then recruit Terence
Trent D’Arby for their own ver
sion of the Rat Pack. The
dubious are urged to check for
themselves. (7/10, Fillmore, 8
pm, $19)

Jerry Shelter

Jerry Garcia Band, Bob
W eir, Brent Myland

znr

A low-key Dead-together with
the group’s current keyboardbore on solo, followed by a solo
set by the band’s popster and
Captain Trips’ electric combo
for a capper. Split a hit of acid
with a teenager — and drift a lit-
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iS^u Vn . -TYler
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Terry Baum performs her one-woman play. One
f ool, or How I l,eamed to Stop Worrying and
lx»ve the Dutch. at Mama Bear's. The Fool of the
title desperately searches Amsterdam for love,
which she confuses with good sex (sound
familiar?). She is dumped by True and Ultimate
Love, finding solace in an S/M relationship with a
stuffed animal and in her own sense of life's
absurdity. For womyn only. 8 pm. Mama Bear's.
65.?6 Telegraph Avc.. Oakland. Rcs/info:
428-%84.
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the-Bay in the 1800s. 11 am-7 pm. Pier 17 on the
erotica with stories and fantasies at A Celebration
Embarcadero, SF. $12.50/$8.50 seniors, stu— I.esbian Frotica, Dreams and Dram a, a benefit
dents/$4.50 children. Info: 781-4646.
for Old Wives Tales’ planned expansion. Especial
ly for women. 8 pm. Women’s Building, 3543 18th
Annually. Museo llaloAmericano sponsors a
St., SF. S8-15 s/s. Tickets: Old Wives Tales or at
talent exhibition featuring the work of new Italian
the door.

ni, and Xie Jin's Two Stage Sisters (1964), the
story of two women who become opera stars in
Shanghai of the '40s. Brothers screens at 6 pm;
Sisters at 8:30. SF Opera Center, Herbst Theatre,
401 Van Ness Ave., SF. $6 per film. Tickets
available at the door. Info: 565-6434.

The heat is on: JoAnn Loulan, Tee Corinne and
Lee Lynch explore the bottomless pool of lesbian

12

Dance advance: Anne Bluethenibal & Dancers present their summer concert series Friday and Saturday, 7/8-9, and Thursday through Saturday,
7/14-16, at The New Performance Gallery, 3153 17th Street, SF. Last year’s performances were impressive and polished. Tickets: $8. Call
864-6683.
The Gay Asian/Pacific Aliance (GAPA) was
and Italo-American artists from the Bay Area.
San Francisco of the Gold Rush and Barbary
recently formed by and for gay men of
This year, seven artists present a variety of work —
Coast is recreated each weekend through August
Asian/Pacific Island heritage for increased
most of it large-scale painting, sculpture,
14 on Pier 17. In the tradition of their annual
awareness and mutual support. The group meets
photography and drawing. Through September
Renaissance Faire and Dickens Christmas Fair,
every second Sunday at MCC, 6-8 pm. 150 Eureka
18.
Wed.-Sun.,
noon-5
pm.
Fort
Mason,
Bldg.
C,
the Living History Center has put together Old
St., SF. Info: 387-0466. GAPA also publishes the
SF. Free.
San Francisco. Capturing the spirit of Bagdad-bybimonthly Lavender Godzilla', subscribe by
writing PO Box 421884, SF, CA 94142-1884.
Vision Gallery’s Introductions 1988 consists of
works by three emerging Bay Area artists:
A struggle on two fronts: Gay Nicaraguan artist
photographers Malcolm Tarlofsky and Malcolm
Otto Aguilar Rojas exhibits his works of gay love
Lubliner and painter/sculptor John Holt. Opens
and struggle in Nicaragua Libre in his show
today, rurming through September 3. Mon.-Sat.,
Flowers in the Volcano throughout the month at
10 am-6 pm. 1155 Mission St., SF. 621-2107.
Modem Times. A reception for Aguilar takes
Gay and Lesbian Outreach to Bders hosts a work
place tonight. 7-9 pm. Modem Times Bookstore.
shop regarding memory loss and other mental
%8 Valencia St., SF. Free.
changes that accompany aging. Forgetfulness or
Bay Area Gay Fathers discuss whether to spare the
???? is open to prospective volunteers for Visitor
rod in to n i^ t’s talk on Daring to Discipline
Program. 10 am-noon. Operation Concern, 1853
Children and Responsibility). Also on the agenda
Market St., SF. Free. Info: 626-7000.
is “ The Empty Nest and the Gay Parent.” Social
Fonnd object: The SF
hour/potiuck (Bring a dish to share): 5-7 pm.
Art Institute sponsors
And speaking of memory ; Don't forget to go to the
Small group meetings/discussion: 7-8:30 pm. All
“ Assemblage ’88: The
Exploratorium’s new collection of interactive ex
gay fathers and their friends are invited. Congrega
Recontextualized
hibits, paintings and series of lectures/discussion
tion Sha’ar Zahav, 220 Danvers St., SF. Info:
Object,’’ a show
that explore Memory: The Art and Science of
841-0306.
Remembering, opening today and running
featuring the work of
through September 5. Dr. Oliver Sacks QTie Man
13 Bay Area “ lost and
Who Mistook His Wife fo r a Hat) presents the
found’’ artists,
first lecture tonight at 5:30 pm ($10), to be fol
Wednesday, 7/13,
lowed at 7:30 by an opening reception. Explorathrough Saturday, 8/20,
You certainly won’t get rich quick: Leam the
torium, 3601 Lyon St.. SF. Info: 563-3200.
at the Institute gallery,
basics of getting hired in the Bay Area media field
800 Chestnut Street,
at Media Alliance's Breaking Into the Media. The
SF. Discover new ideas
two-hour class places emphasis on the printed
for leftovers from your
media. 5:30-7:30 pm. Media Alliance, Fort
next garage sale;
Mason. Bldg. D, SF. $15. Info: 441-2557.
Tonight’s your last chance to attend the
contemplate the
Operaphiles' Film Fest. On the program are
meaning of “ value."
The cast and crew of Ca/5 shed their feline fur for
Suzanne Osten's The Mozart Brothers (1986), a
Call 771-7020 for details
an evening of Broadway and pop music in C ats.
comedy about a screwball staging of Don Giovanand gallery hours.

erotic kind in the TV station’s parking lot, God
knows what the other two are about; you will too if
you show up at 8:.30 pm. Through July 31. Life on
the Water. Fort Mason. SF. Tickets/info:
776-8990, 762-BASS. STBS.
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Reagan’s Central America policy hasn't elicited a
great deal of levity: that is, until tonight when eight
Bay Area stand-up comedians, including Marga
Gomez and Paula Poundstone, share the stage for
Stand Up! With the People of F3 Salvador. Pro
ceeds are shared by CISPES and a San Salvador
health clinic for women and children. 8 pm. Great
/American Music Hall, 859 O'Farrell St.. SF. $10.
Tickets: 762-BASS, Modern Times Bookstore. In
fo: 648-8222.

SF Opera winds up itsOperaphiles' Film Fest this
weekend. Today's program includes The Tales o f
Hoffman (1951). a lavish color film version of the
Offenbach opera at 5:30 pm. and The Ma^icFlute
(1975). Ingmar Bergman's acclaimed production
of the Mozart opera at 8:.30 pm. See Sunday's
listing for the final program in the festival. SF
Opera Center. Herbst Theatre. 401 Van Ness
Ave.. SF. S6 per film. Tickets available at the
door. Info: 565-64.34.
Vicki Dello Joio takes the Studio stage at Theatre
Rhino with A Mime’s F.ye View, her one-woman
show that expands traditional boundaries of mime
with the use of masks, puppets, voice and satire.
An extraterrestrial, an old man who befriends
whales, erotic lesbians and a seven-foot-lall bag
lady/social critic are a few of the characters Dello
Joio brings to life. Fridays through Sundays until
July 24. 8:30 pm. 2926 16th St., SF. $8. Tickets:
861-5079.

Who Care, a benefit for the AIDS Emergency
Fund and the East Bay Assistance Fund. Touring
companies oiCats have raised more than $70,(X)0
for AIDS in ten other cities across the country'.
7:30 pm. Bimbo’s, 1025 Columbus Ave.. SF.
Tickets/info: 441-6407.

LA shows SF about art?! Skeptics can judge for
themselves at ATA’s LA Rules, a multimedia ex
hibition by six of the honest artists from the greater
Los Angeles area: David Avalos, William Bailey,
Mark Chiat, Steve Hurd, Gina Lamb and Mike
Will (whose recent piece involved wiring a thou
sand lemons together and using the charge of the
citric acid to form a battery that lit a single-watt
light bulb...). Runs through August 6. Reception
tonight, 7-10 pm. Artist s Television Access, 992
Valencia St.. SF. Info: 824-3890.

JULY
THURSDAY

City College's City Summer Opera presents The
Mother of Us All by Virgil Thomson and Ger
trude Stein. Based on the life and times of suf
fragist Susan B. Anthony, the work rarely pro
duced in the Bay Area — takes a whimsical and
frequently satirical look at issues that sometimes
separate women and men. Through July 17. City
College Theatre. 50 Phelan Ave., SF. $IO/$8
seniors, students. Tickets/times/other info:
239-3132.
Film biographies of two great women of the early
20th century share billing at the Castro. At 7 pm,
Margaretha von Trotta’s controversial Rosa Lux
emburg portrays the revolutionary figure in world

JULY "
IMKHIESDAY

But what’s the object?: Cathy Cade gives a lecture
and slide presentation The Subject Is Lesbians at
Eureka Valley/Harvey Milk Memorial Branch
Library, 3555 16th St., SF. 7 pm. Free.
Life on the Water presents three one-act plays writ
ten by Rill Talens: Lookingfo r Black Women on
the Radio, Red Wedding and the premiere oiThe
Futures Exchange. Black Women is about a local
TV news anchor who is late for his newscast
because of an unexpected close encounter of the
politics. Director Paul Leduc’s Frida: Naturaleza
Viva, about Mexican surrealist painter (and bisex
ual) Frida Kahlo, is an intricately constructed
mosaic shifting back and forth in time and features
an uncanny performance by Ofelia Medina.frit/tz
screens at 9:15 pm. Castro Theatre, Castro &
Market Sts., SF. Info: 621-6120.

Midsummer night music: Amy Dondy, a
sultry chanlense presents two evenings of
torch songs, Sundays, 7/17 and 7/24, at 8
pm at The Galleon, 718 14th Street (at
Church and Market), SF. Cover: $7. Call
753-3036 for details.

Film Arts Foundation and Roxie Cinema present a
program of short films by independent Bay Area
filmmakers. Sympathetic Cinema, “ films with a
human heartbeat," is an unusual collection of
works that span 25 years and a variety of ap
proaches to filmmaking held together by a com
mon thread of humanity. 7 & 9 pm. Roxie
Cinema, 3117 I6th St., SF. Info: 863-1087.
‘Cause you gotta have friends: GLOE’sOlder Gay
Men's Friendship Group (60-»-) meets witli lively
discussions and planning for special events at 2:45
pm. Friendship Room, 711 Eddy St., SF. Free. In
fo; 626-7000.

Cecilia Dougherty presents The (iay Gaze. an
evening of her videotapes that use sexual themes
and imagery in a practical look at visual represen
rations of lesbian sexual love. 8 pm. Artists
Television Access. 992 Valencia St., SF. $3. Info
824-3890.
The Palestine Coordinating Committee sponsors
An Evening of Pale.slinian Culture as part of St.
Mary 's Cathedral’s “Tent of Meeting" cultural
series. Palestinian folklore, music, dance, food
and a historical fashion show. 7:30 pm. St.
Marv’s. Gough St. at Gearv Blvd., SF. $5. Info:
956-5752.
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Live Nude Boys on stage!: It’s
opened to rave reviews in New
York, was labeled “obscene" by
the FCC and has encountered
controversy wherever it’s played. And it’s about

Goode enough: The
award-winning Joe
Goode Performance
Group presents its
innovative, multienvironmental
theater/dance work.
The Ascension o f Big
Linda into the Skies o f
Montana, Thursday,
7/14 through Sunday,
7/17, at 8:30 pm at
Theater Artaud, 450
Florida Street, SF. Big
Linda is one of those
rare works that
combines radical
innovation with
substance. Go see!
Tickets; $10. Call
621-7797.
time it's come to San Francisco. Robert Chesley’s
Jerker, or The Helping Hand sears the stage with
its tale of phone sex and the threat of erotic fulfill
ment in a dangerous age. Starring Kelly Hill and
David Murphy, directed by Joe Cappetta. Plays
Thursdays through Sundays until August 7.
Theatre Rhinoceros. 2926 16th St., SF. Tickets/in
fo: 861-5079.
SF Symphony’s Beethoven Festival continues
with a program performed by the Guameri
Quartet, who are hailed as the world’s premiere
chamber ensemble. The program includes Quartet
in F major. Op. 18, No. I; Quartet in F major.
Op. 135; and Quartet in C major. Op. 59, No. 3.
8:30 pm. Herbst Theatre, 401 Van Ness Ave., SF.
$18. Tickets/info: 431-5400.
Guemeville’s River Repertory Theatre presents
I'm Getting My Act Together and Taking it on
the Road, opening tonight and continuing on
Thursdays through Saturdays until August 20. 8

Pop punishment; Sing along with the master
of romantic schmaltz when Barry Manilow
visit’s the Concord Pavilion on Thursday and
Friday, 7/14-15, at 8 pm. Each evening
promises “ anecdotes and stories from
Manilow’s career.. .humorous sketches...
and a 30-minute medley highlighting
Manilow’s greatest hits." Wow! Go for the
slime! Call 762-2277 for more info and
tickets.
pm. Jenner Playhouse, Jenner. (Hwy I, 20 min.
west of Guemeville via 116). Tickets: (707)
865-2905 or at the door. Info: (707) 865-2905.
The Lively ArtsofStanford'sMidsummer Mozart
Festival, performed by the Festival Orchestra,
begins tonight. Featured worksare Symphony No.
24 in B-flat major. K. 182; Concerto No. 2 for
Violin in D major. K. 211; Concerto for Horn in
E-flat major. K. 447; Rondo for Horn in E-flat
major. K. 371; and Symphony No. 385 in D ma
jor, K. 385, Haffner. 8 pm. Memorial
Auditorium. Stanford University. Stanford.
$10-20. Tickets; 723-4317, 762-BASS.
Improvised quirkiness; Over Our Heads captures
the bizarre side of human nature as they bring their
improv comedy, music and characters to Code
Blue at 9 pm. "Noastop hilaritv," savs N.
Hanrahan oiB A W N . $5. Call 979-5557 for loca
tion and other info.
Thirty-five Italian male voices in harmony — of
such stuff dreams are made. Coro Sette Laghi, a
male a cappella choir from Varese. Italy, performs
an evening of Italian folksongs at Old First
Church. Co-sponsored by Old First Concerts and
Museo llaloAmericano. 8 pm. Old First Church.
Van Ness Ave. & Sacramento Sts., SF. $8/$5
seniors, students. Tickets: STBS or at the door. In
fo: 474-1608.
The Sentinel welcomes submissions of communi
ty, political and arts events for possible inclusion,

IS space permitt, in our weekly caleHtfir. The

deadline is seven days (Friday noon) or more in
advance of Friday publication. Send items to:
San Francisco Sentinel, 500 Hayes Street, San
Francisco, CA 94102, ATTN: John Frank.

FOG CITY is MULTILINE!
a Gay Computer Irtformation
Service and Community Resource

584 Castro Street # 184
San Francisco, CA 94114-2588
NO HOURLY FEES
PRIVATE ELECTRONIC MAIL •
VIDEO REVIEWS • "XXX" RATED
STORIES • ELECTRONIC NEWSLET
TERS • AND MUCH, MUCH MOREI
HIND that SPECIAL SOMEONE out of
HUNDREDS of FOG CITY USERS or
just check out what's going on around the
BAY and around the COUNTRY! FIND
that buddy to share your fantasies with or
the latest health information. From A to Z
if its of GAY interest you’ll find it on FOG
OTY BBS.

AH you need is a modem
and a coinputer to call (415)
863-9697 all the time for
MULTILINE access!
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D o n ie T a m b lyn
a c c o m p a n ie d by P ia n is t

G e o rg e L e te lie r
FrI. July 8 . 9 :0 0 & 1 0 :3 0
■ no cover S a t. July 9 . 1 0 :0 0 & 1 2 :0 0

3 4 2 M aso n at Geary
San F rancisco
HOURS: 2 PM-2 AM

2 FULL BARS
DISCO
LOUNGE
ARCADE
POOL TABLES
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
I-80/G E0RG IA ST. EXIT

ew face
new taste
new p la c e
l l ^ e 'v e h a d a fab u lo u s face lift &
offer a new dining room & full b o r
that just b e g s for youl
join us for cocktails & d in n er
l i g h t l y 5 :3 0 p m to 10pm ; fri. & sat. 'til m idnight
S atu rd ay & Sunday brunch from 9 :3 0 a m

2 05 0 dtvisodero oH locrom ento (next lo the Lion) 5 6 3 -0 4 44

(707) 6 4 2 -7 3 5 0
T h e new restau ran t & b ar; not just a sf classic, now a pretty face!

Continued from page 21

sky, pointing out the vast
amount of visual information
which is taken for granted.
Artschwager deviously slips
these figures into the show
almost as if he were trying to
undermine the whole idea of a
gallery context. They are totally
lacking in preciousness tmd are
not credited as part of the exhibi

tion. Along with the familiarity transports the viewer outside of
of the furniture sculptures, the the museum context. The in
blp further heightens our aware stallation’s title refers to the god
of gates and doorways and con
ness of our environment.
The artist’s work generally tains the essence of every
pokes fun at the context in which elevator you’ve ever entered.
it is seen. Janus III (1981-88) is a Pushing the realistic up/down
room-sized installation that buttons releases a flurry of
resembles a luxury-sized eleva human voices approximating the
tor, which, positioned between sound of movement. In the sense
the building’s real ones, rivals the that this piece is made of
actual in design features. The “ actual” materials, this is the
room envelops and spiritually “ real” object.
The artist even uses the
museum’s elevators to drive home
his point. When you leave the
building, the elevator door closes
to reveal a blp. This is both a
humorous and telling reminder
of the thoroughness of Artschwager’s vision; The world is
full of blps and wavering
realities.
■
Richard Artschwager continues
though August 14 at the San
Francisco Museum o f Modern
Art, 401 Van Ness Avenue, SF.
Call 863-8800for more informa
tion.

body. In other words, the usual.
6. Given that philistines like
me can feign ennui toward Shake
speare and other theatre gods
without much trouble, a diver
sionary strategy is necessary to
engage full attention. Plain old
theatre companies with eclectic
seasons have to come up with
gruesome marketing concepts
every year. Shakespeare-only
companies have it easier — they
can sell linking themes. Last year
Berkeley Shakespeare did the
whole Lancasterian cycle. This
year they’re doing the play
wright’s “ Mediterranean” plays
(all those based on Greek or
Roman sources). The current
Comedy o f Errors, directed by
Ken Grantham, takes this con
cept one further by resetting the
action in late 19th-century
Constantinople. Does this sur
face revision reveal anything new
about the text or serve any
specific purpose? No. Is it color
ful and fun? Sure. Is that justifi
cation enough? Of course.
7. Grantham’s The Comedy
o f Errors is precisely what people
have in the back of their heads
when they propose going to see
Shakespeare because it will be
Continued from page 20
“ fun.” They want broad com
derpinnings or interesting edy, easy listening declamatory
political sidelights. What The styles, lots of clutter and color,
Comedy o f Errors does have is and Michael Jackson crotchtwo sets of identical twins runn grabbings when Bill gets
ing around, confusing every- naughty.
Act One here clanks around a
bit
(through too much forced
S A N
F B A N C I S C O
slapstick, strained further by
Three Stooges sound effects off
stage), but in Act Two Grant
ham’s soufleé rises to the de
sired degree of fluff. High
lights: a Marx Brothers-type
Bay Area’s Fastest
episode
o f deliripus chase
Growing Gay
through
revolving
doors; quack
Newspaper
Dr. Pinch (Soren Oliver) exorcis-

Sentinel

ing a “demon” from a patient in
the form of a rubber chicken;
Eureka Theatre stalwart Jeff
King imitating John Wayne, and
Berkeley Rep stalwart James
Carpenter imitating Sylvester
(the pussy cat, not the disco star).
All in all, the quartet of actors
playing the mixed-up twins at the
play’s center (Julian LópezMorillas, John Feltch, Michael
Mendelson, Jeff Klein) provide
some pretty wonderful comic
spins in an otherwise uninterest
ingly competent cast. If Grant
ham’s loose, vaguely vaudevillian approach gets a wee bit cute
at times, I can only carp so much
before admitting that Act Two
had me laughing my head off. In
short: this is a good time. De
tailed further critical commen
tary would be dull, and irrele
vant.
8. Reviewing Shakespeare
comedies may not light up my life,
but it sure beats exposure to the
usual outdoor cultural competi
tion: the likes of Tiffany and
“ Dirty Dancing Concert Tour”
for the kids, “pops concerts” for
the aged, and eternal Rodgers
tmd Hammerstein revivals for
gnomes. The day someone final
ly integrates Shakespeare and the
Beach Boys, outdoor summer
entertainment will have reached
its logical peak synthesis. Mean
while, Berkeley Shakespeare’s
The Comedy o f Errors is par for
the course. And as such, it is (as
Brian Wilson succinctly put it)
fun fun fun.
■
Berkeley Shakespeare’s The
Comedy of Errors continues in
repertory through October 6 at
Berkeley’s John Hinkel Park.
Tickets are $9-16.50. Call
525-8844for info on show dates,
times, reservations and driving
directions.

ASTRAL TURF

DOUGLAS HALE

J u ly 8 - 1 4 , 1 9 8 8
The week begins and ends in water.
Very early on Friday the 8th, the
moon, which rules Cancer, a water
sign, moves in opposition to Pluto,
a water planet. That moon is tran
siting the sign Taurus. Taurus is
your money and values. Pluto rules
and is transiting the sign Scorpio.
Scorpio is their money and values.
Opposition brings awareness. The
moon sheds light on a situation.
The rest of the week is a matter of
mutable madness — conflicts, ar
guments and doing things over.
Many of you will be taking on more
than you can handle; others have
accomplished that already and are
trying to shed a few chores. Correct
timing and a steady pace are what
is needed this week.
If you can manage that, you'll all
the more enjoy the fresh energy of
the new moon on Wednesday. This
new moon is in the sign Cancer, a
water sign. Ail the water signs,
(Cancer, Scorpio, Pisces) offer intui
tion, perception and compassion.
The first and main outlet for these
attributes is in the home. Cancer
rules the home. This new moon

A* ( eommunlly ,» n l e , Uit SFS*nlln»l o l l m
AIDS Bulletin Bomrtí lu tin g , fmg, npmc, pnrmining.
SOCIAL QATHERINO
of H.I.V. -F. PWAs and PWARCs meats
Sundays, 6:00-9:00 pm at MCC, 150
E u re ka . L is tin g o f p e rs o n a l a d s
available at meetings. Bring a friend,
make a friend. For info call:
337-11M PETER
(29)

AD REPS NEEDED
The Sentinel has openings for Advertis
ing Representatives w ith Advertising &
S a le s e x p e rie n c e . P le a se s u b m it
resume to SF Sentinel, 500 Hayes St.,
SF, CA 94102. Attn: Shawn Allison. (Ind)

I feel like I have so much more control over my future
now. and I'm doing everything I can to stay healthy,
It •s nice to know that if I experience some change
In my condition, my medical group will be there to
help.
It's great to have a place to go to get answers
to all the questions I have.
I wish you would visit
San Francisco to talk to the people at ViRx too.
Besides, I miss you.

1

ViRx is a healthcare organ ization committed to making a decisive contrit
against AIDS. We prtrvide the most up-to-date information on the treatmcml
and related diseases, and programs of ongoing clinical and lahorato
HIV séropositives. ViRx healthcare fees and lahoratorij costs are gmiera,
through your private insurance. Give us a call at 415-474-2238. ViRx
M ie K p o n M ib ie m m m m g e r n t e m t t f M I V U ^ e K U o m ,
f 19R
8.ViRx MEClK’Al.OBDUPIKC

655 Sutter street Suite 600 .San Francisco. CaUftimia 94102

CANCER (Jun 21 - Jul 22): Home and
family concerns begin and end your
week. After a hectic Monday, things
begin to pull together as the smoke
clears. At the new moon, you will
begin to feel stronger, wiser and
more in control. It's a new cycle for
you — so start pedaling.
LEO (Jul 23 - Aug 22): This week you
make secluded maneuvers to fur
ther your creative goals — romance
is also featured here but not as an
asset. Careful, you may discover
you have no one to blame but your
I past. As the new moon approaches,
an inner strength begins to develop.

ARIES (Mar 21 - Apr 19): Priorities
are in conflict as your week begins
— basicaiiy the issue is money and
how it's spent. A quarrel on Monday
could cost a few days at work —
perhaps your job. Home Is unset I
tling at week's close. Guard your I VIRGO (Aug 23 -Sep 22): You will be
health all week.
at peak freak on Monday, decisions
and royal pains in the ass all over
TAURUS (Apr 20 - May 20): Someone
the place. Actually, you'll find It all
tells you how it should be done. Not
quite stim ulating because you're
a good id e a .. .flashing red In front
at a time of real goal achievement
of a fixed bull. You, of course, con
and recognition. The new moon
tinue on your way, regretting it later
begins to settle things.

LIBRA (Sep 23 - Oct 22): You're
rather like Virgo this week only less
a c tiv e and m o re s e d u c tiv e
.. .although the less active is ac
tually very busy. Your telephone
has a nervous breakdown on Mon
day. While the new moon improves
your work situation, you may see
the opportunity as definite pleasure
interference.
SCORPIO (Oct 23 - Nov 21): Every
thing is going to be fine — not over,
not finished, but fine. Agreements
will be made; however, do see the
change possibility at the end of the
agreements' time span. The new
moon can improve romance but
don't count on it. Change in your
work efforts can be good for your
health.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 - Dec 21): It's
love, pain and the whole damn thing
this week. Monday is a great day for
lousy communication, travel delays
and fender benders. Your efforts
may be hardly noticed, but keep at it
as your day will come. The new
moon is a mixed blessing — at least
there is a moment's reprieve.
CAPRICORN (Dec 22 - Jan 19):
Relationships and work, working
relationships and worked relation
ships work you all week. You do
receive some “ light” at the new
moon on Wednesday; however, you
still feel you're not being told
everything — and you're not. Try

not to lose your job on Monday.
Overeating is not the answer.
AQUARIUS (Jan 20 - Feb 18): Specu
lation in romance and business is
exciting. Excitement is expensive
this week. The new moon on
W ednesday and som e slow,
thoughtful com m unication can
help improve situations. A friend
could prove costly on Monday.
Make some travel plans for the near
future.
PISCES (Feb 19 ■Mar 20): You can
have it all if you can handle (or want)
to handle it all. You're going to want
to have fun on Monday, but it keeps
getting put o ff by somebody's prior
ities. Well, at least you're dealing
with priorities and they are impor
tant to you even if they come from
them. You may consider moving,
but by the new moon on Wednes
day, present quarters will again suf
fice.
If you know your rising sign, read
that. too.
■
Douglas Hale graduated from the
First Temple o l Astrology in Los
Angeles in the early '70s. "Astro
logy is a wonderful vehicle for in
tim ate self-discovery and self
appreciation, " he says. "My clients
come away with a stronger sense of
themselves and the creative poten
tials for their lives." He is avaiiabie
fo r private consuitations and can
be reached at 567-9226.

AI DS BULLETI N M A I L O R D E R
SEXUAL HEALING SEXUAL HEALING
B O A
R D
BODTWORK

NUDE MALE PERFORMERS
SF male erotic theatre seeks attractive,
energetic exhibitionists w illin g to take It
all off for appreciative audiences. Good
pay. CAMPUS THEATRE. Info/auditlons:
673-3511.______________________ ( in ^

Thanks for worrying about me.
Now that
the shock of learning that I' m HIV positive.
actually doing OK,
I was really scared at first,
until I found a medical group that specializes in
the management of HIV infection.
Don't get me wrong—
I still wake up each morning wondering if every ache
and pain is related to AIDS.
But having my immune
system periodically monitored helps put my mind at
ease.
That way if I need it, I can make sure to
get special treatment that could save my life.

GEMINI (May 21 - Jun 20): Keep a
sharp eye on all business dealings
and trust no one. Monday could pre
sent a few surprise reversals. Avoid
j haste and avoid accidents. The new
; moon can help increase your ability
to further your own gains. Try not to
let emotions and feelings mar your
better judgment.

SENTINEL
CLASSIFIEDS
THE EXCHANGE

EMPLOYMENT
JO B S O FF E R E D

Dear Ken,

makes a very good aspect to Mars
in Pisces. Mars is Fire; Pisces is
Water. Mars says, “ i am !” and
Pisces is total compassion. To say
"I am !” is an ocean of compasssion
— it's often difficult to manifest
that "I am i"; Mars in Pisces doesn't
make for the strongest ego. This
new moon supports the Mars in
Pisces, allowing the "I am !” to be
said with calm, quiet and compas
sionate, but determined, reserve —
qualities of the planet Mars and the
sign Pisces.
The above applies to all signs.

on. After making amends, your de
termination takes on a quieter and
more secret approach.

JO B S W A N T E D

H ighly skilled freelance w riter-editor
available to write, edit or proofread your
report, proposal, newsletter, brochures,
ad copy, manuscript or other docu
ments. All editorial services prerformed.
_______ Tim Taylor « 863-1210
(ind)
IMAGINATION UNLIMITED
Charles F.S. Muscardelll: planning, con
sulting, editing, copywriting. 1561 20th
Ave., SF, CA 94122. (415) 566-5716. (28)

MERCHANDISE
ITEM SO FFER ED

CAT LO VE R r
You called me about adopting my cat, as
a companion to yours, but somehow I
lost your number! My 5-yr-old neutered
tabby s till needs a new home. Please
leave a message at 861 -6100 o r 6410935.
Cathy._____________________________

MAIL ORDER
MEET GAY PEN PALS
Don't stop loving. Join now. Send $5.00
membership fee. Add your name to our
confidential pen-pal list. Gay Ways,
1321 So. Dixie Highway, E-13#401, Pompano Beach, FL 33060___________ (28)

ENTREPRENEURS
105 business ideas. 50 home based. Low
overhead. Easy start-up. Send $5.00 to:
D. Goodwin, 3963 Gresham St., San
Diego. CA. 92109.________________ (28)

PERSONAL
GROWTH
COUNSELING

EAST BAY EXPERIENCED THERAPIST
Individual, couple, fam ily therapy on
Issues of mid-life crisis, aging, body Im
age, a n xie ty/d e p re ssio n , g rie f/lo s s ,
family conflict. Intimacy, separation.
Q u a lific a tio n s : E x e c u tiv e /C lin ic a l
Director — Pacific Center, published
author, former adjunct faculty SFSU.
Sliding fee scale. Call Philip Tsui, LCSW
(license #LX011771) 750-3343.

______________________________ (28^1
ONGOING PSYCHOTHERAPY GROUP
FOR GAY MEN
We have openings in a small, long-term,
p ro fe s s io n a lly g u id e d . In te ra c tiv e
group. W ith compassion and support,
we challenge our own and each others'
s e lf-lim itin g a ttitu de s, fe e lin g s and
behaviors. Members work on Issues
such as loneliness, se xu a lity, s e lf
esteem and grief.
F a c ilita tin g Bay Area Gay Men's
Groups for 9 years.
M eetings are Thursday evenings,
7:30-10 pm. Call now for an Interview. In
surance.
— D a v Coopetfawg, MA 43T-3220
or
_____Pedro Rojas. MA 841-9198 (ind)
GAY MEN’S THERAPY GROUP
On-GoIng Group: Now Accepting
New Members
This group Is designed to assist you in
experiencing how you com m unicate
and relate to other men and support you
in your growth toward openness and In
timacy. Sliding scale. Insurance. Murray
D. Levine, Ph.D; Robert Dossett, M.A.,
NoeValley.861-2844or431-2724.
(ind)
NEW HIV IN-DEPTH
PSYCHOTHERAPY GROUP
A private group for Gay and Bisexual
men who do not have AIDS/ARC symp
toms. Open your heart to yourself and
others. Learn to give and receive sup
port, relate your reactions to testing
positive w ith peers, and live more your
own values and priorities. Get moving
with life-long concerns such as relation
ships, building self-esteem and resolv
ing em otional confusion. Lim ited to
eight members. Tuesdays, 7:30 PM-9:30
PM. C a ll Dave Cooperberg, MA at
431-3220. Individual, group & couples
work available.
_____________

+

SOMETHING SPECIAL
Whether your needs are specific or you
ju st enjoy a good massage, indulge In a
warm o il massage In a quiet, comfort
able environment. Tell me your needs
and then forget It all and ease away
physical and mental tensions.
$35/Haight Location
_________ Stephen 668-9318
(M31)

YOU DESERVE IT
Treat yourself to a Swedlsh-Shlatsu full
massage. Let expert hands release ten
sion, energize, revitalize and soothe
your body, mind and soul. Young and at
tractive. Nick, 221 -5013.35.00/in - 70 min.
Out/negotiable.________________ (M33)
DEEP TISSUE SENSUAL MASSAGE
and skilled energy work by wholistic
oriented bodybuilder.
1V> hr $45.00
___________ Jim 550-6401________
FULL BODY MASSAGE
D one by e x p e rie n c e d m a ssa g e
Therapist. In Oakland, call Mark after 3
pm, 261-3319. $25f1 hr. $35/1 'h hrs(M26l
LE GRANDE MASSAGE
A deep, se n su al, to ta lly relaxing
massage is what you deserve from a
handsome, young masseur. $40 in/$55
out. Special PWA discount. 24 hrs.
__________ Alex, 881-1362._______
Excellent, caring massage. Soothing
and Sensual. Nurturing and Relaxing.
Quiet, attractive environment. Ten years
professional experience. Please call
Richard Vincent: 864-5526. $30 ln/$45
out. Special discount before noon.
(Laguna near Market). (7 a .m .-lt p.m.)
(Also available at Central YMCA) (M34)

BODY BUILDERS,
ATHLETES & DANCERS
Workouts and rehearsals giving you
k in k s and cram p s? Deep Tissue
massage, followed by complete, relax
ing. sensual release. Strong. Intuitive
hands. Tall, trim athlete. $30(hr or $40/90
min. Out negotiable. Easy parking. Tom.
755-7471._____________________ (M29)

ATTAIN CHERRY
JELLOHOOD
I have a really exceptional talent for
massage. I'm trained, experienced and
ready to turn you into a pile o l cherry
Jello. The hands of an angel In the heart
o f the Castro. 18th & Noe. Certified. $40.
Jim. 864-2430.________________ (M28)

M E T A P H Y S IC S
ASTROLOGY CHARTS
to page computer $10; 10 page original
$50; 1 page answer any question $10. Experlenced. 387-0394._____________ (29)

SEXUAL HEALING
□epresson/Self-Esteem/Agnc)
Heafth/Gnef/Stress/Retetwnshps

HAL SLA TE

iv if c c

SF and East Bay (415) 832-1254
•M W 0 2 3 2 0 5

Siting S a e f *

SENSUOUS MASSAGE
There's a fine line between sensuality
and sexuality. Experience the fine line
Masc., 6 ‘, 170 lb, athletic build, dark
haired, bearded, handsome, certified
masseur. Esalen/deep tissue. Intuitive,
healing, strong hands w ill sensitively
massage you in clean, safe, nurturing
environment. 70 mins. $40. W illiam.
673-9192.______________________( S ^

EROTIC MEN.
HONOR YOUR SEXUALITY
C la s s e s w i t h

JOSEPH KRAMER
HEALING THE BODY EROTIC
LEVEL 1

Aug 27. 28 10am-5pm$125
ECSTATIC SEX, HEALTHY SEX

Aug 29, 30 10 am-5 pm $125
TAOIST EROTIC MASSAGE

Sep 2 7:30 pm-11:30 pm $30
HEALING THE BODY EROTIC
LEVEL II

Sep 3. 4 to am-5 pm $125
You can take all classes for $350 or
any one tor the price listed
For reservations or free brochure call

THE BODY ELECTRIC
(415) 653-1594.

(S35)

TRIP TO ECSTASYI
Come to my massage! Full body — buns
& legs my specialty! Hot man, 6', 16011,
Br/Br, moust. Call Russ anytime. In/out
$40/$50, add $5.00 for VISA/MC. 647-0944.
Try me!___________ ____________ (S31)

— “ready to turn over?”
— . . . got a spatula?”
rid ic u lo u s ly re la x in g
c e rtiR e d m a s s a g e
R o b in L e v rtt • 5 6 7 - 6 9 1 8
DOWNTOWN MASSAGE
Tired of being handled like a piece of
meat? Had enough of the cold, apathetic
touch of the so-called "professionals"?
Then you must bo ready for something
completely different, a relaxing, sensual
massage that Is almost o l another world.
___________Frank 441-4224
(S28)

DEEP MUSCLE MASSAGE
by exceptionally harxlsome young stu
dent. Very clean cut & friendly.
MATT 431-9060
(27)
A NATURAL MAN
Gives an erotic massage. Hndsm, muse,
masculine, hung. Strong but sensitive,
healthy.
Andy 24 hrs.
___________ (415) 864a097_______ (S29)
Gdikg erotic young man gives you a sen
sual hot oil massage. Healthy and frlendly. Hung. Call Lance, 256-2994.
(S28)

TAOIST EROTIC MASSAGE
with DOUG FRASER
Spend this evening learning to circulate ero
tic energy through your body You will exper
ience giving and recennng an hour erotic
massage

July 22. 7:30 pm-11 30 pm - $30 00
Call THE BODY ELECTRIC
(415) 653-1594
for reservations and inlormatiojS29)

HANDS ON EXPERIENCE
Need the touch of another man's hands
on your body? Want to run your hands
over his? Join MassageMates — a con
fidential. interracial massage exchange
group, open to all types, ages & massage
experience. Covers whole Bay Area.
Write: Massage, Box 421028, SF, CA
94142-1026____________________ (S29)
J J . ISB AC K III
With my famous massage with all the ex
tras. Extra hung, extra tan from tropical
vacation. . .Trim, smooth, friendly guy
rubs you the right way. From $35.
Miss Me? Call J.J. 995-4606 (S29)

-----------e.BAVBeAunpuL------------

MALE MASSAGE
Top bodywork by certified blond
m a sse u r in S w e d is h . Esalen.
Barefoot Shiatsu (I walk on your back,
as you like) & most types Body Elec
tric grad. Private sundeck, EZ parking;
6 minutes from hiways 880 & 24. $65
for 90 minutes.
(415) 848-2625 Seamus
(S28)

HOT FABULOUS MASSAGE
Young blond gives c o m p le te body
massage in the nude. Certified, trained in
Shiatsu, Swedish techniques. Will give
you the time of your life in safe, warm en
vironment or in your home. Call Chris for
fun and games. 673-7754.
(S28>

VERY HANDSOME
CLASSY MAN
WEIGHT LIFTER & MASSEUR

HOT

Strong, hairy, defined chest a arms,
6'1 '.19 5 lbs.

Xtra hung, firm, erotic,
nude massage $50/$70

CARL 567-1865
RELAX IN CLASS
A RELAXING MASSAGE
by a handsome, masculine blond
6', 190, beautifully nude
muscular body, summer tan
Firm, Erotic Swedish Massage
Massage Lotion & Table. Hard to Beat tl

$45 ln/$60 O u t

75 m in.

Mike 931-0149 24 hrs (ind)

VISIT HEAVEN
SFa FAMOUS SENSUAL
MASSAGE EXPERIENCE

MIKE & JEFF 567-2345
I f a • p rivU « a « to pay fo r
« rh a t yo si d o V STEWARD
‘T h a q a o ta tio M d o a ’t d o
y o a J a a d c a r RESTAURATEUR

SENTINEL CLASSIFIEDS
SEXUAL HSAUMG
TOM, ADVENTURESOME
Built tight, muscular & hung,
blond, 6 ', 190 lbs. Very friendly
guy over 30 preferred. Sensual
massage in the buff.
$45 IN $60 OUT 24 HRS.
567-4572
í2o¡|

PHYSICAL
ATTRACTION
V -handso m e S c a n d in a v ia n
man, w eight lifte r, 8 " cut,
blond/blue, 6 ’, 185. Especially
like small Asian & Latin men.
Erotic nude massage.
50 in
60 out

Ron

931-3263

24 hrs

YOU DESERVE
IT
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STUDIOS a 1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Available now. Conveniently located on
busline. Post Street (between Polk S Van
Ness). Cable TV, laundry room, w/w
carpets, mini-blinds, security building.
Call 673^237 for appointment.
(2B)
APARTMENT FOR HOUSEKEEPER
In North Berkeley, 16 hours/week clean
ing, gardening, cooking, shopping, typ
ing, m aintenance, p a in tin g , general
home care and other services. I am a
straight woman; you m ust be neat, han
dy and reliable, male or female. Call
546-6452._______________________J28J

B unkhouse
A pts.
Office; 419 Ivy Street
San Francisco
>lon.-Fri, 1-6 FM
Commercial Space
Available for Retail

r

N

A L S
S H A R E

NEW LESBIAN HOUSEHOLD
IN NOE VALLEY
Room in charming Victorian flat lor non
smoking, responsible lesbian. 24th and
Church. $325 mo. Available immediately. Susan, 282-7647.______________
LETS LOOK TOGETHER
Friendly, quiet, professional GM. 38,
seeks same to find and share expenses
lor a 2 bdrm flat or sm house by Aug. 1.
6414)920. Leave message. Appx. $475,
each.
_____________________
TWIN PEAKS/NOE VALLEY
GM roommate wanted. 2 BR, 2 BA,
fireplace, deck, washer/dryer, furnished,
cable, bus on corner, walk to Noe Valley
shopping. Fabulous view! Non-smoker,
no p e ts please. C a ll, w e ’ ll ta lk .
$450/month, Vi u tilitie s + m onth's
deposit. 648-0936._______________ J28^
15TH NEAR CHURCH/MARKET
Luxury six-room top flat. Groat location.
Washer, dryer, dishwasher, fireplaces,
bay windows, garage space, sunny,
spacious; no pets. $500-600 depending
on share arrangements w ith one, quiet,
gay m a le . P e te r: 8 6 4 -3 3 1 8 (h ) o r
26t-43e8(w).____________________

Sentinel

SA W
$600 -1 BR A p t, 582 Hayes «4
Hardwood floor, tile kitchen & bath,
curtains & shades.
$800-IB R ApL 419 Ivy «17
AEK, w/w carpel, cudalns & shades,
southern exposure.

BE GOOD TO YOURSELF
WITH

MASSAGE
Lie. #9739 ROBERT 6260667

REAL ESTATE/
RENTALS
PROPERTY
F O R

S A L E

Want a home o f your own? Priced out of
the market? Now setting up an 18 month
lim ited partnershipfor owner-occupiers.
As low as S17,(XX) down. IRR as high as
62%. Call (415) 567-4200. Lynn Blythe —
agent.__________________________ (28)
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N
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D

$520 Sunny 1-bedroom apartment near
Hayes/Laguna. Deck. Pets negotiable.
550-8392._______________________ (28)
EAST BAY OASIS
Brand-new, posh, airy 1-bedroom aparlment, secluded in rear courtyard of
private home. A ll modern amenities.
Lovely neighborhood. A t Lake Merrltt/G ra n d Lake Theater. E n clo se d
private garden. Deck. $560. Russ:
451-3643, 4S1.3644; M ike: S44..3645
(work).

J29J

$550 • IBR Apt, 419 Ivy «4-D
w/w carpel, AEK, ground floor, curtains
& shades.
$500 ■Studio, 419 Ivy *8
AEK. w/w carpeting, curtains & shades.
Quiet. Perfect for the right person.
Stove, refrigerator Included. Cable
ready. Firat and last months rsnia ra.
quired. No dapoalta. Must b . employad.

863-6262

DON’T f o r g e t —
Deadline for THE EXCHANGE
and STRICTLY PERSONAL Is
TUESDAY NOON prior to
Friday publication._________

R E
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SERVICES
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H A U
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“When you have to
be sure that your move
Is right"

AFFORDABLE MOVING AND HAULING
• Small moves
• Deliveries
• Hauling to dump
• Large furniture and appliances OK
__________ Jason 821-3574_______ J28J

9 2 » *

(4 1 8 *

821-4755

Specialists In
office households
Licensed Insured

3055 23HD STREET
SAN FRANCISCO • 94110

CAL. T 11 142874

A

A

r B A N C I S C O

5 0 0 Hayes Street

THI IXCHAMOB
ANNOUNCEMENTS
□ AIDS Bulletin Board
C Announcements
n Lost AFound
□ Volunteers Needed
EMPLOYMENT
C Business Opportunities
n Jobs Ottered
C Jobs Wanted
MERCHANDISE
□ For Sole
C Items Ottered
□ Items Wanted
□ Moll Order

C la s s iiie d O r d e r F o r m

San Francisco, ColUomla 94102
PERSONAL GROWTH
□ Closses/Workshops
n Counseling;
n Massage ....
Therapy /Bodywork
□ Metaphysics
□ Sexual Healing
□ Substance Abuse
REAL ESTATE/RENTALS
n Property For Sole
1 Rentals Ottered
n Rentals to Shore
n Rentals Wanted
SERVICES
C Audlo/Vldeo/Photo
C Closses/Workshops

(415)861-8100
□ Computers
□ Financial
□ Health
n Home Services
C Legal
□ Movlng/HauUng
C Organizations
□ Travel
□ Miscellaneous

STBI CTLT PKBI OMAL
T] Personals — Women
C Personals — Men
D Models/Escorts
n Phone Talk

HEADLINE
TETT.

T

A L S
S H A R E

LETS SHARE THE OOOD LIFE
Goodlooking 34-yr-old GWM, clean &
sober, 2Vi years, from Alabama. Seeks
clean & sober roommate by August 1.
Approximate rent $600/month, maybe
less. I'm looking for an unfurnished 3
BR, 2 BA. city/bay view w ith w/d, yard &
deck near trans & stores. Sister and 2
children w ill live w ith for approx 3
months. Call 648-3153, leave message
for Michael,_____________________
ROOM FOR RENT
$325 big room, $200 tiny room, In big flat,
c o nve n ie n t Inn e r M i s s io n , Q u ie t
household. 883-2079. Don.

(28)

T w o S im u lta n e o u s 3 H ou r P ro g ram s on
T w o Big S c re e n s — F ilm s C h a n g e
S u n d a y an d T h u rsd ay

Hottest J/O Audience watches Hot First
Run Gay Films and Exclusive J/O Movier

369 ELLIS ST.
474 -6 99 5
OPEN 11-11
DAILY
A D O N IS VIDEO
UPSTAIRS

C L A m ra D AD POLICT

Ad Ploeemenii Oasaltted ads may be placed by mall In person (or after business hours —9 am-5 pm. M-F —by
using the mall slot In our office door at 500 Hayes Street) Ads are NOT taken over the phone. Payment MUST
accompemy ad order and is made by check, cash, money order or credit cord (VISA. M/C).
OeodHnet Tuesday noon prior to publlootloa
OleeeanMi 10% for seven or more Insertions of ad
••"Bael Beweei For convenience, you can rent a Sentinel box number for your replies Rotes are $5 pet month
to pick up your mail at the office. $10 per month for man forwarding to your home address
Ad Changea/fttoni The Sentinel does not provide tearsheeti for classlfled customers If you detect cm enor
grave enough to render the ad useless e g, wrong phone number, missing Information etc. It will be conected
and tun again the following week free. Changes (to be mode by mall or In person) in ongoing ads may be
made for $5.00 p>lus 25 cents per word. Payment must accompany the changes.
Bdtting PoHeyi The Sentinel encourages you to place ads that are lively, creative and heolthconsclous We
have the legal tight to refect an ad for any reason We reserve the right to edit ad content for racism sexism
unsafe sexual octtvltles illegal actlvltlet or for any other reason
MBPLAT CLABBtriBD AD RATlIi Can (4U) 881-8100.

Itelhod of Poymonl

Members do their own live J/O Show
Every Day in the Circle J Room!

"‘'ATE

T

ooM P trti Totni COST

□ cash
□ check
□ Mastercard/VISA

Mideo

CC#

Exp. Dote

TOTALAMOONT

SKmotuie

25 DIFFERENT 60-MINUTE
J/O VIDEOTAPES

chures or stills on these. B u t took

Transferred to tape from private

$24.95 plus tax V H S in stock. B e ta

film collection. D o z e n s o f h unky

m ade up on order. A s k for Adonis

young

hom e companion! S o rry , no b ro 
into this bargain collection

Each

models, h u ge equipm ent,

Cockplay senes. A D O N IS VIDEO. 369

great blastoffs every 5 o r 6 minutes*

Elhs. S a n F ra n c isc o 94102. (41S)

G ood image, go od color, s o ft rock

474-6995. Open N oon - 6 pm daily.

music. All safe sex! Let th e se videos

Upstairs over Circle J Cinema. See

on your V C R become y ou r favontu

Mai Call. M/C-Visa O K

Ncone
AddiMs
C ity ___

State__
Phone (.

40 word! or !•» 4^ $15.00
Additional irordA ® 25 oach
Subtotal
X_______ numb«r of Imum
GIANT hoodUno $500
<11
WIUcaU6 (9 $5.00
Forwordod <9 $10.00

.Zip.

SENTINEL CLASSIFIEDS
E FIRST
THE BEST.

M
H

O
A

V I
U L

N G /
I N G

h e a l t h
NO W OPEN

com puters
SA FE SEX
at home or office
K IN K Y K U M P U T E R

415-550-7377

SAN FRANCISCO
• P trtiln « 2D«/Hr.
* NautJFr»« WgU.
• Op«n 3«5 D iy t
* Stationary BIkaa
• Man ■Woman
• Exparl Inatructlon
Houra; M-F, 7 am-11 pm; S>S, 7 am-B pm
Oally/Monthly R atat

V IS A • M A S T E H C H A R G E

L O W E S T L E G A L R A TES
H O U S E H O LD • O FFICE
M O VIN G i STORAGE

1320 7th Ave. 564-4343
SUPPORT OUR
ADVERTISERS!

. . . tell them you saw it in the

5 6 7 -6 1 6 6

S e n tin e l!

STRICTLY PERSONAL
HOW TO RESPOND TO
A SENTINEL BOX NUMBER
Some ads in the Personals are fol
lowed by "Reply Sentinel Box XXX."
This indicates that the advertiser
wants responses to come to the Sen
tinel office to be picked up or forward
ed to a home address. To respond to
one of the ads, simply mall your letter
to SF Sentinel, 500 Hayes St., SF, CA
94102, ATTN: Sentinel Box XXX. We'll
see that it gels into the right hands.

PERSONALS
W

O

M

E

N

SEX, DEATH 8 CORRESPONDENCE
Wanted: interesting, marginal active gal
who thinks, jokes, enjoys, creates, un
covers, destroys. This gay who enter
tains feminism, pornography, literature
criticism , humor & art would like to en
courage summer w ith a postal fling
Let's exchange notes, cards, Images
secrets, fictions, desires & crimes. Rep
ly Sentinel Box 28B.______________(28)

24 hrs.

300/1200/2400 8 1 N
Message and File Exchange
_____ No Bodily Fluids'

f in a n c ia l
FINANCIAL
PROBLEMS?

O.K. SO SPRING HAS PASSED BUT
Classic housecleaning service is here to
spring clean your home all yearthrough
Call 221-9145 now for a quote.
(28l

BANKRUPTCY
CHAPTER 13

GERMAN HOUSEKEEPER
Efficient, hardworking young man seeks
steady housekeeping clients In San
Francisco. Excellent local references
$10.00 per hour — negotiable
Lupus — 558-8078
(281

FREE INITIAL CONSULTATION
WITH EXPERIENCED ATTORNEY

864-0449

FINANC IAL
FRESHSTART
B A N K R U P TC Y SERVICE

(415) 641-7620
________FLAT FEE $95

Walter R. Nelson Law Offices
___________________________ (ind)

HOM ESERVICES
HOUSECLEANING BY 18
Y.O. BOY

1304 CASTRO — NOE VALLEY

1221

HOM ESERVICES

Reasonable rates. Call today 552-4957.
References on request. Ask for Brennan.

______________________________ m

MISCELLANEOUS

S E R

V

I C E S

HAIR DESIG NS BY JO H N
$5 00 O ft PERMS and HI-LITES. Intro
ductory Haircut $15.00 with this ad. Call
John at Tress-Pass 211 Steiner St. Otf
Haight. 863-7943,________________ J28)
PERSONALIZED MINISTRIES
New Age Perspective. Charles F.S
Muscardelli. All manner of religious ser
vices. (415) 566-5617._____________ 128)

PERSONALS—MEN PERSONALS—MEN MODKLS/ESCQPTS MODELS/ESCORTS
M A SC U LIN E S W IM M ER

33,5'11 ” , 170#, Br/br Mstche, eclectic in
terests, athletic, sensitive. Looking for
another healthy, sexy, playful profes
sional GWM who's 25-36, trim w/self
p rid e , SF s e n s ib ility fo r in te n s e
m on ogam ous s u p p o rtiv e rom ance.
Photo preferred. (415) 334-8012.
(281

CONCORD
GWM, 37,140#, blond, swimmer's build,
seeking masculine, clean cut. body con
scious men for friendship. I enjoy the
outdoors, hiking, biking, and home life.
Age/size not im p o rta n t if you are
heal thy. (it and well groomed. Write J.C.,
PO Box 273172. Concord. 94527.
(281

EROTIC MASSAGE
Joe 346-2921

(30)

JUST ARRIVED LA

RAMBO
6 ft, 205#, darkly handsome, well-hung,
top stud. HIV-neg. SM/BD, WS, safe only
282-1943._______________________ 1 ^

WILDMAN
G oodlooking Bl w /9” thick. Couples
okay. Josh (415) 995-4728._________ 128)

I

M O V E U P TO Q U A L I T Y ,
N O T P R I CE !

R IC H A R D O F S.F. 8 2 1 -3 4 5 7

“You’ve seen me in Advocate Men. Stars. Jock. Inches
and on the cover of The Advocate and Edge. Now you
can hear my wildest fantasies. Just Diai Dick. JJ
—David Burrili

PERSONALS—MEN
GAY WRESTLING CONTACTS
5 0 0 -F m en C a llfo rn ia /n a tio n w id e .
Fun/fantasy/healthler hot action! Info
pix pax $3. NYWC, 59 West 10th, NYC

^0011.

_______________

WILD COMPOSER
G oodlooking workaholic wants lover
who Is masculine, ambitious, into music
and long, long sex sessions. S&M (both)
would be great. Chuck at Box 27C.

______________________________ !32i
TOP BOY REQUIRED
Are you TOP enough to handle this Hot,
Hung, Gd. Bod, Looks, BOTTOM DADDY
w ith terrific Tits and Ass plus more? All
for the right BOY, P.O. Box 640278, S.F.
94164-0278.
(28)

AFFECTION
Artichokes, balls, bamboo, brown rice,
brundage, Campbell. Castenada, clari
ty, cock, Cohen, companion, compassldn, cosmos, dance, dogwood, dune.
frogs, forests. Giverny, grasses, health,
Jarref, labor, laughter, Mozart, morn
ings. pines, shadows. Sting, Strybing,
Tao, tea, toads, w alking, wood, 52,
G/W/M. Reply Sentinel Box 28A.
(28)

KATE BUSH AT PARADE?
You had a ninth wave T-shirt, I was In
chair with video camera, we chatted.
Stupidly I did not get your name. In
terested in a pizza & Kate? Contact
David at 548-3346. Anyone who knows
this person, would you pass this info on
to him? Thanks.
______________ (28)
AIDS, ARC, HIV >
Having AIDS can be a lonely & frighten
ing experience, but you needn't be
alone. The need for sex. intim acy or relalio n s h ip s d o e s n 't d is a p p e a r upon
diagnosis. Write Box 107, 3309’/ i Mis
sion St., SF 94110 and enclose $1 for a
list of others wanting to meet you. Free
listings.
__________________ (31)
HELP
My long-time buddy and companion has
died. I desperately need friend(s) with a
car/muscles/truck/van/energy and or all
of above to help move his possessions
from Oakland apartment, find some kind
of storage space and dispose of debris
Eternal g ra titu d e and m uch more
G eorge B u c h a n a n , 843-2293 or
444-7673

NEED D ADDY’S
DISCIPLINE?
GWM, 45, w ill spank 'son." 18-25. Are
you gdikg, smooth, boyish, a bubblebutt
"preppie?" Need "m otivation" to give up
bad habits? "Relapses " may result in
strapping, enemas, other humiliations.
I'm 5 '8 ’ , 165, a former English head
master. Latins. Asians welcome to rep
ly, othernot excluded. The only marks I
leave are on your mind. No photo, no rep
ly. J.D., 537 Jones St. #3905, San Fran
cisco, CA 94102.
(28)

HEAR DAVID DAILY
OO

YOUR CHOICE OF FANTASIES

CO

• L A .’S FIRST AND BEST
9 7 6 FANTASY LIN E!

A service charge of S2.00 w ill be billed to your
telephone. No credit cards necessary. You must
be at least 18 years of age to place this call.

T

se n t in e l
IUI

CLASSIFIEDS

rin g t .g /gscQ P T S MOPgî-S/KSCORTS MODELS/ESCORTS MOPELS/ESCORTS MOPELS/ESCORTS

V E R Y S P E C I A L ALL D A Y or
AL L E V E N I N G R A T E S

R IC H A R D O F S .F . 8 2 1 -3 4 5 7
•C O C K V H O T *
Blonde — blue — smooth — 25-boyish
— hung — straight appearing. Chris.
467-3071.
(28)

EXPERT FF
Top man, professional, very muscular,
good-looking, 38, Export large slender
hands. Gloves. $250San Francisco. Out
only. W ill travel Bay Area. Tel no.
v e r itic a tio n a nd c a ll b a ck. (415)
863-9850. Steve.
(28)

SAFE HOT YOUNG MAN
FOR DISCREET FUN
621-8381

VIRILE SEXY ITALIAN
Hot. handsome, rockhard muscles &
athletic legs. Versatile, healthy, very
defined, tall Marine type.
ANYTIME, NO BS.
________ DAN (415)753-8804
(28)

MONSTER MEAT
. ..Unbelievably big. bulging basket!
Not only thick as a beer can, with full
lo w -h a n g e rs, b u t a ls o a m assive
mushroomhoad!?! Topsinm y w ork. . . .
Don't be disappointed. Call me first.
(621-1260*Hank)
. ■. For men who tfilnk blgl?l (28)

Jobs Offered!
we re Looking For A
Few Good Men.
MODELS COMPANIONS

RICHARD OF SF821-3aS7

(30)

w e w a n t Y o u r D ic k For '^ D ick"!
Photographer Paul Latoures needs to photograph dicks
for the documentary film "DICK”

GOLD’S INTERNATIONAL®
BODYBUILDERS
Athlete escorts, models, actors, body
guards and health, fitn e ss, beauty
p ro d u cts and b o d y b u ild e r a th le te
sportswear. P hotosets BB $30, BB
catalog $150, BB/Athlele model list $30
Franchises $25,(XX).

RETIN A WRINKLE
REMOVER $25
MINOXIDIL HAIRGRO
$89 or 12 @ $850
Gold's International, 4111 Lincoln Bl.
#341, Marina Del Rey, CA 90292. Per
sonal checks, MO, cash. Visa & Master
card for purchase over $150 (escorts).
Escorts 213-280-3442 24 hrs.
Products 213-280-9913 24 hrs.
Talent & Management 213-280-3463
24 hrs.
LA, Chicago, Las Vegas.
D istributors OK. H irin g BB/Athletes
18-25y.o._______________________ iffl)

H O U R

O U R
HOT MAN
Hung. hair, masculine, no nonsense,
sexy, clean cut. $90 out only. 826-1406.
_______
(28)
Bob.

HRS1 k f OPF VOSi
Sr-lCf
'r '
SAL - p a “j C'S('C ‘ ; '"u ‘ '
MALE MODELS
& COM PA N IO N S

WORSHIP

the boy next door

ST AN .lAPT) P A ' f ■

h OL'P

8% EXTRA THICK CUT!

CA • T- ■ .•.(( -

«

Live Action Network

FRENCH PASSIVE
H ot, boyish, cleanshaven,
good looks, 6'1", 160 lbs., 26
yrs., green eyes, brow n hair.

MIKE

1' :‘1' : • f ' [T .1'.■ Ok
V: .1 V.,d-- •• s t: T! .I'll'.,r.- S‘ -t > -,i'
S( -il I . .I'-'!
P..,„ . ' V 0

6 6 4 -2 0 5 7

Pager 8 9 6 - 7 8 1 5
(call from touchtone phone, enter
your phone #1 • fast call back

$80 • o u t only

4

HOUSANDS OF REAL MEN
from all over the country
are on our uninhibited
conference lines 24 hours
every day and you can. . .

S r A Y HE A, 1 MY '.M T H

RICHARD OF S.F.
(4 1 5 ) 8 2 1 - 3 4 5 7

Apphcjnfs
Mi j st Bf ‘

(408) 976-2002

T.

I n C ' * , P.---' I'l., Cr-iH - '.

(.ifUii

PHONE TALK

S2 00 plus lo ll it a n y

This is a legitimate, non-pornographic Film; a humorous
exploration of women’s thoughts on the penis. Twenty
people in Five countries are now doing interviews with
hundreds of women.

•
•
•
•
•

A N N O U N C IN G

976
LADS
MESSAGE NETWORK

But the movie needs visuals. Just dicks! If you’d like
to be part of the Film come to The Stud, Tuesday night,
July 12. Paul will photograph your dick in private.

• The in te llig e n t w ay to
m eet new bu(d(Jies.
• 24 ho ur service.
• M essages cha nge 3
tim es a day.
• Your personal
m essage FREE.

There’S no audition, w e want all sizes, shapes and
colors. Guaranteed conFidentiality. If you choose, you’ll
be sent a glossy of your dick photo, and an invitation
to a screening of "DICK ”this fall.
Come on...Expose yourself for art...anonymously...as
one of the dicks in "DICK’.'
If you cam make it to The Stud on the 12th but would like to be a part of the film,
call 330-7505 to set up a photo appointment.
This event is not sponsored by the Stud. We thank them for allowing us to use the space.

i.

SHARE HOT TALK
LISTEN TO THE ACTION
EXCHANGE NUMBERS
MAKE DATES
MAKE NEW FRIENDS

The man of your fantasies
may be just a call away!

!• 'll || .1:1 ,

NO ACTORS
NO RECORDINGS
NO CREDIT CARD^
YOUR ANONYMITY
GUARANTEED!

• LIVE

TW O H O U RS
F O R T W O D O L L A R S.

(4151976-5757
PLUS TOLL
IF ANY.

1

Jßußvß^! Men talking to men.

cadi e^icie*tt! Morefor

%

your money than any other 976, 900
or 800 service.

MtPiO’cUoiA>ei^! Moretime,
more connections, more men.

312-855-1951,
-1952
or -1953

faster access to the conference.

AtuiLe<itol-aJl more/oco/men!
roust

HOW
THE SYSTIM
Call 976-S757. You will b * Issued o six
d ^ it parsonal idantifiiation numbar
(PIN), and a lotol phoiw numbar to coll.
Call nw lo<al numbar and antar your
PIN. Vnur PIN is valid two hours from the
time it is issued. Valid PIN's ore tonneded into the conferente for five min
ute intervals. You will outomaticolly be
disionnected offer each five minute
Interval. Then sim ply coll the locol
number and enter your PIN again to be
reconnerted for another five minutes of
hot conference talk. Have funi NOTE: If
you hang up before the five minute
interval nos elapsed, wait a bit before
attempting to reenter the conference.

and try our
HEAVY-ACTION CONNECTION
in Chicago

oAdeJi! Fewer busy signals,
•

S2 plu.s toll if any discreetly billed to your phone.
18 and over only.
Illustrations by Randy West.

San Francisco 415
Los Angeles 213
or 818
San Diego 619

976-8500

c.

r\»
«•

r

I •

TESTING HIVPOSinVE
œ U ID SAVE TOUR U FE
aving your worst fears confirmed may not soimd like good
news but maybe it really is. Wh)^? Because many physicians
who have worked with the AIDS virus now believe that early
detection and treatment to prevent the deterioration of the immime
system (T-4 Helper Cells) is the best course of action to slow or
stop the progression to AIDS or ARC.
Research indicates that left untreated, over 70% of those infected
with the HIVvirus will eventually develop AIDS or ARC.
The sooner you know if you are HIV Positive the sooner you can
start taking positive action that could save your life.

H

GET TESTED

Testing is now uidely available. The San Francisco Depart
ment of Public Health has several neighborhood sites
that offer confidential, free, anonymous, testing and
counseling. For information and appointment schedules
teleptione 415-621-4858.

If your test shows that you are not infected be sure to get
retested periodically. Sometimes the HIV antibody doesn’t
show up for three years after infection. It’s important to
keep checking so that if you do contract the HIV virus you
can combat the infection in its early stages.

If you do test positive there are many resources available
to help you with the medical and the psychological impact
of HIV infection. For example, the community group. Pro
ject Inform, offers a free hotline service which can help
provide you with the information you need to plan a course
of action. Call 558-9051 in S.F or use the toll free lines
1-800-822-7422 (National) or 1-800-334-7422 in California.
Posit ive Action Healthcare, the nation's largest clinic deal
ing with HfV immune disorders, is one of the resources
you should consider. The Positive Action Healthcare clinic
is now serving hundreds of HfV Positive patients with a
program of preventive medicine devoted to maintaining
the health of their immune systems at a level that may be
sufficient to ward off the onset of infections associated
with AIDS and ARC.
Each patient’s individualized program is developed with
his Positive Action Healthcare physician based on the
initial examination and is reevaluated on a regular basis.

Potential new therapies are closely monitored by Positive
Action Healthcare and as they show evidence of effective
ness they will be added to the treatment depending upon
each patient's needs.
The Positive Action Healthcare treatment is not a cure for
AIDS. This treatment is intended primarily for patients
who are HIV Positive and who have not yet developed serious symptoms of AIDS or ARC.
The Positive Action Healthcare medical group is headed
by Alan S. Levin, M.D., assisted by a staff of scientists and
physicians who are specialists in the treatment of prob
lems of the immune system and have published numerous
medical and scientific documents in this field. Dr. Levin
has served as Adjunct Associate Professor of Immunology
at the University of California, San Francisco Medical
Center. In private practice in San Francisco since 1981, he
established Positive Action Healthcare in 1987 to deal spe
cifically with immune disorders related to the HfV virus.

GET TREATED

Positivenaion
HealttiGore/nc
450

Sutter street. Suite

1138

• San Francisco, CA 9 4 108 • 415 - 788-7545

